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Gay rights

fight grows
~

Opponents to put

~

gay rights on
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November ballot
• By Bob Young
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Celebration of Portland's
new gay rights ordinance was
sweet but short.
Just three weeks after the
law was passed, its supporters
were busy devising strategies
to stunt an effort to repeal the
law in a November referendum.
A bitter battle seems certain
since opponents of the law
presented the city on June 5
with petitions bearing nearly
500 more signatures than the
number required to force a
referendum.
The repeal drive is being
led by James Duran, a member
of the Christian Civic League,
a conservative political lobby.
And Portlanders can expect
vigorous campaigns from both
sides.
City Councilor Peter
O'Donnell, who sponsored the
law, said it will take a strong
campaign to overcome Duran
and his backers.
"I suspect the Christian
Civic League will be very
involved. They see it as a real,
major test and will put all their
resources into the referendum.
"I also think it's ironic that
any group that professes to be
Christian will be fighting for
discrimination," said
O'Donnell.
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ELECTION RESULTS:

GAY RIGHTS

Mainers overwhelmingly approved the two
referenda on the June 9 ballot, commonly
referred to as the "Jobs Bonds." The $79
million package will pay for a host of transportation projects, about half of which will be
turned back to Maine communities for use on
local projects.
As a result, the bond issues - which won
by a 60-40 margin - benefited in large part
from an unusually strong push from taxstrapped community leaders throughout the
state. Sounding the alarm heard from Allagash
to York, former Portland Mayor Tom Allen
warned voters, "This is-the best property tax
relief we'll see this year."
But while the victory was won by a myriad
of desperate local officials, the carefully crafted
campaign was the work of The Maine Jobs
Bond Coalition. One of the most unusual
bands of strange bedfellows Maine has seen in
recent memory, coalition members ranged
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Portland's newest way to shop
The Smart Shopper
exclusively on 1440 AM WlPZ
Weekdays Noon to 1PM

SAVE
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• LOCAL RESTAURANTS •
"LU'uKL ENTERTAINMENT. HOME IMPROVEMENTS •
• LOCAL ATTRACTIONS • PERSONAL CARE •
• PHOTO PROCESSING • SERVICES •
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Why Shop Anywhere else?
Try it... You'll Save
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ROUTE 1
SO. PORTLAND,
ME 04106
TEL: (207) 883-4341
FAX: 883-6272

FROST MARlNE COMPANY
1984 - 40' Egg Harbor Motor Yacht...$125,OOO
1973 - 38' Pacemaker FIB Sedan Fish Mint ... 110,000
1987 - 36' Albin Trawler Mint Loaded ... 95,000
1987 - 36' Chris Craft Double Cabin ... 89,000
1987 - 34' Albin Sundeck 210 Cummins ... 65,000
1986 - 32' Bayliner Motor Yacht. .. 55,000
1987 - 33' Bayliner Avanti Loaded ... 55,000
1990 - 32' Albin Sport Fish w/ 3OOHP ... 125,000
1985 - 31' Chris Craft Sport Fish ... 59,000
1977 - 30' Chris Craft Sportsman ... 22,000 or offers
1982 - 27' Bayliner Sedan ... 14,000 or offers
1989 - 24' Bayliner "Ciera" ... 19,500
1986 - 23' Mach I Condo 260HP wffRL. .. 17,000
.-'
1982 - 23' Chris Craft Scorpion wffRL. .. 7,000
1988 - 22' Boston Whaler "Revenge" 225HP ... 25,000
1988 - 21' Glasstream C/C l75HP w/TRL. .. 13,900
1988 - 20' Laron "Lazer" C/C 175HP wffRL. .. 14,000
1981 - 19' Renken Closed Bow 120HP 1/0 ... 5,000
1987 - 18' Boston Whaler "Outrage" 120HP wffRL ... 18,900
1987 - 19' Bayliner "Capri" BIR w/ 125HP & TRL ... 5,000
1984 - 20' Hunter Sloup TrI. Aux. Motor. .. 5,000
1986 - 28' O'Day Sloop Diesel Aux ... 28,995
1977 - 22' Chrysler Swing Keel TRL & Aux ... 5,500
1984 - 20' Hunter Sloop wffRL & Aux ... 5,000
1973 - 19' Pace Ship Day Sailor wffRL & Aux .. . 3,000
1981 -17' Boston Whaler 5.2 Harpoon wffRL & Aux ... 4,500
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Strange bedfellows win Jobs, define the politics of the '90s

Duran, who runs his own advertising and public relations
company, chuckled at the suggestion he'll be bankrolled by
other conservative groups. "We aren't anticipating any major
donors," he said.
"We'll accept resources from anybody who thinks the same
way we do about the ordinance, but there's not any golden
goose," Duran said.
Those resources will include the Christian Civic League,
according to Jasper Wyman.
"We will be involved ... not visibly, but in an advisory
capacity, developing strategy. But it's a local campaign and local
citizens will have to lead it," said Wyman.
He also said that the league might give Duran's group
money, but "it's too early to tell how much."
Duran said his anti-ordinance group, Concerned Portland
Citizens, isn't well-organized yet. Nor does it have a budgetyet. "Goodness no. You're about three weeks early ... It's like the
first inning."
Duran said he will field a team ''by identifying people of the
same belief as us that this ordinance is unfair. It could involve
business people, landlords, churches."
But Duran and allies like attorney Richard Slosherg also
called the law more than unfair. Duran claimed it "could invite
more homosexuals into the city."
And Slosherg, who is Jewish, said "homosexuality is wrong,
immoral and contrary to my religious beliefs."
Before Duran and team swing into action, the signatures on
their petitions must be verified. That should be done by early
next week, according to Assistant City Manager Nadeen Daniels.
Once the petitions are verified, the city's gay rights lawwhich was approved 7-1 by the City Council on May 11 - will
be suspended until the referendum on November 3.

- I

Polarizing the city
But while Lambert welcomes the chance to argue the merits
of the law via the referendum, he also worries that it could
polarize the city and encourage gay-bashing and hate crimes.
"Basically (Duran's) message is we ought to have the right to
discriminate against homosexuals. He didn't present any
reasons to oppose the ordinance but outright bigotry. He said all
of a sudden Portland will be flooded with AIDS cases, (and)
that's ludicrous," Lambert said.
Duran declined to respond to Lambert's charge.
"I think that's what's going to heat up arguments to a level
we don't want. It's too bad the word 'bigotry' has to get thrown
around. There will be no name calling on our side.
"We do not want violence against homosexuals or anyone
else. It's too bad we get lumped with (gay-bashers}," Duran said.
Instead, Duran said he' s spearheading the repeal drive
because he feels the City Council's vote to enact the gay rights
law on May 11 "did not represent the feelings of the general
public."
Bob Young

-.

The changing of the guard in Augusta got a
boost, as a ample of liberal reformers in
Portland won Statehouse primary elections.
Ellu Townsend and Steve Rowe - two
candidates who have never held public office
- handily b4:at incumbents in their Democratic primary races for state representative.
Townsend pounded three-term incumbent
Chris Gurney, 566 to 133, in the race for
District 31, covering North Deering and Back
Cove.
"I'm very excited about the possibility of
having a more active Portland delegation. I
have a lot of respect for Steve Rowe," said
Townsend, a theater set designer and neighborhood activist.
Rowe beat Harriet Ketover, who's spent 10
years in the Statehouse, 685 to 442, in the
contest for District 30, serving Deering.
"1 think voters responded to my message
for change, for more effective representation
and for stronger representation for Portland,"
said Rowe, a lawyer with UNUM.

Voters in District 32, covering Cape
Elizabeth and South Portland, kept the
progressive movement rolling by giving
moderate Jan. Amero a solid victory - 2,070
to 837 - over conservative Richard Campbell
in the GOP primary.
Amero will face South Portland Mayor
Ralph H_ _d - who bested Robert Fickett
and Sam Aspinall in the Democratic primary
- in November.
In other state representative contests:
Blrger Johnson won the Democratic primary
in District 24, serving South Portland; Peter
Cloutier won the Democratic primary in
District 23, also serving South Portland; and
Elden McKeen defeated Audrey Gerry, 353
to 212, in the District 35 Democratic primary.
Merle Nelson easily beat John Coffey and
Harold Payson II in the Democratic primary
for state Senate in District 27, representing
Falmouth, Cumberland, North Yarmouth and
Windham.

144 HIGH STREET
PORTLAND 773-5547
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Brewers
Beer Kit
& A FREE
Beermaking Class
Wed. June 24, 6-8PM

$44.95
Inlroduce your Dad to the fun and great taste of homemade beer.
Starter kit contains all the ingredients and equipment you need to
make 5 gallons of home brew. Class shows how easy beennaking is
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District 2, which makes him the favori te to win
the general election in November in the
heavily Republican South District.
Voters had a clear choice between the leftto-right positions of Dan Boisot, Cramer and
Skip Lucarelli. And they chose the middle-oft e-road candidate. Cramer, an elementary
school counselor from Westbrook, won 45
percent of the vote, while Boisot garnered 29
percent, and Lucarelli 26 percent.
Cramer clearly benefited from serving two
terms on the Westbrook City Council. He had
a lOO-vote lead going into Westbrook, which
he won 839 to 77 over Boisot.

In what was probably the hottest local
election, voters defeated - 1,892 to 1,442 the Windham TIF (tax increment financing)
plan. The TIF would have created a special tax
district, and paved the way to build a $50
million wastepaper de-inking plant along the
Presumpscot River.
Wlndh .... Town Council: In the contest
for one at-large seat, Michael nmmons won.
Lowell Weeks won a seat representing the
North District. And John Boyden, a two-term
incumbent, won the South District seat.

W_.

Portland
District: Plltrkla
Sparks of Windham won a five-year term for
the Northern District seat, representing
Cumberland, Falmouth and Windham.
BrIgitte Kingsbury of Cape Elizabeth won

Cumberland Town Council: George
Small, the town's former fire chief, walloped
two-term incumbent David Williams by better
than a 2-to-l margin.
Falmouth Town Council: In the race for
three 3-year terms, John Robinson, David
Murray, and Gus Root won seats.•
Bob Young and Monte Paulsen
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the Southern District seat, representing Cape
Elizabeth Gorham and Scarborough.
Vannouth Town Council: In the race for
two 3-year terms, Donna Hazard and John
Buck, a three-term incumbent, won seats.
Thomas Relnsborough won the contest to
fill a vacant seat for the last year of a threeyear term
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Boisot had tried to position himself as the
outsider and depict Cramer as the experienced
politician. But even in this season of antipoliticians, the strategy didn't work.
'1t's interesting that voters showed not just
a 'throw the bums out' mentality. I think
voters are intelligent and discriminate between the bums and those trying to do a good
job," Cramer said.
Coming off his primary win, Cramer said
he expects to prevail in the general election
over Democrat Alfred Porell.
'Til run as hard (as in the primary). But
hopefully I won't be quite as nervous. I think
this was the real test," Cramer said.
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Lyle Cramer won the Cumberland
County Commissioner GOP primary in
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PROGRESSIVE CARDS
GIFTS AND WRAP

Insurgents oust Incumbents In Statehouse primaries

Advocates organize
Since the referendum seems inevitable, local gay rights
advocates are beginning to view the election as a chance to
appeal to a wider audience. They want to explain what the law
would and wouldn't do, and widen their circle of support.
"It is a good opportunity to educate people about the law. But
it's kind of a shame that people have to go out and press for the
electorate's approval," said Robin Lambert, a leader in the newly
created group, Equal Protection/Portland. The group began its
education campaign by handing out leaflets explaining the law
at Portland's polling places during the June 9 election.
Lambert said the group has "little organization and struchue" now, but will be meeting regularly to plan strategies to
build more support for the law.
"We have to have a vigorous campaign that citizens understand. I think you'll see an aggressive grassroots campaign
about fair and equal opportunity for all citizens," Lambert said.
"I'm comfortable about the outcome in November," said
Lambert. "But I think it will require a lot of work to get there."
Lambert and supporters figure they'll have to work hard
because Portland's law will prOVide a rallying point and
fundraising magnet for conservative groups in Maine.
Attorney Pat Peard, who does pro bono work for the Maine
Civil Uberties Union, said that's what happened after Portland,
Ore., passed a similar law last year. A right-wing Oregon
Citizens Alliance (OCA) has proposed an amendment - via
referendum - to the Oregon Constitution that would legalize
discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation.
Referenda undermine civil rights laws, which aim to protect
the rights of minorities "from the tyranny of the majority," said
Peard.
"It is important to dispel the myth that gay men and lesbians
are seeking special rights," said Peard. "That's a ploy of the right
wing. Through such laws gay men and lesbians are only seeking
equal rights and a level playing field."

from big-money businessmen such as Les
Otten and Alton Ciancette to environmentalists like Brownie Carson of the Natural
Resources Council of Maine.
Both ends credited the sheer size of the bed
with their success.
'1t's not only a good Victory," said Maine
Department of Transportation Commissioner
Dana Connors, "it's a good way to win a
victory."
Connors, a coalition member whose
department of road-builders has spent the last
six months coming to grips with the implications of last November's transportation
referendum, said broad-reaching coalitions
like this would define the politics of the
coming decade.
"This is indicative of what the '90s will .
require," said Connors. ''We've spent so much
time fixing blame... it's time we started fixing
problems."
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Bring in your Favorite Video,
view and choose image for picture.
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80 second print time

60 MINUTE
PHOTO INC.
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Relax with an
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ShOll

hour long
accupressure facial
massage and let
the flower & plant
essences awaken
and calm your
senses.

Sleeve 21.
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773-4457

NOW OPEN MONDAYS!

We're Maine's only AYEDA concept salon.
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A review of the top news
stories affecting
Gr..er Portland: June 3
through 9,1992.

Councilors sink
Island tax district

New
UNBELIEVABLEIlI
MAINE LOBSTER ~-

June 11.1992

Toys (f5 Tales

Portland dty coundlors
formally rejected a plan that
would have offered
Portland's six islands lower
tax rates than dty residents.
Rejection of the plan which the attorney general's
office had alread y decided
was probably illegal- may
be the last straw for residents
of Long Island and other
islands considering secession
from Portland proper.
"I think a strong case
could be made to support an
island tax district because
there really is a difference in
the services that are provided," said Coundlor Peter
O'Donnell, who represents
the islands and unsuccessfully supported the tax
district in the June 3 vote.
'They don't receive the same
fire and police protection as
we do in the dty."
City Manager Robert
Ganley had suggested cutting
island tax rates 25 to 50
percent, with the difference
made up by a 1 to 2 percent
increase in mainland tax
rates.
But since the tax district
might have been illegal under
the state's ronstitution
(Newsbriefs, 5.14.92), several
steps were first required to
make the district legal. The
Maine Legislature's Taxation
Committee, the state Supreme Court and the full
Legislature would have had
to approve changing state
laws.
"Any dty roundlor who
voted for it would have been
asking for headaches," said
Peaks Island resident Ronald
Benner, a former secession
proponent who is leaping
back into the fight. '1 knew
how the vote was going to
go, but I'm hoping it's going
to wake up some other
people." Benner, who
guessed that at least ISO of
the island's 400 properties are
presently for sale, predicted
the secession drive would
pick up steam after tl:te latest
vote.
The city receives $1.7
million more in tax revenues
from the six islands than it
allocates in d ty services to
them, Ganley said, so losing
that revenue could mean a 2
percent rise in the dty's mil
(tax) rate.
'The argument against it
was that it would shift $1
million in taxes to the
mainland," Ganley said. "But
if they secede, you'll have a
$1.7 million shift to the
mainland."
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Continued on page 6
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Playing with Payne
"How can they vote for her?" moaned an unhappy Tony
Payne supporter as the June 9 Republican congressional
pri~ary.returns trickled in. With those returns favoring conserva~ve Unda ~an, the long history of moderates controlling the
Mame .GOP trickled down the drain, and a lot of folks at Payne
campaign headquarters found themselves with nobody to vote
for in November.
"Bullshit I'll work for her," said one prominent, pro-choice
Portland Republican, shortly before Payne made his concession
speech and obligatory call for party unity. Another Payne
supporter active in the fight for Portland's civil rights ordinance
sarcastically promised to form a group called "Gays for Unda
Bean."
The conventional political wisdom was that GOP primary
voters are moderates who support candidates from the party
mainstream. The conventional wisdom would have Payne,
who's been working in the party trenches since the Goldwater
era, win handily over Bean, a rich right-wing upstart who's
repeatedly bucked the Republican hierarchy.
But the primary voters who turned out this year had no
interest in rewarding the GOP faithful. Instead, they sent a
message against everything they hated: high taxes, high
unemployment, abortion, gay rights and, most of all, the
condescending attitude of Republican leadership.
Bean fueled her campaign on that anger and frustration.
Payne inflamed it.
The Bean strategy was simple: 1) Avoid the news media as
much as possible. Bean has trouble being spontaneous, and is
always at risk of saying something stupid when asked an
unexpected question. 2) Spend like crazy on television and
radio advertising. Use sophisticated tracking polls to measure
the impact of the ads, and keep a top-notch production team on
red alert to make new ads whenever the polls show slippage.
3) Wait for Payne to make a mistake. Then hit him with everything you've got.
Payne's mistake came on May 28. Appearing on my WGAN
talk show, he called for redudng the federal deficit by freezing
the cost of living increases for military retirees, welfare redpients and people with handicaps. He also advocated shutting off
social security and Medicare for people who make more than
$100,000 a year.
The Bean team began airing advertising containing edited
tape of the interview less than a week before the June 9 primary.
In the ads the issue was no longer defidt reduction or whether
the rich needed government entitlements. Instead, the spots
ripped Payne for wanting to shut off benefits to the old, sick,
poor, handicapped and those who fought for their country.
When Payne tried to explain his stand in subsequent TV
interviews, Bean lifted tape from them as well, and, through the
miracle of careful editing, produced another round of damning
commerdals.
Bean's use of Payne's interviews to attack him is ironic, since
Bean refused to submit herself to detailed questioning on her
own deficit reduction plan. That plan called for cutting $35
billion in "waste" over five year. (This year alone, $400 billion
will be added to the federal defidt.)
Bean also supports a balanced budget amendment to the
Constitution, an amendment that even supporters concede
would require billions in cuts in entitlement programs.
Despite the inconsistencies between Bean's poSitions and her
claim in the ads that she'd fight to preserve entitlements, Payne,
who's an advertising executive, seemed, to have no idea how to
counterattack. He called the ad blitz "a howitzer. I took a big 45
millimeter shell in the head."
Asked if his position cost him the election, Payne replied, ''ll
it did, I'm proud it did."
Payne made a carefully worded call for party unity in his
concession speech Tuesday night. He promised to support "the
Republican ticket" rather than endorsing Bean specifically.
Maybe. But the Bean strategy of spending heavily on TV
while waiting for her opponent to make a mistake (or something that can be made to sound like a mistake) can be applied
to Democratic Congressman Tom Andrews as easily as it was to
Payne. Andrews, as an incumbent, cannot avoid the news
media. He may have to put his customary glibness on hold if
every casual answer holds the potentia) of being turned into an
attack ad .•
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habitat by making development more difficult in
affected areas, he said.
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Maine AIDS cases
to double?
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A local doctor is predicting the number of AIDS cases
in the state will double over
the next three years.
"It is a disease of our
en tire society," said Dr.
Owen Pickus of Brighton
Medical Center in Portland.
Pickus, an AIDS Specialist,
has diagnosed about 100
cases of AIDS in Maine over
the past eight years and
presently treats a dozen AIDS
patients. '1 feel a lot like Paul
Revere screaming, The
British are coming!' I've been
screaming it since 1984.
Unfortunately, it hasn't
always been a successful
scream."
Pickus said the disease is
on the rise in Maine. "What's
frightening here is we're
going to double the number
of cases in three yearshopefully, not sooner - and
probably double that in the
next three years," he said.
Pickus, who sees two to
four new HIV positive cases
per week, will present his
findings on AZT and other
drugs used to treat AIDS at a
medical conference in
Amsterdam next month. But
the research goes slowly; a
cure or vaccine for AIDS is at
least 10 years away, he said.
There have been 282
confirmed cases of AIDS in
Maine, according to the state
Bureau of Health, including
55 reported last year.

Council weighs
shoreland zoning
Located on Canco Road,
Portland

off Wcuhington hienue,
774·8664

or
BACK COVE ESTATES

Located off Ocean hienue
O4Ierlooldng Baxter Boule...a~d, Pordand.

774-8842

• Elegant single-level Capes and Gardens
• Beautiful two-story Townhouses
• Choice of 1 or 2 baths
• Outside Storage
• Private Entrances and Patios
• Fully applianced kitchens
• Washer/Dryer Hook-ups
• 24-hr Maintenance
• Assigned Parking spaces!
• Swimming Pool, Tennis Courts, Clubhouse

--------~~~---------

City councilors will
consider changes to the city's
Shoreland Zoning Ordinance
June 15. The revised package
increases protection of rivers
in Portland proper and
wetlands on several Casco
Bay islands.
'This has to do with
protecting the water quality
of Casco Bay," said Planning
Bo\lrd member John Carroll.
'The Planning Board has
recommended what I think is
a very progressive package .... The debate will
revolve around whether the
city should go beyond the
state minimums." Carroll
added, '1t's very clear that
some people are quite
opposed to it."
The ordinance extends
protection to certain wetlands
that don't technically meet
the state's definition of a
wetland, such as the wooded
watershed that feeds Icehouse Pond on Peaks Island.
Carroll said river properties in the Stroud water, Fall
River and Capisic Pond areas
would be among those
affected by the changes. The
addi tional protection will
preserve drinking water,
open space and wildlife

Developer Gavin A.
Ruotolo, who re-acquired a
Saco Island development
complex last month, will put
that land on the auction block
at the end of the month.
Larry Mitchell, Saco's city
administrator, said the city
may bid on the property in
hopes of creating a park.
'The original development
plan was a marina which
would have incorporated a
boat marina, a park and a
high-rise developmentnone of which happened," he
noted.
Mitchell called the property "visually very appealing.
From the standpoint of a
public park, it would be an
asset to the community since
it's a 'gateway to the city: It
has a decent setting. But there
are also some topography
problems that would increase
the cost of developing the
site."
The city's interest is "very
preliminary," he said, noting
that "we have not even
received an auction packet
yet."
The June 30 on-site auction
will include three si tes: an
acre of vacant land next to a
proposed Amtrak station, a
six-acre riverside site and five
mill buildings, said Tom
Saturley, president of
Auction Properties Ltd. in
Portland . Those properties
will be offered both separatelyand as a package.
'We've already received
some inquiries from both in
and out of state" about the
property, Saturley said.
Ruotolo lost control of the
buildings to the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) in 1990 because
he couldn't payoff loans.
FDIC agreed last month to
sell the land back to Ruotolo.

Standish cops
under the gun?
Some angry Standish
residents are circulating a
petition that asks town
councilors to eliminate the
town's police department.
"It's been rumored every
year at budget time," said
Standish patrolman Tim
Condon, one of three fulltime officers who make up
the town's force. "But there
are 7,000 people in town, and
it's my understanding that
less than 200 people signed it.
One person signed it three
times. There's a very small
minority there."
Condon called accusations
of arrogance and excessive
force "absurd."
New Town Manager
Thomas R. Stevens confirmed
that the town is being sued
by a resident who alleges he
was wrongfully arrested at a
town tavern in 1989. The
town had also received two
other notices of potential
damage claims before he
arri ved, Stevens said, but

shredder and that most likely
the tank came from within
the company itself," said
Stephen McCausland,
spokesman for the state's
Public Safety Department.
The tank, he said, was
similar to those used to fuel
forklifts and other plant
equipment.
No one was injured in the
explosion that ripped a 20foot hole in the plant's roof
and heavily damaged two
walls. The explosion forced
the plant to close for two
days while repairs were
made.
State fire marshals and the
Biddeford Police Department
are pursuing leads in the
case. Maine Energy officials
have also offered a $10.000
reward for information
leading to the arrest and
conviction of the person or
persons responSible.

those notices were never
followed up with legal action.
"Since I've arrived in late
March, I can't see where the
department has received any
complaints that would be
unique," Stevens said,
including allegations of
excessive force.
Town councilors were
expected to receive the
petition June 9. Standish's
town meeting takes place July
28, when residents could vote
not to fund the department.

Hamlet residents
nix rent hike
Residents of the Hamlet
Mobile Home Park in
Westbrook will see their rents
increase by 0.7 percent, far
less than the amount their
landlords had sought before
the state's Rent Justification
Board. The victory is the
latest round in a running
feud between residents and
park owners.
Westbrook Associates had
requested an 8 percent rent
increase for the park's least
expensive lots, to $231
monthly. Chief Operating
Officer Kevin McCarthy said
the rent increase was needed
to offset property taxes and
operating costs. "As a result
of the decision," he said, "the
owners are expected to
operate the park at a loss."
McCarthy complained that
the burden of proof in such
cases falls on owners to
justify rent increases, rather
than on tenants to show
inability to pay. "They want
improvements but they don't
want to pay for them," he
said.
But a spokesman for The
Hamlet Tenants Association
said tenants proved that the
landlord's costs have not
gone up. That, said association co-chairman Mace W.
Messenger, made a rent
increase unnecessary.
Messenger said his own
rent has increased more than
50 percent in 4 1/2 years,
while landlord serviceswhich previously included
free water, sewage and
rubbish collection - have
been cut. Because of previous
increases, some residents
have moved out of the park
and more have applied for
permits to move, Messenger
said.

Incinerator blast
was deliberate
A propane tank that
caused a May 20 explOSion
and fire in a Biddeford trashto-energy incinerator was
deliberately placed there,
company officials said.
Though investigators
wouldn't say the blast was an
act of sabotage, their findings
contradicted early reports
that the 33-pound tank
slipped through the Maine
Energy plant's trash sorting
system undetected.
"Investigators from the
(state) Fire Marshal's Office,
Biddeford Fire Department
and Biddeford police have
concluded that the tank was
deliberately put into the

Freeport recycling
Cap'n Crunch boxes

l

Freeport has become the
first Maine town to recycle
paperboard, which makes up
cereal, pasta and shoe boxes
- as well as those tubes
inside rolls of toilet paper.
Wood Fiber Industries of
Lisbon Falls has signed a six
month contract to make
fiberboard out of the waste.
The town decided to add
paperboard to its recycling
program when Wood Fiber
Industries agreed to pay the
town $15 a ton for newsprint
and other paper products.
That means Freeport will
save $40 a ton on the trash
because it won' t have to truck
the material to an incinerator.
Wood Fiber Industries
mixes the old paperboard
paper with white pine to
make fiberboard, which is
used to make wall panels and
fill sidewalk cracks, said
Michael Watts, the
company's fiber procurement
manager.
Paperboard makes up
almost half of Americans'
trash, according to Cynthia
Kimball-Strout, Freeport's
recycling director. Most
Maine paperboard is burned
or dumped in landfills, but a
few communities compost it,
said a Maine Waste Management Agency official.
Reported by Paul Ka",
Michael Reagan and
The Asscciated Press

weird news
or A pair of teenaged
campers who had gone
hiking on Blue Hill wound
up cowering in a tree and fire
tower while a hungry black
bear devoured their lunch.
Jon York, 15, of Blue Hill,
and Cory Gross, 13, of
Penobscot, had just returned
from a hike June 6 when they
heard footsteps outside their
tent near the summit of Blue
Hill. Gross poked its head out
and spotted the bear about
three feet away.
"He Wl! " so cb se, I could

smell his breath - it smelled
like dog's breath," he said.
Smelling food, the bear
circled and yanked out a tent
peg. Then it pawed at the tent
as the boys huddled under a
blanket. Their fear turned to
terror when the bear stuck his
head in and snatched a tote
bag full of food, then ran
about 75 feet away to eat it.
The boys scaled a tree and
then a fire tower to escape;
later, after hightailing it
down the mountain, they
returned to discover all their
food gone - except for a
package of pepperoni.
The bear was later spotted
browsing through a copy of
Veget/lrian Times.
or A cat that accidentally
switched on its owner's
answering machine helped
save the lives of a Bath family
whose house was gutted by
fire in the early morning
hours of June 5.
Andy Anderson's cat
woke him up around 1:30
a.m. by climbing over the
answering machine and
turning it on. When Anderson awoke, he smelled smoke
blowing in through his
window. After a 20-minute
walk through the neighborhood, he discovered thick
smoke pouring from the
home of William Spears.
Pounding on the door,
Anderson woke the Spears
family. Moments after they
left the home, its second floor
burst into flames.
"God must have been
watchlng over that family last
night," Anderson said. "I
don't know what would have
happened if that cat hadn't
stepped on that answering
machine." Bath firefighters
also credited Andersonand his cat - with saving the
family.
Cuddles the Cat was to
receive a year's supply of
cream as reward.
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Test Drive The Canoe Or Sea
Kayak Of Your Dreams
at
•

SACO.......
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•
YOU CAN CANOEI DAYS

~~-------------~
10 am to 5 pm
Sunday, June 14
Deering Oaks Park
Call 773-0910 for more information!
127 MARGINAL WAY, PORTLAND • OPEN 7 DAYS

Maine's Dress Address

weirder news
or CB W went fishing and
found a news editor in
nearby New Hampshire. Bob
Young, whose previous
exploits include a stint as an
electric rabbit brakeman at a
dog track In New Hampshire, joined the newspaper
June 8.
"When I'm not working, I
can be found proving white
men don't need to jump," he
said.
Young, who bears more
than a passing resemblance
to Neil Young, will get his
own postage stamp shortly.

Come
pick your
own
bouquet

Ooops •..
In last week's Voter's
Guide, we listed the wrong
telephone number for Unda
Bean's local campaign
headquarters. We Sincerely
apologize to the patient
family who took all those
misdirected phone calls, and
to the Bean campaign as well.
The actual number is 8711600.

7

at

10 :ff
this week only.

carla's

Carla's Corner
O cean Ave., Kenn ebunkp ort 967 -2 206' 19 Shore Rd ., Ogun quit 646-3900

.
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Chick Wergles, a '50s promoter who tried to make a go of it in
Lewiston and failed. Frankie DeRice, another promoter. Vern
Putney, a journaliSt. Nuno Cam, a Silverman gopher and
professional car starter. Coley Welch, a '4Os fighter from
Portland who was once ranked No.3 middleweight in the
world and Ron Standler, who once almost knocked out Joe
Frazier.
Now Moorehead and Griffin are lost in the past, the cigarette
smoke turning blue in the barroom and everyone starin~ hard
at the picture with Hagler and reminiscing.
Griffin is battling throat cancer; he's lost three toes to
diabetes.
"I'm just starting to learn about fighting ... just starting. And
right when I've got it figured out, I'll probably be dead. Then
you'll have nobody to talk about the old days."
Griffin laughs.

Pal Joey

G.....che·s tr.lners watch .s he sp ..s with Curtis Strong, who c .... e from Chlc.go to work as • sp.rrlng partner.

Lewiston's reluctant warrior girds for battle
Joey Gamache comes to Portland to fight for his second world title
• Story by Tom HanTahan
• Photos by Ton« Harbert

You've probably seen the TV commercial by now. A pensive
Joey Gamache - wrapping his hand in cotton bandages,
glaring at the camera, shrouded in a hooded boxing robesays nothing.
He doesn't need to. Joey is Maine's only world boxing
champion. Ever.
Saturday, June 13, marks the day boxing makes a brief but
much ballyhooed comeback in Portland. the day Joey battles for
the World Boxing Association crown aUhe Cumberland County
Civic Center.
Gamache, who has already won a junior lightweight title,
moves up to lightweight and faces Korean prizefighter
Chilsung Chun, a No.1 ranked contender. Joey is ranked No.2
in the 135-pound division. This
is expected to be his toughest
fight to date.
The 26-year-old Gamache, a
Lewiston native and unqualified hometown hero, makes a
simple pitch to the people of
Portland, most of whom have
never attended a boxing card.
"This isn't just a fight," he
says, "it's a happening."
Few salesmen know the art
of hype as well as Gamache
and his Lewiston entourage,
but his point is well made.
Although Portland has hosted
a world title fight in the past
Joey G.... ache throws. punch.
(Paul Junior vs. Henry
Armstrong in 1940 for the welterweight title at the Portland
Expo), it has never seen a champion crowned in Maine (Junior
was knocked out in the third round).
And while such boxing luminaries as Marvelous Marvin
Hagler have fought here, not since light heavyweight Pete
Riccitelli has a local pugilist captured the public attention as
Joey Gamache has.
Most Mainers will not see this fight unless they pony up
some serious cash and see it live. It will be broadcast on ABC's
''Wide World of Sports." a giant lift for Gamache's career, but
Maine's local ABC affiliates, WMTW-TV ,<Poland Spring) and

WVIl-TV (Bangor) will be blacked out.
"Let's face it," says Gamache. "I am boxing in Maine. And
when I retire, it ends. Period."

Boxing's good old days
Once upon a time, boxing flourished in Maine. No one
remembers better than Eddie Griffin, the raspy-voiced saloon
keeper from South Portland.
"In the '30s and'4Os, Chick Hayes ran wrestling shows on
Monday nights at the Expo and that allowed him to take a loss
on the boxing shows he promoted on Tuesday nights," says
Eddie, standing next to a picture dated Feb. 16,1980.
In the photo, Griffin is standing beside Marvin Hagler.
"Couldn't draw flies," says Eddie, disgustedly. "Can you
believe it? Hagler! You see, most of Portland's boxing history
involved promoters from Massachusetts. guys like Sam
Silverman. He's dead now. Portlanders like local guys and
that's why Riccitelli was the best there ever was by the Maine
standard. He wasn't too good but he had a lot of courage and
he always gave you your money's worth. I worked a fight with
him one time - he broke his jaw in the fourth round. I told him
it wasn't broken but I was wrong. Damn it, he fought all 10
rounds of that fight."
Bob Moorehead, sports editor at the Press Herald during the
1970s, remembers the Thursday night fights at the Expo with
unrestrained delight.
"Geez, there were characters," he recalls. "One time somebody pumped three rounds into Sam Silverman's house and hit
the refrigerator. He said, 'What can I tell ya? It could happen to
anyone!' Another time somebody blew up his car. The characters died off and the audience died off but there were guys like
Hurricane Gene Herrick and Tony Lampron (Joey's long-time
trainer) and Preacher Lewis. and of course, Riccitelli. Pete could
have been pretty good but he liked to train like most guys like
to train and that means not at all."
Moorehead laughs till his eyes water, great pained guffaws,
and says, "Pete liked to train with one hand wrapped around a
can of beer and the other steering the wheel of his Cadillac. But
he was a helluva good guy, a lot of guts. One night Preacher
Lewis just beat the bejesus out of him and afterwards we were
all in the locker room and somebody asked Pete what happened. Pete was like, 24 years old at the time. Riccitelli said,
'Gee, I ain't no kid no more!'"
Staring out from behind the veil of time. Griffin takes a huge
drag on his cigarette and rolls off more names from the past.

It's fi ve o'clock in the afternoon and Joey Gamache is
arriving unescorted at the Lewiston Armory, site of the
Gamache Gym.
The world champion is wearing a Mexican serape, Gargoylz
sunglasses, flip-flops, black racing tights and a white T-shirt. He
doesn't walk, he shuffles. His gait is reminiscent of a youthful
Willie Mays.
Three neighborhood kids trail the champion like a train.
"Hey, guys, how ya doin' ," drawls Gamache.
"Good, Joey, how you doin'?"
"Top of the world, guys, top of the world," says Joey.
The young trio lights up when Gamache talks to them, their
eyes wide, bright and adoring. Gamache draws them in beside
him; now it is four making their way together down a dank
subterranean passageway.
Flip-flop, flip-flop, flip-flop.
The kids attach themselves to the cape and Gamache tousles
their hair and throws some mock punches. The kids are now
brimming with happiness but their excitement reaches a fever
pitch when Joey hands them tickets to the fight.
"Really, Joey?" asks one. "These are real tickets?"
"Didn't I tell you I was going to take care of you guys?" Now
the kids are worried they have been ungrateful. Joey plays on
their insecurity with a bit of his own.
"What, you don't want to come see me fight?"
The kids know he is toying with them and they smirk and reattach themselves to him. Only Norman Rockwell could do this
scene real justice.

Contradictions
Gamache is superbly conditioned, with little to spare on a 5foot-6 frame carrying 140 pounds of weight. He snatches a fl~
out of thin air while being interviewed and lets it go in the same
motion, unharmed. His look says, "Can you do that?"
And Joey Gamache is a bundle of contradictions. He can be
menacing, ugly, mean. There are times when he is insufferably
superior for no apparent reason. Like his father, he can fly off
the handle and turn red with the effort, cursing and pacing like
Yosemite Sam, the cartoon character.
But few people understand the relentless pressure fighters
face. Joey can also be pleasant and affable, endlessl y patient,
generous beyond need. His facial countenance alternates
between barely restrained contempt for the non-combatant to a
little boy's silent plea for acceptance and approval.
Fighters live with the knowledge that they are apart from
ordinary people. They beat people up for a living. The fear of
being beaten up is an inevitable consequence of their craft. They
swing open and shut like a screen door in autumn, and Joey is
no exception. He is like Santa Claus to a small child, then the
police are visiting his home on a domestic disturbance call. He
lectures to school students and business executives on discipline
and concentration, but was arrested for assault.
Today, Joey is bored with his workout. The hours in the gym
are an endless repetition of earlier workouts. He is surly, aloof,
cranky. A wannabe fighter, a man with gray hair, salutes him
with the customary "Hey, Champ!" and Joey rolls his eyes as if
he is about to lose patience with it all, chuck the gloves and run
away. The gym is smel1y and dark. The gym mats are ratty and
old. Even the old fight posters are dilapidated. There isn't a
single window in the joint. If it weren't a gym, it would be a
utility closet.
Everything centers on Joey in the gym. He reminds a visitor
of a prized zoo specimen, somewhat irritable at all the flashing
light bulbs. He paces and sweats, punches invisible foes. looks
everywhere, avoids eye contact with anyone.
"Do you have any idea how many workouts I've been in in
my life? A million? It feels like a million. I bum out in these
workouts. They suck. But I do what I gotta do. Do I have to
draw you a road map?"
Joey ends up shadow boxing in the floor-length mirror. The
hands move up and down, quickly, thrashing the stale air.
Fighting comes naturally to Joey. but too much of it has robbed
his spontaneity, like a circus lion roaring on command. He is
fighting himself.

a fashion event - well, maybe a fashion event isn't even really
what to call it.
Maybe a fashion holocaust.
Joey has appeared in a series of wildly garish boxing trunks
and hooded robes, from flames to rose-colored sequins to
Indian loincloths and tiger stripes. He has entered the arena to
the tune of "Rocky," and his entrances are working-class
symphonies, a cacophony of throaty cheers and beer-bellied
bravos.
This is the moment Joey
lives for, when the sepia tones
of the underground gymnasium explode into neon-bright
colors and rainbows of passion.
The irony is that by that
point Joey is locked into a
myopic tunnel of concentration
that blots out the roar of the
crowd and leaves room only
for the gentleman across the
ring.
"It's more of a body rush
than anything else." he says. '1
feed off the energy of the
crowd but I real1y don't hear it.
I'm on a private wavelength
Joey's fists are wr.pped before they .re put Into gloves.
but I can feel the crowd like
you feel the beat of a drum in your chest."
Joey is asked if he is as cocky and arrogant as his outlandish
garb might indicate.
"People say I'm cocky and arrogant, stuck-up, high and
mighty, I've heard it all before," he says. He is a little pissed off
"Geez, there were
and it shows in his eyes. "But those people don't know me, they
characters ... .
don't know me at all."
"Sure, the outfits are flashy and you could say I'm flamboyThe characters
ant," says Joey. "Yeah, yeah, OK, OK. But I'm trying to sell
died off
tickets. This is how I make my living. I'm white, I'm marketable,
right? Hey, people come to my fights to see me knocked on my
and the audience
ass, fine. Fine. I don't care why they come - as long as they
buy a ticket."
died off
Some 8,000 fans, happening observers and history buffs are
but there
expected to buy tickets for Joey's bout. Eddie Griffin predicts it
will be Portland's greatest boxing event ever. Joey knows this
were guys like
but appears a little impatient with the rest of the world coming
Hurricane Gene
around to his point of view.
"This fight is gonna make boxing history in Portland," says
Herrick and
Joey. "Maybe the last title fight ever. I don't know that anyone
truly appreciates the magnitude of this event."
Tony Lampron ...
"Joey's got the story. the talent, he's wel1-spoken and he
and Preacher Lewis,
looks good on camera," explains Bob Yalen, boxing coordinator
for ABC. Yalen says the network has been considering a
and of course,
Gamache fight for some time. "The public's going to take a
Riccitelli.
shine to him. And believe me, I would rather go to a guy's
hometown, in front of a wild crowd, than to a casino."
Pete could have
ABC did not disclose the amount it paid for the rights to
been pretty good
broadcast the Gamache-Gun fight. But Joey's Dad and manager,
Joe Gamache Sr., told CAsco Bay Weekly that it's not as much as it
but he liked
used to be, probably less than $100,000.
to train like most
"After this, Joey can walk down any street in America and be
recognized," says Johnny Bos, a co-promoter for the bout. Main
guys like to train
Events, the other promoter, is the Texas-based promotion
machine of Dan and Lou Duva. two of boxing's premier
and that means
impresarios. Main Events handled numerous world champions,
not at all."
including Evander Holyfield, the heavyweight champion of the
world.
Bob Moorehead
Lester Bedford, a spokesman for Dan Duva, agrees with
Joey's historical perspective. "This is a really significant devel-

Continued on page 10

Cocky? Arrogant? Rude? Really?
Gamache is dressed casually today. But when Joey fights it is

G.... ache does neck exercises lit the G.mache Gym.
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Local kids hound Joey for autographs after a recent training session.

"I don't like
violence;
I'm not a violent
person.
I can't make fights
personal anymore••..
Some of my fights
I wasn't at my best
because
I've been doing this
for so long
that I have a hard
time getting
psyched up.
That's the hardest
part now."
Joey Gamache

Joey confers with his d ....

RELUCTANT
WARRIOR
Continued from page 9
opment in Maine boxing history," he says.
Gamache Sr., better known as Papa Joe, says a victory
Saturday night will act as a giant springboard and catapult
Joey into the uppermost echelon of professional prizefighting.
Papa Joe says his son is a 3-1 favorite.
If Joey does win this fight, he'll be only the fourth man to
graduate from junior lightweight to the next division and
secure both belts. The others are all boxing legends: Hector
"Macho" Camacho, Alexis Arguello and Julio Cesar Chavez.
Gamache is not a terrifically powerful puncher, by his own
admission. He is, however, undefeated in 28 professional
bouts, with a respectable 17 knockouts. Chun is 18-1, with 11
KOs. But Joey has been roundly criticized for not being able to
finish off weakened opponents and lacking the homerun right
hand. He shrugs off the criticism casually.
"I win my fights on my speed and my ability to move out of
the way of my opponents' punches," he says. 'J"his is a talent,
if you ask me, and I'm not going to change just to satisfy the
critics. I'm not interested in making easy fights hard. I like to
make hard fights easy, follow me?"
Gamache says the money is nice but that his real interest is
the title, symbolized by a tacky, oversized belt that is ceremoniously presented to the winner of the fight.
'1 dream about that belt. I dream I knock the guy out and
the crowd stands on its feet and yells like crazy and I am
standing in the neutral comer letting it all wash over me.
"That's why I fight. To realize my dreams. I've come a long
way, fought more than 100
fights. I've been fighting half
my life. The money comes and
goes, but that title stays in the
record book forever and ever.
And that's what means the
most to me.
"I'm not going to sit here
and tell you I'm the greatest
fighter that ever lived. But I
am going to tell you that I'm a
damned good boxer and that
I'm proud of what I've
accomplished. I've done what
no other Maine boxer has," he
says.
"If being proud of that
makes me cocky and arrogant,
then I guess I am."

The throw from third base
Gamache entered the world of boxing through baseball.
"I was 10 and I couldn't make the throw from third base to
first base without looping the ball so my father took me to the
gym to develop my upper body strength," he says. "And I
stayed there."
'1 could have been a little gangster or a bum but sports
saved me. My dad saved me. Next thing, I'm fighting guys
twice my age, 25, 26, and beatin' 'em. It gave me discipline."
Gamache's eyes flash red when asked a~ut his police
record.

'1 was arrested at 18 for assault," he said. "But I'm way
beyond that now, way, way, beyond that. Why would I want to
hit anyone?"
Asked about a not-too-Iong-ago visit by the police to the
home of his ex-wife, where he was present at the time, Gamache
looks alternately pissed off and exasperated.
"It was all a misunderstanding," he says.
Long pause.
"1 don't like violence; I'm not a violent person," says the
champ. '1 can't make fights personal anymore. You know, I'm
more a fighter on the way out than the way up. I mean that.
Some of my fights I wasn't at my best because I've been doing
this for so long that I have a hard time getting psyched up.
That's the hardest part by far now."
He is bored by the fighting now, like a plumber who has
sweated too many joints and longs to lay down the torch. Anger
doesn't come as easily as it once did; the bouts are fought against
other fighters, the only ones who truly understand the loneliness
and the fear.
And the fear is the thing no one likes to talk about.
Overtly self-confident, secure, a long-gazer and consummate
macho man, Gamache is not unaware of the nightmare vision
most boxers sweat out at 3 a.m., when the sound of the ring bell
mingles with the sound of an ambulance wailing its way to the
local emergency room.
"Sure, every fighter fears - above everything else - taking
one shot too many. But that's not going to happen to me; I won't
let it. I live clean. I don't drink, smoke, I eat right. I'm right
where I should be now. I work hard, stay in top shape. I've
invested the money I've made. And I want to stick around to
enjoy it. Maybe I'll become a businessman."
Gamache is not your average 26-year-old Lewiston denizen,
and he knows it.
"I've traveled allover the world. I own two HarleyDavidsons, a nice truck. I own three homes and I'm planning on
buying a fourth. I've got money in the bank, a good future. Is
that stupid? I tell you wha~ stupid would be. If I were an
illiterate. If I were a bum on the street. Now tell me, do you think
I made a stupid choice? Do you?"
Again, the storm clouds descend and the chin comes out a
little bit and the eyebrows bristle. Joey Gamache, who alternates
between a mute and a blabbermouth, is on a roll.
"Some people complain to me, they say, 'Why would anyone
want to be a boxer?' 'Why would anyone want to get hit in the
head?' Women say to me 1t's barbaric.' And I say it's a sport. An
art. It's what I am. A fighter. And I like it. It's who I am. We all
gotta be something, somebody. I'm unique in Maine. A world
champion. Is that so terrible?"
Joey turns a little disgusted now. He is, after all, at 26, a
young man, no matter what Pete Riccitelli might have said about
boxers' relative age. He wants to be liked. Criticism stings and
he tries not to show it, but he is looking for everyone to like him,
like the trio of tykes at the Lewiston Armory. Joey doesn't truly
understand why people aren't more excited about his career.
Once, Joey Gamache was a punk. Today he is a world
champion and it has seasoned him. But with the crown comes a
distance, a detachment, a loneliness that only kings are comfortable with.

knows that."
Papa Joe is nearby, grimacing. Papa Joe has one thing on his
mind, and it ain't women.

Daddy dearest
There have been more ups and downs to the Gamache
father and son relationship than an automatic elevator.
Joe Gamache Sr. is a bantam rooster of a man who has his
social security number tattooed on his forearm. With his
bulging forearms, Papa Joe has been compared to Popeye.
By the time they are 26, most young men h~ve assumed a
new, distant relationship with their father. But the Gamaches
are a team. Joey fights, Papa promotes. They are more twins
that father-and-son. Their battles are often recounted by
insiders as white-hot collisions of the same psyche.
But it's Joey's blood that gets spilled, not Papa Joe's.
Conventional boxing wisdom frowns on father-son teams
but the Gamaches seem to have pulled it off, no matter how
long the odds. Indeed, they appear to have conquered their
private demons and defined their relationship to the point
where it works and works well.
Joey is asked about the ex-light heavyweight champion
Mike Rossman, who killed his father with a .45 after an
argument about"the younger Rossman's career in the ring.
Some say his father ruined a brilliant boxing talent.
"There's been a lot of hard times between me and my Dad,"
admits Joey. "Things we didn't agree on. There's a lot of
pressure on me and it's not always easy to handle. But I love
my father, no matter what. I'll tell you this. There aren't a lot of
people you can trust in this game. I trust my father.
'1 know he likes me for what I am on the inside. Not what
I've become on the outside. Sometimes I don't know whether
people like me for the real Joey, or the Joey that's a boxing
champion. It makes me a little paranoid, to tell the truth.
"My father gave me a lot of attention when I was a kid. I'm
grateful for that. And I trust him to help take care of business
now. I'm grateful for that. Our relationship isn't perfect, but
whose is? He's my father."
Papa Joe is manager, promoter, ticket purveyor, crowd
counter, gate attendant, press agent, bodyguard, trainer, coach,
counselor and adviser. If you go to the fight, look for him at
ringside. The man is a rooster and he is in constant motion. in
his barnyard, ready to leap into the fray at a moment's notice.
"A hundred bucks for a front row seat on history? It's a
bargain by halfl" crows Pap Joe. "Joey's gonna put on a helluva
show, count on it."
Papa Joe is.•

Tom Hanrahan, a former sportswriter, has seen thousands of
fighls from the comfort of ringside. His pick? Joey in eight.
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Rules of the game
The object of every boxing match Is to render
your opponent unconscious.
A knockout occurs when a fighter
cannot ralse himself from the canvas
by the count of 10.
A fighter can be saved by the bell.

A combination Is a series of punches
launched In a specific sequence.

"That's why I fight.
To realize my
dreams.
I've come a long
way, fought
more than
100 fights.
I've been fighting
half my life.
The money
comes and goes,
but
that title
stays In the
record book
forever and ever.
And that's
what means
the most to me."

A shoeihlne Is a series of body punches.

Joey Gamache

A technical knockout occurs
when the referee decides
a fighter has had enough.
Championship fights last 12 rounds.
Each round lasts three minutes.
Flghten rest one minute between rounds.
Gloves weigh eight ounces.
Flghten must wear mouthpieces
to protect their teeth.
Different punches have different names.
A hook s_ps across the opponent's chin.
A Jab Is a straight punch designed to fend off
an opponent's advances.
An uppercut moves from south to north.

An overhand punch Is the kind you throw In a bar.

There Is no hitting below the belt.

A "cut man" Is someone
who tries to stop the bleeding.
Never turn your back on your opponent.

A lover, not a fighter
It is midday and Joey is walking down Lewiston's main
thoroughfare, Lisbon Street, a grimy mill town avenue, a
boulevard of broken dreams, of hookers and junkies and drunks
and shuttered businesses.
Joey is a monarch here.
"I'm a very easygoing person, really. I don't like violence. I
get sick when I read about bullies beating up gay people in
Portland!
"1 am happiest with real people and unhappiest with phonies
and snobs," he says. '1 like street people. Bums. Weirdos. Why?
Because they're real and I'm real. No bullshit, no pretense. In
life, it's not so much how much you have but what you're happy
with. I can talk to anybody. I'm not a real sophisticated "p erson."
Joey is divorced, a single parent with a son named Steven. He
is often seen in the company of beautiful women. And sometimes women and boxing don't mix. "I'm very happy being
single and I enjoy playing the field," he says. "I like dating. I
date a lot That's one of the things my father and I fight about.
He thinks I'm out getting laid every night. But I'm not promiscuous. I practice safe sex.
"I lead an exciting life and women like that. It's fast and it's
interesting. And it's solo. Like a golfer or a tennis player. It's just
me and my fists, right? But I get spooked with women a little bit
because I don't know how they really feel about me. Whether
they are in love with me or my image or my lifestyle."
A woman with bright eyes greets Joey at a Lewiston restaurant. She comes on to him, hard.
Joey is graceful, quick, deft. He tells her she is attractive but
reminds her he is in training. "Maybe we can get together after I
win this fight," he says. "I gotta save my strength for that."
"You're worth waiting for," she says.
Joey smiles and looks in a quandary.
"What am I supposed to do?" he laments. '1 can't have sex
before a fight! It drains your legs, makes you weak. Everybody

Joey Gamache In his element: The homet_n hero hangs out on a downtown Lewiston stnet corner.
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,Tony's Comedbeef lUsh oOmlcttes 0 Eggs Benedict
oFruit Filled Crepes oSalmon 8< Eggs oCheese BlinlZeS
oUsa's Baked Bearu; oC=k Soul Food oAhoond CrwIed
oSetving Bloodies 8< Ceasars
AND SA1lJB.D~rs
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Workers CompellYdon

CIVIL LmGATION
"Free Initial Consultation In Injury cases and Fees paid only upon rewvery.
Evening and weekend appointments available.

JOHN J. SEARS
- - Attorney At ~w-714--7500 • 1-800-780-4555
97A Exchange St., Portland. Me.

Music, theater, art, restaurants, shopping, special
outdoor activities ... it's all right up the street or just
around the corner from Back Bay Tower. Or if you
prefer the comforts of home, here are more reasons
for living at Portland's finest intown address:
Panoramic views of Back Bay, Casco Bay and the White Mountains
Indoor pool, saunas and exeocLse room
Secure parking garage
State-<>f-the-Art security
Secluded rooftop terrace garden
Elegant lobby with concierge
Spacious 2 and 3 bedroom apartments with plenty of closets
Private balconies and terraces
On-site management and maintenance
• 25 different floor plans
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

or call for
an appointment

772-7050
401 Cumberland Avenue, Portland, Maine 04101

Flap Happy Sun Hat and
Co-ordinating Clothing

fLAP

H~PP}'·

Men can never
stuff enough
The recent story on the
topless bar controversy
("Uncovering Portland's
erogenous zones," 5.14.92)
reveals one of the sadder
realities about men's fearful
pursuit of manhood in our
culture.
By early adolescence
young men get intense
pressure from their male
friends to score with young
women in order to prove
their masculinity. Any
account, real or imagined, of
getting laid, of getting close
to "tits and ass," becomes one
of the prices of admission to
the brotherhood of men.
Thus, fear that they will not
measure up to other men's
sexual stereotype of masculinity assumes high anxiety in
the lives of men.
The resulting compulsiveness around sexuality,
especially female body parts,
is what many experts on
human sexuality and most
men refer to as the "sex
drive." This "dri ve," however, has more to do with the
earlier, learned fear engendered in boys against girls put-down behavior of boys
over other boys to make them
put down girls, emotionally
and even physically.
Many men never get past
this fear, no matter how
many sexual conquests they
make; and many never get
over the associated fear of
women. Try as they will, they
cannot see or feel themselves
as men enough in their
relations with women. The
barker egging on the men in
the bar and the presiding
bouncer play into this fear.
Sadly enough, the men
who spend their evenings at
topless bars can never stuff
enough dollar bills into
enough G-strings to feel their
manhood.

~
Norm Rasulis
Peaks Island

in 100% Cotton

Dump the ads

Keep a cool head when
the sun gelS strong. Flaps

Some people just don't get
it Political correctness,
multiculturalism, feminism,
environmentalism, etc., are
concepts which some folks
seem to be allergic to. Why is
that? Maybe i(s because
they're scared a black lesbian
feminist performance artist/
activist who recycles might
move in next door to them.
To tolerate exploitation of
women in any form is
unforgivable, period. I am
strongly opposed to censorship and value the rights
afforded us by the FlTSt
Amendment, but the people
who cite these rights in
defense of insulting and
regressive ad vertisements in
CB W miss the point. I dare
say they come within inches
of condoning the exploitation
in these ads. Those recent
letter WJiters defending these
ads don't acknowledge that

protect delicate neck
from SWlbum. Ample
visor shades eyes while

searching for caravans on
,the horizon.•.
Machine washes too.

Functional
Clothing and
Outerwear ror
Kids.
·.wimruiu • kid's lunalU'CC •
rainwear· 100% COIIm shorts, I·shirts
and ponu • learn 10 • w:im device. •
sprin& jackets • Walerproof booU •
aqua lOX " wei suiu • mules. snorkel &<
fino • c:out auud lIJlIlI'Cl'Yed life jacket.
• Sizes for WanlS Ihrou&h 14·16 •
boogie boards • IdcIc boards &< more I

tommy-'s
o
S

editorial

G EAR

V3 COOgleSS St., PorIland m-S3S7 •
Open Moo-SaL 8 - S, Thun. 'IiI 8 pm

exploitation exists.
It reminds me of the 2 Live
Crew rap group controversy.
They have the right to be
childish and regressive and
people who want this stuff
know where to get it with or
without advertising.
I strongly urge CBW to
listen to the majority of its
readers and do the right
thing: Dump the Marks'
Show Place and Video Expo
ads.

I1fv~
Jeff Weinberger
Portland

Blame Ricci
Mishe Pietkiewicz's article
on Joe Ricci and Scarborough
Downs ("Gambling on
Scarborough Downs,"
5.28.92) missed the real
reason why Scarborough
Downs and harness racing is
dying: Joe Ricci killed it
through abuse and neglect,
contrary to his claim that "SO
years of corrupt politicians"
was the culprit.
Ricci's years of bullying
fans, the racing commission,
harness drivers/trainers, and
abuse of his workers' civil
rights has been well documented over the years.
Pietkiewicz seems to have no
sense of history when it
comes to Joe Ricci and his
antics. This is not very good
journalism on Pietkiewicz's
part.
In addition, I'm also
totally amazed that
Pietkiewicz seems not to have
read the definitive book on
Ricci, "Duck in a
Raincoat,"that clearly
outlines the various methods
to Ricci's madness that led to
the Downs' (and Ricci's)
various failures over the
years.
In this book (according to
Ricci's former business
partner, psychiatrist Dr.
Gerald Davidson, now
deceased), Ricci was a fullblown clinical psychopath
incapable of creating or
maintaining normal human
emotions or relationships
with people. In Ricci's own
words, quoted in the book, he
admits to having a pathology
where he must destroy what
he builds.
Had your writer gotten all
the facts surrounding the
events leading up to
Scarborough Downs' failure,
and read the book on Ricci,
we wouldn't have to read
such a shortsighted article.
Your writer's analysis that
political corruption or the
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states heavy tax burden as
the reason for Scarborough
Downs' demise is simply
incorrect The blame will
always lie with Joe Ricci.
Nothing more and nothing

less.~
Dan Bostdorf
Portland

Other mistakes?
I am writing to you about
the recent article by Al
Diamon in the current issue
of CBW (5.21.92). Mr. Diamon
has badl y misquoted me.
When he quotes me as
saying, "We're taking the
county committee back," and
'There's certainly a sentiment
for getting rid of Herb," he is
technically correct. However,
he failed to give appropriate
context. No doubt, if he had,
my quotes would not have fit
his "Baby Doc of Cumberland
County" theme. I was
responding to his question,
"Does 'taking the county
committee back' mean you
intend to get rid of Herb
Adams?"
The full response was as
follows, 'There's certainly a
sentiment for getting rid of
Herb among some delegates
here today. However, I
personally do not think that
will happen. Nor do I think it
is necessary or appropriate.
The Cumberland County
Democratic Committee
clear! y is not meeting its full
potential in the effect it can
have on statewide politics,
but we just have to come up
with a program and a process
for implementing it. The
Cumberland County Democratic Committee is not a
committee of one. Herb
cannot be expected to do
everything alone. It is a
group process and there is
joint responSibility. What I
am saying is that the people
who came into the process to
support Governor Brown can
provide the bodies, minds
and energy necessary to
spark the county committee
back to life."
I expect this from some
types in the local media, but
from AI Diamon, I have come
to expect high caliber,
accurate and professional
journalism. I have rarely been
disappointed, and never to
this degree! I hope there is a
reasonable explanation for
this!

~l~

Edward J. Johnson
Portland

C.sco Bay Weekly
_komes your letters.

Rght. Fore Street, Portland, June 6, about 6:)0 p.m.

Boxing with ancient shadows
birth? Does it follow that modem men must deny death - by taking a
In an age when we call four white cops beating up a black motorist
"self defense" and we call four black men beating up a white truck
bullet in one scene but looking fine in the next - so that modem
women can be denied the lives they seek?
driver "brutal savagery," what do we call it when a half-dozen drunk
And why is it that the occasional fights between men - be they in
yuppies beat each other up in the Old Port?
And what do we call it when two trained professionals step into a
the Civic Center or the Old Port - are front-page news; while the
ring, each with the intent to beat the other senseless?
nightly Wars between men and women - the rapes, the beatings are almost never spoken of?
And what's the difference?
Have we, as a people, evolved beyond our need to phYSically beat
Do gloves, rules and a whole lot of money make professional
each other on a regular basis? Or are we kidding ourselves to expect
boxing any less violent than a street fight? What separates the hot,
senseless passion of a barroom brawl from the cold, premeditated
anything else?
Perhaps the problem is that our mythology has left us with some
intent of a professional slugger?
serious misconceptions about violence. We still tend to think of
When did the ritual of battle for honor - the one Homer wrote
violence as an act, something perpetrated by one person (or nation)
about - become mere random violence? Was the ancient discipline of
against
another.
the Sumo Way power-stomped by Hulk Hogan and the pumped-up
As a result, we ask questions to
clowns of Big Time Wrestling? Or is
which there are no answers.
one man's epic struggle merely
another's random violence?
But what if violence is an ancient
dance, an infinite continuum in which
What is the difference between the
we all playa part, some more conoccasional boxing match and the
SCiously than others? What if, in
nightly bloodbath that flows across our
reality, violence is a condition in
TV screens? And what's the connecwhich we all live, a pandemic social
tion? Does violence on stage, on TV
disease from which we all suffer?
and in the movies promote more
Once violence is looked upon as a
violence? Or is it cathartic? Does it
symptom rather than a cause, the
encourage young men to act out their
questions take on new meaning.
violent impulses, or help them avoid
And once violence is seen as part of
such behavior?
a condition rather than an action unto
Why is it almost always men? What
itself, it becomes clear that the only
conspiracy compels Greek poets,
way to stop the violence - in L.A., the
Hollywood producers and every bard
Civic Center, the Old Port or the living
between to force men to fight and fight
room - is to improve the conditions
again? Why must mythical men prove
in
which we live.
themselves by killing, while mythical
Arnst.
Exchange
Street,
Portland,
June
6,
about
7
p.m.
(MP)
women prove themselves by giving

Please limit your thoughts
to )00 words. Include a

daytime phone number
and address to: Ldten,
C.KO Bay Weekly,
551A Congress St..
Portland, ME 04101.
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The Casco Bay Weekly Calendar: 10 days and more ways to be Infonned, get Involved and stay amused.

Submissions for Entertainment Weekly sections must be r.ecelved In writing on the Thursday prior to publication.
Send your Calendar and Listings Information to Ellen Llburt, Casco Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101.

• "May Sarton at 80: A
Celebration of Her Life and
Work," a national conference on Sarton's life and
work, begins today at
Westbrook College (716
Stevens Ave., Portland).
Sarton herself, inspired
feminist writer and poet,
will provide the high point
of the event by reading
from her work Saturday,
June 13, at 9 a.m. And she'll
introduce her authorized
biographer, Margot Peters,
who will give informal
notes on the bio on which
she's currently at work.
Scholars from across the
country will also present
papers on Sarton's writings
for three days straight. Of
special note are the keynote
addresses: '''The May Sarton
I Have Known," by Carol
Heilbrun, professor at

Columbia University, at 8
p.m. tonight; "May Sarton,
Editor," by UM/Orono's
Professor Constance Hunting, at 1:30 p.m. Friday; and
"Sarton and the Feminist
Tradition," by Professor
Sandra Gilbert of University
of California at Davis, at 11
a.In. Saltlrday. All three
take place in Ludcke
Auditorium.
Admission to the reading
is $25 at the door of
Abplanalp Library. To
reserve a space, call 7977261, ext. 263.

• Dean Velentgas will hold
his gallery's last opening
tonight from 5-8 for the
abstract paintings of Greg
Parker. You can stop by
through July 5 to see them
on the walls of 60 Hampshire St. Call 772-2042 for
more info.
• Don't miss Boston's
legendary jazz trio The
Fringe, who recently

celebrated their 20th
anniversary with a sold-out
concert at the Somerville
Theatre, when they appear
at the cafe no tonight, with
sets at 9 & 11. Call 772-8114
for further details. .

• Humanitarian aid for
Nicaragua: It's Saturday,
and you've got ~me time
on your hands. Not to
mention extra stuff lying
around the house you
haven't used in ages. Look
around. Decide what you
don't need; possibilities
include school supplies,
spring or summer clothing,
sewing equipment and
materials, hand tools,
blankets and sheets, powdered milk, sports equipment, toys or Spanish bibles
(don't feel left out if these
are in short supply around
your house). Then find a
carton or two, pack the stuff
in tightly, seal and label the
boxes.
Do not stop, do not pass
go until you've dropped
your CARE package offfrom 12:45-2 p.In. - for
cargo pickup at St. Patrick's
Church, Westgate Shopping
Center, Congress Street.
Call Pax Christi Maine, the
Catholic peace movement,
at 773-6562 for more.

• Absurdist drama: The
Center for Performance
Studies presents"Actor's
Nightmare" by Christopher
Durang at 5 tonight, followed by "Interview" from
Jean-Claude van Italie's
"America Hurrah," and
"Escape Attempt" by Lynn
Seifert at 7:30. See them all
at the Center for Performing
Arts,25A Forest Ave.,
Portland. Call 774-2776 for
reservations.

• Cover lots of ground in
an hour today: Join Pat
Bailey up at Wolfe's Neck
Woods State Park in
Freeport for "Stories in
Stone," a survey of 540
million years of Maine's
geological history. You'll
take a hike through the
park, learning to read
exposed rocks for their
stories. Meet at 2 p.m. by
the benches in the second
parking lot. The talk is free.
For more rockin' information call 289-3821.

chea thrill

Back Cove Family Day

women to dive off stages,
and entire crowds to shake
their heads rhythmically,
violently to the beat." Hear
'em, direct from Seattle,
tonight at Zootz at 8:30.
Love Battery, another Sub
Pop label (same folks who
made Nirvana famous),
opens. Admission is six
bucks. Call 773-8187 for
more info.

This man's got a direct
line on a pipeline. Hear
him Tuesday, June 16.

• L7, says the Los Angeles
Times, "is possibly the
popular band in the LA
underground scene
the moment. They
cause nightclub
ceilings to rain
sweat, small

• Portland's Kotzschmar
Memorial Organ has 6,518
pipes. You can hear each
and every one of them
tonight, sounding to
celebrate the beginning of
the city's 80th year of
summer organ concerts.
And who better to lead off
the season than Portland's
own municipal organist Ray
Cornils? Cornils will be
joined by trumpeters John
Schnell and Mark
Fenderson, other members,
of the group Musica
Tricinia. They'll perform
works by Bach, Mozart,
Barber, Faure and others.
The concert begins at 7:30 in
Portland City Hall Auditorium, 389 Congress St.
Suggested donation is
$3. Call 774-3427
for further
notes.

• Three great openings for
the mileage of one: Hit
Brunswick tonight for
another gala exhibit by the
town's trio of galleries: Icon
(19 Mason St.) offers
sculpture by Tom Chapin
and John Gallagher's
paintings and drawings.
Elements (same address) is
exhibiting Annette
Kearney's mixed media
sculpture and wall pieces,
as well as Chris Newcomb's
metal and found object
constructions. And
O'Farrell (58 Maine St.) is
showing new work by six
gallery artists: Glenn
Grafelman, Oaire Seidl,
Sarah Hitchcock, Tom
Paiment, Richard Remson
and Constance Rush. All the
openings run from 5-7 p.m.
• Dance for human rights:
Amnesty International is
sponsoring a dance tonight
from 8-1 to raise funds for
future human rights activities in Greater Portland. A
couple of your favorite
WMPG deejays will play
hot college circuit cuts
("indie" rock); they'll also
take your requests. Suggested donation is $4 at the
door of the Wherehouse, 29
Forest Ave. Call 775-9117

• Taking responsibility for
your community: A hundred years ago, James
Phinney Baxter bequeathed
a great deal of thought and
energy ~ in the form of
open spaces - to each and
every subsequent resident
of Portland.
Tonight you can consider
all sorts of different issues
surrounding open spaces as
Maine Olmsted Alliance
and Portland Friends of the
Parks Commission present
"Following Baxter's Footsteps: Who Are the Open
Space Visionaries of Today
and Tomorrow?"
This talk is the final
installment in 1992's Open
Space Lecture series. It will
focus on Baxter and Portland in an attempt to figure
out who, a hundred years
from now, will be remembered (like Baxter) as a great
space visionary.
Eleanor Ames, president
of the Maine Olmsted
Alliance for Parks and
Landscapes, will give an
update on other open space
activities happening across
the country. She'll also
share her open space
recommendations for
Portland. Hear them at 7
p.m. in Portland Public
Library. Admission is free.
Call 772~95 for more.

==-

• Babes in Toyland: The
winters in Minneapolis
don't rage as hard as this
female rock trio. Combined
with sick lounge rockers
Lubricated Goat from
Australia, and Lummox,
one of Portland's newer
industrial proponents, this
trio of bands promises the
intrepid and those with
their eardrums still intact a
night pretty much like
Armageddon. Hear 'em a 9
p.m. at Zootz,31 Forest
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·great

- UPCOMING EVENTS -

• great music
• great beer &wine

• Tlwr•• ] """ 11 - From &"'on
DIE LEGEND RE1lJllNS-

THE FRINGE
• Fri. & Sa'. June 12 & 13
From New York
Muter Saxophonial

nMMY GIUFFRE
and his Quartet

$

00

for

open jan jam .undar 413~ pm
reeervaUon. welcome

.,Ioaed wunday. tilIlahor day
do..,d monday.

NOW PAYING
- Up to

_

20.l...cord..t •• 772-8114

Right on the corner
or Lower Exchange Street
in the Old Port· 774-6010

.•. make our MIKtIon

Come to our neighborhood.

stocking hunchc:ll and
locating othen lull lor youl
CoIl lor an Import lilt today.

We Recyde

of Maine

Maine's Famous
Natural Phenomenon

None cJ them.

!!erving bl'C6klh~.
lunch, dinner (J5 BUooey brunch
58 Pine Street 773·8223

-

ONLY 2-1/2 MILES TO l.l. BEAN

m
Intriguing.

Q~TAUQANT

$250 happy hour giveaway
every FRIDAY.
NATIONAL HEADLINER
COMEDY EVERY SUNDAY

• Thrills, chills, and more
proof that love. can never be
blind enough: Tonight's
your last chance to catch
Maine State Music Theater's
first production of the
season, Arthur Kopit &
Maury Yeston's 1983
musical thriller, ''Phantom.''
This version is more of a
traditional Gothic romance
than Andrew Uoyd
Webbers "Phantom of the
Opera." But the basic
plotline remains the same:
The disfigured phantom
becomes hopelessly enamored of Christine, a street
singer turned diva.
See them fall in love all
over again tonight at 8 at
Pickard Theater, Memorial
Hall, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. Tix are $12-$24;
call 725-8769 for your
reservations.

lAra~:;~rt

restaurant in the Old Port
wil1 serve you a first-rate
meal in the peaceful
seclusion of a garden
patio?

. ~.."..W81DE

Used CD's

Ave. Admission's $6. Call
773-8187 for loud details.

Come to Freeport,

IIhich

THE

CASH

• Hit a sneak preview of
"Batman Returns" tonight
at 8 or 10 at Hoyts Oark's
Pond Cinema (Gorham
Road, S. Portland). For $14
you get seats to the movie,
free popcorn and soda, and
two additional free admissions to Hoyts Cinemas.
Such a deal. And for a good
cause: The showing's a
fundraiser for The Maine
Children's Cancer Program.
For more info call 775-5481.

l

III .-II

126 North Boyd St,
Portland, ME 04101

Portland Recreation will do whatever it takes to float
your boat at the sixth annual Back Cove Family Day,
Sunday, June 14, from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m .
This year's celebration features a cardboard canoe
race, in which two members of a family are given a big
piece of cardboard from which they must construct a
seaworthy vessel. Then one of the duo has to sail it
across the finish line. Of course, these topside hijinks
leave open the possibility of a variety of other 'cides:
fratricide, matricide, patricide... Though nothing's ever
been proven, contestants have been known to finish the
race swimming. The whole affair makes for very interesting spectating. Register for the race with Saco River
Outfitters: 773-{)910.
Other attractions include a sailboard regatta with 40 or
50 colorful craft; a Fresh Air Walk beginning at 9:30 a.m.
at Preble & Baxter, open to all but headed up by members of the senior citizen program; performances by
,Chronicle, Slaid Oeaves, Perennial Effects, Jim Gallant
and Port City Allstars; hay and trolley rides; a petting
ZOO; kite flying and carnival games.
.
Admission is free for all. For details that'll float your
boat, call 874-8793.

CD •• TAPES. VIDEOS
Only 15 mn. from Portland

YARMOUTH MARKETPlACE
ME
846...$711
10 to

Giant Sand Dunes • Narrated
Coach Tours. Nature Trails
• Sand Mist .,783 Bam
• World's largest Sand Painting
• Gift Shop • Store

Off U.S. Route 1 and 95
• Desert Rd .• Dept. CB •
Freeport 04032
Open May 8th
to October 12th
Tel. (207) 865-6962
WITH THIS AD, $1 OFF

ADULT ADMISSION
UMIT ONE COUPON PER PERSON

ALSO , CAMPING AVAILABLE

MON. JUNE 15TH L7 FROM L.A. with LOVE BATTERY
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Entertainment
week of 6/12/92
• GOURMET COOKING MADE
HEALTHY: Healthy Soups
(1 hr)
TURN IT ON, TUNE IT IN,
IT OVER: Traces the
Birtti' of Video & the Issue of
Free Speech (1 hr)
• ORIGINAL FRANCO
AMERICAN MUSIC: With
Josee Vachon (112 hr)
• BACKYARD MAINE:
Subjects covered: Planting
Staking Tomatoes &
Irises (1 hr)
Programs premiere Fri. 7-10pm, and are
repeatad Sat- Mon.1-~ & 7-10pm and
Tues., Wed .. & Thurs. 9Mn-noon.

With
Casco Bay Weekly,
see page 23.

cable Channel 37 In Portland, So. Port-

land, cape Elizabeth, Falmouth; & Sc.trborough. Channtl varies In Gorham.

What do Saturday Night Live, Paul ~artney,
Paul Simon's Gracelond, David BoWIe, and
Big Sounds From AllOver have in common?

h LENNY PICKEn
~and the BORNEO HORNS

SILVER
SCREEN

hell.
ItowIIrd. End

~-

Iron Eallie 3
Colonel Chappy Sinclair puts together a

early 20tIrcentury British society is renected by the alliances and conftic1s be_
the bohenian Schlegel sisters and
the conventional Wilcox family. StarTing
Vanessa Redgrave, Ntthony Hopkins,
Emma ThoIT1'8Ol1 and Helena Bonham
Carter.

L.-..

A handsoma young man goes to Madrid
to find work and a hOme so he can marry
his virginal fiancee. He ren1s an apart·
ment from a sultry widow, who seduces
him, entangles him in her underwOrk!
schemes and ultimately leads him to betray his bride-to-be.

Sax Quartet

goes 10 press, movie goers are
adviS«J 10 confirm times with
theatres.

General Cinemas
Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road. S. Pooland
774-1022

Dates effective.)Jne 12-18
Lethal Weapon III (R)
1:40,4:15,7,9:35

Acea - Iron Eagl. 3 (R)
1:05,3:20,5:30, 7:45, 10

Far and 1._'1 (PO)
12:45,3:50, 7:05,9:55

Allen III (R)
1:50,4:25,7:15,9:45

Encino Man (PO-13)
1,3:05,5:10. 7:20,9:25

HouH8ittar (PO)
12:30,2:50, 5 :20, 7:30, 10

The PllI'/bOp (PO-131
4:20,6:50,9:15

Fem Qui"
12:45,2:35

Hoyts Clark's Pond
333 CIark's I'Id., S . Pooland
871H511

7,9:40

Whit. Men Can" Jump (PO-13)

,-~-

Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave,
Tickets $13,774-0465. Also available at Amadeus Records
Sponsored ~: The Na1ionoI Endowment lor the Arts,
Amaryllis Clothing and IN1tJt the Composer

1, 3:30, 6:50, 9:20

tfQw.rda End (PO)

~.

,.\ x\'"

12:45, 3:45,6:40,9:30

1IMt... Act CPO)
12:30, 2, 3:15, 4:45, 6:30, 7:30, B:45,
9:45

The .....
The life of a besebaH legend: pitcher·
tlJ'Oed--siugger George Hennan "Babe"
Ruth. Set in the 19205. StarTing John
Goodman, directed by Arthur Hiler.

BIG SOUNDS FROM ALL OVER

BaethOY.... (PO)
2:15,5

ClaM Act (PO-13)

. .ale Inrinct

1 :45,4:30,7:40,10

Mlcheel Douglas retums to the "Streetsol
Sen Francisco" as a detactive in this erotic
rrurderthrilerdirected by Paul V8ltloeYWl
("Total Recall"). Slick, entertaining,

Patriot 0 8 - (R)
1:30,4:15,7:10.9:50
Casablanca (PO)
1 :15,4,7:20,9:55

homophobic.

Downeast
Shore Dinner

My eoualn VInny
Ralph Macchio and Mitchell Whitlieldstar
as college students wrongly accused 01
Disney', animated 8I(\ravegan2ll based
rrurderin a rural Alabema town. Joe Pesci
on the talry tsle.
The Movies
plays the inept Brooklyn lawyer who
a..tIIo¥en
10 Exchange SI., Portland
corn. to their reecue.
SUburban parents 01 th..... played by
772-9600
Cllarlee Grodin and Bonnie Hunt, have to PatrIotOa_
MatineeS Sat & SUn
Harrison Fords steps in tor Alec Baldwin
deal with a St. Bernard the! joins and
as CIA analyst Jack Ryan In this sequel to
disrupts Iheir houaehold. Thought-proLovan(R)
"The Hunt forRad October."Intemational
YoIdng.
June 10-16
terrorists and an IRAsplintergroup target
CMabianc.
Wed-TIMS 7, 9: Sat·Sun 1, 3
Ryan and his family alter Ryan loils Iheir
World War II is tlla beckdrop tor this
Wher. Angela F_ to Tread (PO)
attempt
to
Iddnap
a
mernberol
England's
clas8ic film staning HUlT4lhnly Bogart as
June 17-23
RIck, a cynical nightclub _
in the
royallamily.
North African city 01 Casablanca. II's 8 Th. P1aybora
Wed-Tues 7, 9:15: Sat-Sun 1, 3:15
A young woman lving in a small town in
time when many war reIug_ are fleeing
Ireland in 1957 elicits local disapproval
10 casablanca to 8ICIIP8 Nazi persecuNickelodeon
when she has an ilegitimate child and
tion. One refugee is Rick's Ionner love,
refuSes to nama \he father. She \hen T efTlIIe and Middle streets, Pooland
played by Ingrid Bergman, who am- in
772-9751
further offends local sensibilities when
Casablanca with her husband, a Reeisshe fals in love with a nwnber 01 a
tance leader. Only RIck can help them
Dates effective.)Jne 12-18
traveling act~' 1roupe. 518rTing Albert The Hand that Rocke the Cradle (R)
eacap4I to neutral Lisbon.
.
Finney and Aldan Quinn.
C/tJ0Iw,
9:15
Nt American doctor, together with a BrIt ....erAd
ThundertHtart
(R)
A trashy Ioungesinger(Whoopl Goldberg)
and an Indian coupie, runs a clinic in an
12:50, 3:50, 6:50, 9:40
goes Into hiding in a convent alter wit·
impoverished area of India . Patrick
nessing a
She takes overlha choir
CIty of Jo'l (PO-13)
Swayze and Pauline Collins star.
and transrrutee \hem Into supart> jazz
12:30,3:30,6:30,9;20
ClaaaAd
singers, then!by attracting the attenlion
Two teenaged boys, onea straight· arrow
BaIIuty and the Ballet (0)
01 the thugs involved In the rrurder.
brain and the other a party animal, acci-1:20, 4:20, 7:20
den\ally get theiridanl.iae switchad when Thund.~rt
Fried
0
.......
Tomat_ (PO-13)
Nt
FBI
agent
with
Native
American
roots
they enron in high school. 518rring Chrisis S&lt to investigate a rrurder on a reser·
12:40,3:40,6:40,9:30
topher Reid and Christopher Martin (ake
vatlon. He IInds much mora.
Kid 'n' Play).
My ConIn Vlnn'l (R)
Wayna'. Wortd
EncIno ...n
1,4,7,9:50
Metal Heads Wayne and Garth (ol"Satur·
Two unpopular teenaged boys ~h
W~.
World CPO"131
day Night Live; make pronouncements
and thawa frozen NeanderIhaI man. They
1:10,4:10,7:10,10
on t.... lIl. and share lantasies about the
enroll him in school as a foreign exchange
lovely bebes from Babylonia. Moronic.
student, thereby gaining unexpected
Whaf'8 Angela P_ To Tread
popularity.
Pride'.
Drive-In
In \his adaptation 01 E.M. Forster's novel,
p... MdA...,
651 Bridgton Road, Westbrook
a grieving BrItIsh widow travels to Italy to
Atlm-Ol.the-centuryIrish labonlrendwea
797-3154
""'lve her spirits and meets, rnarrieII and
haldShip in Eire, \hen in an unHkelytum of
Dates effective.)Jne 12-14
becomes pregnant with the ctild 01 a
8\lenlll, !Ieee lraiand with the well-to-do
beautiful italian youtll. The woman's
Fried 0 ....... Tomat_ (PO-13)
daughter 01 the rich landlord who OJ)lormer in· laws. grandparents of the
pmesad his family and tala in love with
8:30
widow" child from her first marriage,
her in America . Statmg Tom CruIee and
The
Babe
(POI
dispatch first a son and \hen a daughterto
NIcole Kidman.
10:20
Italy to Intercede. 518rTing Helen MimKI,
Pen!
Judy DeYis, Helena Bonham Carter and
A fairy from the FernGull' rainforeetmaat,
RupaIt Gravea.
a I1urr8n and together they Iryto stop the
ecoIogicet deetruction that ttnat_ the WIIIta M_ can" .lump
Acomedy-drama in which WesWt Snipes
fairy', home.
("Jungle Fever") and Woot:ti HerrMon
(TV's -C'-S; team up 10 make money
IC*Tlming othar baake\bllli players on
LA's pIIIygrounds. Great dialogue. Great
beske1bal.

...utr .nd the aa..t

81095

Land Lubber
3/41b. N.Y. Sirloin

with Soup. TOiled or C_r Salad, Potal.o
& Vegetable & Str.wberry Shortcake
Only

Hi.,..."id.

DJe 10 scheduling changes after caw

Dates effective.)Jne 12-18
Be. IMtInct (A)

~ Saturday, June 20, 8 PM;

• Home Made Clam Chowder
• Deep Fried Maine Shrimp
(or .,..."..r. r.d4 '2.00)
• Whole Mah...e Lob8ter (1 1/8)
• French ?ried Potatoe8
• Creamy Cole Slaw or
Com on Cob (in •......,,,)
• Ro1l8 & Butter
• Strawberry Shortcake Only

WHAT'S
WHERE

In this adaplation of E.M. Forster's novel,

the clash ~ different aspects of

leam of maverick air circus piots to break ~
up the terrorist activities 01 a Peruvian
Goldie Hawn plays a con artist who has a
one--night stand with an architact, then
drug lord . 518rring Lou Gossett Jr.
"borroWS" the man's home and pretends
AI.... 3
to be his wife. Nso starTing Steve Martin
Ripley awakes alter crash-landing on a
and Dana Delany.
desoIata world where she is the only
Lethal W. .pon II
lamale on the all-male prison plane! Yet another enoore for the hardco18.
wei, almost. the only lemale. The stow-Murtaugh has plans to relire but can't
away slurps through most 01 the cast en
help being sucked into one last free-for·
route to a showdown with Sigourney
Wee_that wi. make "Alien 4" very dilfi.
all case - this time Involving stolen fireanna from the police department - with
cult to write.
partner Riggs. 518lll Danny Glover and
Mel Gibaon .

I

V

a ...... T~_

Nt <MlIW8ight and neglected housewife
beIrIenda a lonely older woman living in a
reet hOme. They deIIeIop a close friend·
ship as the older woman spins a tale
about ' - intimate female friends in ilia
'30s. Her story helps restor. the
housewife's joIa de viv18. Wrth Jessica
Tandy, Kathy Bates, Mary Stuart
Masterson and Mary Louisa Par1<er.
The Hand "' .. Rocks the Cradle
A gynecologist is accused of harassing a
patient and opts for suicide. His wife
suffers a miscanlage, goes mad and
bIa~ .-vthing on the patient and her
family. She becomeS ilia nanny of the
patlent's daughter and generally raises

'1095

RESTAURANT and
PORTLAND CONVENTION
CENTER
SI., portland' Reservation. Welcome • Call 775-6536

When the Dust Settles •••
the Moon Rises Over

cnn..

Comer

aul"
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STAGE
"An EM..., of the People"
The SchoolhoU98 Arts Center opens Its
M890n with Ibsen's play Jooe 12-28Fri & Sat, B pm; Sun, 5 pm. TIx: $B, $5
98IlIors and students with 10. For direc·
tions call 642-3743.
DarIen ....hrna(pIOgras"Ac>tor'. Nlghtm...." "tnt.."......nd Cryptonaa.nd
sive rock) Granny Killam's Industrial
"Eacape AttemptOrinkhouse, 55 Markel street. Portland.
The Center fQr Performance studies pi&761-2787.
sents three absurd, surrealistic plays.
"Actor's Nightmare" wiH be performed on Aar\alSuIta (rock) Moose Alley, 46 t.4ar1<et
St, Portland. 774-5246.
ThUlll, June 11 at 7:30 pm & Sat, Jooe 13
at 5 pm. "InterviW and "Escapa At· PQlchowky (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton st. Portiand. 774-0444.
tempt" wi. be performed on Fri--Sat, June
12-13 at 7:30 pm - at tha Center tor -.ok_ Men (biuas rock) Raoul's Road·
side Attraction, 865 ForastAve, Portland.
Perfonning Arts, 25A Forest Ave, Port·
773-6886.
land. TIx: $B. For - ' i o n s call 7742776,
Th.Wony DoIIa(classic rock) Spring Point
cafe, 175 Pickett st, S. Portland. 767CMco Bay Mowr8
Members of the dance school and IacutIy
4627.
perfonnstraet funk and tap June 19-Fri Panic Station (rock) T ·Birda, 128 N. Boyd
at 7 pm - at Mahoney Middle School,
st. Portiand. 773-8040.
240 Oceen Ave, S. Portland. C<lSt: $3 Night Owl. (acouslic) TIpperary Pub,
donation. 871-1013.
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 775"Chonia Una6161 .
The Portland Players offers a Father's Wh.....y Dante (rock) The Wrong Broth·
Day performance on June 21 - Sun at
ers' Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave,
2:30-atThaxterTheater, Cottage Road,
Portland. 775-1944.
S. Portland . TICket sales to benellt lhe
Westbrool< Marching Band. Complemen-tary p ......theetra party at 1:30. Tlx: $15.

854-8383.
"In.lgnlncancaMad Horse Theatra's last offering 01 the
season centers on an imaginary ~ing
between Albert Einstein, Marilyn Monroe,
Joe DiMaggio and Joe McCarthy, one
night belore the House Un·American AI;.
tivities Corrwriltea hearings. Through June
21 - Thurs--Sat, 8 pm; Sun, 7 pm - at
Mad Horse Theatre, 955 Forest Ave, Port·
land. Tix: $15 adults, $13 students &
seniors. For reservations call 797-3338,
"M.lody Hour Murdare"
al The Mystery Cale Dinner Thealre,
Baker's Table Banquet Room. 434 Fore
st, Portland. Shows every Saturday at 8.
For info and reservations call 693-3063 or
1-800-334-3063.

"PhantomMaine State Music TIIMter stages Kopil
& Veslon's . - rrusicaI thriller through
June2O- Tuee-Sat,8pm; Wed,Fri&Sat
(first ~ 01 each . - program), 2 pm;
Tues, ThUlll, Sat (second week), 2 pmat Pickard Thealer, Memorial Hall,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Toe: $12$24. For resavations call 725-8769.

AUDITIONS
"Th. Shame of Tombatone"
The Royal River Players 01 Yarmouth announce open auditions lor 12 roles on
June 13 from 2-4 and June 14 from 7-9 at
Yannouth Community House, 57 East
Main st, Yannouth. 846-1080.

,

J\

CLUBS

MiJe5 a

Dpj'fng~Chlcken

BREAKfAST

,O

MON -FRI

6 -

1t l

!

21 PLEASANT ST, PORTLAND 774'0016

LUNCH
/"\ON - FRI
11: .,o~ 2.:JO

DINNER
E.VERV NIGHT

'5 ~

1\

!oAT 6- $UN

7 - 2.

SATURDAY 8.13

The Jimmy Qlutfra 4 (jazz) cale no, 20
Danlorth st, Portland. 772-8114.
D .... Landry(acoustic) The cave, 31 Forest
Ave, Portland. 773-a187.
Pluck Theet....nd Vlalon Thing (original
rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St, Portland. 7727891.
o.mmlt ..Im.nd Whllll' (progressive rock)
Granny Killam's Industrial Drinkhouse,
Mar1<eI Street. Portland. 761 -272S.
AarlelSuIt. (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market
St, Portland. 774-5246.
PQlchovaky (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton St, PorUand. 774-0444.
.......... Man (blues rock) Raoul's Road·
side Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland .
773-6886.
TheWonyDolIa(classicrock)SpringPoint
cafe, 175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 7674627.
IIIqcIa ThIawe (rock) T·Birds. 126 N.
Boyd st, Portland. 773-8040.
all Don.t.1I1 (dance) TIpperary Pub,
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 7756161.
Whiney Danta (rock) TIla Wrong Broth·
ers' Pub at Port BiIIiatds, 39 Forest Ave,
Ptwdand. 775-1944.

SUNDAY 8.14
Mlrrora (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 Moulton
st. Portland. 774-0444.
Don Henry (Iolk) RaouI's Roadside Attrac·
tion, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
Tackly Bargeron (comedy) T·Birds, 126 N.
Boyd st. Portland. 773-8040.
.....ttca (acoustic) Wharla End. 52 Wharf
St, Portland. 773-0093.
M .... BrInk and D .... Landry (acoustic)
The Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port Billiards,
39 Forest Ave, Portland. 775-1944.

MONDAY 8.15

Mlrrora (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton
St, Portland. 774-G444.
Open MIc with Randy Monblto (b.y.o.)
Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 Foreet
Ave.Portiand.773-6886.
Th. Fringe (jazz) cafe no, 20 Danlerth St, Open MIc Night with Kan arlrnalay
PorUand. 772.8114.
(acoustic) WharIa End, 52 Wharf St, Port·
Eny Action .nd DrN....... 01 Oblivion
land. 773-0093.
(original theatrical rock) Geno's, 13 Brown
St, Portland. 772-7891 .
Aco ...tlc "unction (Colorado power
acoustic) Granny Killam's Industrial
Drinkhouse,55 Market Street. Portland.
761-2787.
Open MIc Night with Tom Kenn...,
Pop Chronlclaa(rock) Old PortTavem,11
(acoustic) Granny Killam's Industrial
Moulton st. Portland. 77 4-G444.
Drinkhouse, Market Street, Portland. 761 Tom RuM (folk) Raool's Roadside Attrac2728.
tion, 865 ForeetAve. Portland. 773-6886. ............. (rock) Old Port Tav."" 11
Daafay RocIwI Ruaty (karaoke) Spring
Moulton st. Portland. 774--0444.
Point cafe, 175 PIckett St, S. Portland. All Good 8ancI (rock) Raoul's RoadsIde
767-~7 .
Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773Daafay
Pow_ (karaokel TIpperary
6886.
Pub. Shanlton Tara Hotel, S. Portland. Open MIc Night wtth "-tar alaaaon
775-8t61 .
(acoustic) Spring Point cafe. 175 Pickett
Open MIc with ...... BrInk (b.y.o. acousst. S. Portland, 767-4627.
tic) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port Ken arlmalay. PtiancIa(acoustic) Wharla
Biliards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland. 775End, 52 Wharf St. Portland. 773-0093.

THURSDAY 8.11

TUESDAY 8.18

a,...

III«.

FRIDAY 8.12

riom -'the PlUl~fllackened Eas ,

WEDNESDAY 8.17

D.J........ry (acoustic) Gena's, 13 Brown
st. Portland. 772-7891 .
The "'''''''' Qlutrra 4 (jazz) cafe no, 20
Danforth st. Portland. 772-8114.
Dup.r.t. Avlk.doll (rock) Granny
ThaK-.pwtth . . . . . . . I ___ (grunge
KIllam'. Industrial Drlnkhou8e, Mar1<et
rock)Geno's,13BrownSt,PortIand.772SInIet, Portland. 761-2728.
7891.

Omlmllea O1I1"'8t 18

Pal'tland'. newell way to sbap
lbe Smart Sbopper
exclusively an 1440 AM WLPZ
Weekdays Nooa to 1PM

SAVE
PTO
500/0
• LOCAL RESTAURANTS •
CAL ENTERTAINMENT • HOME IMPROVEMENTS •
• LOCAL ATTRACTIONS • PERSONAL CARE •
• PHOTO PROCESSING • SERVICES •
• NEW PRODUCTS DAILY •
Why Shop Anywhere else?
Try it. .. You'll Save

~

I
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Entertainment

ART

11,llIlJlN OPENING
Omti7lwd from page 17

DIlen VolontgIIB GoHooy
60 Hampehire St, Portland. Opening . .

BUSTY BRITTANY
An artistic dancer with an extensive wardrobe that proves
there is no substitute for glamour!

16 TIME COVER GIRL & CENTERFOLD

ceptionJune 12 from 5-8 loran exhl~ion
of Greg Parker's paintings. Showing
tIYough July 5. Gallery hou",:Thu", 12-8,
Fri & Sot 12-5, Sun 12-4 or by appointment. 772-2042.

CLUBS

.......... 0'1Iory
19 M.on St, Brunewic:k. Opening recep....hel_· Night (topless) Moose A1.f?rt,
tion June 17 from 5-7 pm for Annette
48 Markel St, Por1lBncl. 774-5248.
Keamey'. rraed media aculplure and
.o".heede (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
wall piacoe, Ihowing through July 25.
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
GaIety houl1l: Tuee-Thul1l 1!>-4, Fr>-Sat
Chubbr CorrIor a Tho IIoyau
1!>-5. ~1108.
I18nd (Cajun dance) Raoul's Roadside Icon Contemporary Art
Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 77319 Mnon St, Brunswick. Opening recep6886.
tion Juno 17 from 5-7 pm forTomCl!apin's
Lnt ColI (claaeic rock) Spring Point cafe,
acUpturee and John Gallagher's paint175 Pickell St, S. Portland. 767-4827.
Ings & drawings. Showing through July
Lou Mo«o IIBnd (acoustic) Wharfs End,
25. Galeryhouno: Mon-Sat 1-5. 72~8157 .
52 Wharf St, Portland. 773-0093.
0'F0rreI1 QoIIory
Open Mic Night with Tho Cool WIIlpo
56 Main St, Brunswick. Opening recep-

-.-mp

(b.y.o. jam) The Wrong Brothers' PUb at
Port BIlliards, 39 F0f8St Ave, Portland.
775-1944.

DANCING

tion June 17 from 5-7 for "ContemponllY
Abotractlon," f. .lUring paintings .nd
aclJptun! of Glenn Grafelrren, Connie
Rush, Claire Seidl, Sarah Hnchcock, R;cIlIIrd Remeon .nd Tom Palment. On
Yillwthrough June25. Galeryhou",: T.....
Sot 1!>-5. 729-8228.

Tho~n's Point,
Seeond FIoofBkig lA. Portland . Smok&and chem-free danc:ae with swing, Latin &
baMroom music Fridays from ~12 pm &
Sundays from 3-6 pm. $5. 773-3558.
NrIcen Importa and N_ Englend Ar1a
M ..... llallroom, 614 Cong~ St, Port1 Union St, Portland. Original artwork &
land. E-V Sat ~midnight Cost: $5. No
advice to coItectOl1l. Houl1l: 1!>-9 Moo_lions AKltjred. 773-0002.
Sat, 12-6 Sun. 772-9505.
Tho ~, 425 Fore St, Portland. Open Art 00II0ry at • DoerIng •
nightly, 8 pm on ... Naked Ttntdays, no
6 Deering St, Portland. New oil paintings
co_, drinks $1.25 & drafts 25c; Fr>-Sat
by Maine artist Cynthia Hyde, showing
until 3 am. CoYer: $3. 772-1983.
through June 20. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat
8oIut. .,2O Mile St, Portland. Open nightly
"-5,\heflnlttwoWMksofthe month; the
until 1 am. No co_. 774-4200.
_inder by clwlce or appt. 772-9605.
T-IIInI·., 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. Sun: Art 00II0ry at the Ph_I.
comedy night; WMkdays: special events;
630 Foreet Avo, PoftIand. An exhibit of
Fri & Sat: rock & roll, dance. 773-8040.
authentic batik peinfugsfromJayo,l~
WhoNh .... Do_Club, 29 Forest Ave,
neola, acquired by Lois Flaherty. Showing
tIYough June 27. Gallery hours: ThursPor1IBncI. Progressive music. Fri, cham
Sat 10-5, Tueo-Wed by appl. 774-4154.
free, an ages with deejay; Sat. women's
night from 9-1 with deejay Deb. 874-9770. Cha..... of
of the GrMt_
PanIond RegIon
ZootI,31 ForeetAve, Portland. Wed: chern145 Middle St, Portland. Paint., aculpfree; Thu: cutting edge dance; Fri: live
1\re and photo. by Elaine T_Ids, Sarah
national acts; Sat: deejay til 2:30 .." live
Cowperthwaite, Kirsten LayM John8on,
atThecave; Soo: request right. 773-81117.
Cliflord Ullman and Jane Wray. On view
thl'OUlfl.Aine. HoUI1I:Mon-Fri8-5. m-281'.
C o I _ ........ Gollory
42 Excllllnga St, Portland. Past. . by Henry
1 _ allowing throug, July 6. Gallery
hours: Mon-Sat 10:30-5. 774-3369.
Tho Denforth 0.11ory
34 Danforth St, Portland. "Portland
Through the Lena: Urban Ecology from
People to Porches," a gro~ exhibition of
photographs by studanb at the USM
Department of Community Programo.
OpenJooo III-July 17. GaIety hours: TueolhII1I 11-3, Fri 4-8, Sat t 1-3. 775-6245.

Gotl8 Oonoo, Inc.,

AROUND TOWN

eoc........

I

1
I,

CHECK OUT
OUR ACOUSTIC
HAPPY HOUR
WITH

"WINDOWl"
ON THURS/FRI
! LIVE MUSIC!
AND DRAn
SPECIALS
4:30-7 PM

'roal Qully Gollory

THURSDAY B.ll

411 Congress St, Portland . Alfred
Chadboum's recent paintings, showing
tIYough June 19. Galla<y hours: Mon-Fri
12-6, or by appointment. 773-2555.

Hantwa..

Cot, a Golt.y

1151s1andAve, Peakslsland. Photographs
by Jay Vork, showing through June 17.
Gallery hours: Thu",-Sun 1-7. 766-5631 .

k.d. lent
(culture COll'ltry) 8 pm, Portland City Hal
Aud~orium, 30 Myrtle St, Portland. Tix: Katahdin Roataurant
$21.50, $19.50. (617) 643-7121 .
Comer of High and Spring St. "An Exhibi-

SATURDAY 8.13
,oat"""

IIowdoInham Bluoo
(~)5-11 pm, Bowdoinham Town Hall,
Bowdoinhem. Directions from Exn 25 of
Intamate 95 to \he Town Hal wiI be
poated the day of the festival. Tix: $5,
children under 12 edmmed freewith &dun.

tion of Student Photography," a show by
continuing studiae students at Portland
School of Art. Showing through June 30.
775-3052.

LewIo GoHooy
Portland PUblic: Library, 5 Monument
Square, Portland. "A Sense of PIece," a
multimedia show by Maine Women in the
Arts, showing through June 29. Gallery
hoIn: U Mon, Wed, Fri; 12-9 Tues,
ThUr.l; ~5 Sat. 871-1758.

Dave M..on a I18nd
Mo«Int
(rock) 8:30 pm, The LeeYill Theatre, Route
Route 88, Vannouth. Sculptures by var>-

HI" ' -

I, Ogunqun. Tix: $17.50. (603f-436-5618.

TUESDAY 8.18
..., Cclmlla 011 Kobac:hIMl' Orgen
(classical) 7:30 pm, Porttand City Hal
AudKorUn, 389 Congress St, Portland.
Donations accepted. 774-3427.

UPCOMING
L-r PIcIwtt 8nd the IIomoo tIDrM
8flOI92 (jazzIIunk) 8 pm, Portland Perfom*lg Arts Center, 25 Forea1 Ave, Portland. 774-0465.

PottIond 8pIphony Orcheat,.
713192 [ondapendance popa) 7:30 pm, Fort
W~lamo Park, Cape Elizabeth. Advance
Tix: $36 for family of four, $12, $10 for
children, tenior citizena and groups of 10
or more; at gate: $40, $15, $12. 7738191.

ous 1Ir1isb, showing through June. Gallery hoUr.l: T~Sun 10-6 or by appoint-

ment. 688 4468.
Neney MargoIIe 0IIII0ry
367 ForeSt, Portland. Ceramics, t-rf,
glass, wood and metal work by 52 _
artiIts. Through \hesurnmar. Hours: MonSat 1!>-6, Sun 11 :30-4. 775-3822.
..........pltyCo-Op
547A Congress St,I33, Portland. "People
and Places," an exhibitof photoe byCurtis
l. Ha""'l', on YiIIw from June IS-July 16.
Through June 11: "The Riverton Sand Pn,
Riverton, Maine," photography by Mark
ErnrnenIOn. Gallery hours: Tues 10-6, by
appointrnant.775-1741.
Pine T... 1hop a 80)~ Gollory
75 Marlcet St, Portland . "Different
Strokes," an exhi~ of abstract works by
Mary Brosnan. ChristineCyr, Lee Gabriel,
cathy KaeIn, Seen Morrissey and Nina
Sytvia. Showing through June. GalIa<y
hou",: Mon-Sat 10-6. 773-3007.

PottIond MUMUm of Art
Seven Congress Square. PortIand.l-burs:
Tues, Wed, Fri & Sat 1!>-5, Thurs 10-9,

19

icfiari's

Sun 12-5. AdmissIon: eduns $3.50, s&nior mizens and students with 10 $2.50,
children under 18 $1, group rate $3. Museum admission is free 1!>-noon Saturday. 773-2787.

German Food
at Its Finest

·End.ngo..... Land_....
Lynn Butler photographs places that are
threatened by development, from New
Vork'sConey Island to \hesoulh of France.
Through November 1.

*TheFl_SII_
A fuN ftoral bouquet of painting, sculpture
and photography by such artists as
Beverty Hallam, Alex Katz, Ellsworth Kelly,
Robert Mapplelhorpe, John Cage and
Nancy Graves. Through June 14.

"OUr

wortunanshlp

speal<S "

for Itself ...

*Th. Holocaust

,!{,-.:y

Contemporary American sculptorGeorge
Segal has distiled lhe meaning of this
atrocity ina ife-sizecomposilionofhaunting white plaster figures. On view through
Oct 18.

fochQo'"

fro.... ""
-Over 25 Yedrs fxperfence.
£5111T1dte5 Pldt. Up &. Delivery"

• . , Land and ...: Tho Quest of Ja..,..
fitzgerald
Working in Monhegan Island and in California, this 2OIh-century painter evoked a
sense of hannony between man and nature. The waten:olo", and oils shown in
this exhibit, predominantly landscapes,
stand as powerful testimony of his
achievement. On view through July 19.

*The M.y family Collection
Twenty-two work. from \he 19th & 20th
centuries thaI bring logether the cuHural
diversity of America from East to West.
Showing through Sapt 6.
*8IlentWlt_
Judy Elis Glickman documents the Polish ghettos and the death camps of
Trebiinka,Auschwitz and Birkenau In ph0tographs taken over \he past four years.
Portland School of Art Student 0.11..,.
97 Spring St, Portland. New work by Dan
GUlotte, showing through June 23. Gallery hours: Mon-Fri ~5 . 775-3052.

.
617A
Lenny Pkkett

T..... - Sat. Du.....r 5 to 9
Reo.",..,w... AppNlciGltld

883-3880

us Rtl, Scarborough

729-9673
RT 123. NO. HARPSWELL, ME

Pholo/PQultl Court

Borneos feed on funk

Johnny Carson went to the well for the last time a couple of weeks
ago, and with him went The Tonight Show Band. No more will we
see Doc doing his impression of Maynard Ferguson working up to
that high note after multiple scales. No more will we see Johnny
hitting that imaginary crash cymbal in the air as one of his few
genuine smiles crosses his face.
No, now we are left with Branford Marsalis attempting to fill DoCs
shoes without exactly trying them on for size. Or we are left with
Arsenio's prisoners of style who wouldn't know a real groove if it
ripped the earth underneath them and swallowed their smug bones
. . .....n·.Club
whole. Or maybe, Letterman's Band that time forgot. Just maybe
1 ExchangeSt, Portland. "Baeuty:ATribute to Mother's Day, 01 an exhibnion feeturwe're left with The Tonight Show Band's only real competitors on the
Ing Melr Honan, Evelyn Winter, Pater
TV screen - The Saturday Night Live Band.
Heney, Nancy Brown, Diane Dahlke,
If one could only send their forever mugging, overly-aware-of-theCha~ene Lee, Lesie Sochor, MemieSouza
camera guitarist G.E. Smith into hyperspace, now that would be a
and many o\he",. On view through June.
775-0712.
band. Behind the supercilious front man stands one of pop culture's
Tho Splrltocl Gourmet
true
treasures. Quite possibly the individual who best represents their
142 St. John St, Portland. "By tha Name
collective
genius is the man in the wide-brimmed hat and the Albert
of Reed" showcases wood sculpture,
Ayler beard - tenor saxophOnist Lenny Pickett.
paintings, drawing and braided wool
works by four members of \he Reed famThe Saturday Night Live Band is Pickett's money gig. For a couple
ily. Through July 1. 773-2919.
of days worth of rehearsing the band and one hectic night a week,
n.o.. M _ C.blnet.... k...
Pickett likely earns enough money
415 Cumberland Ave, Portland. An axto pick and choose the other
hibit of Brita Holmquist's recent paintings, showing through JuIy9.1-b......: Moomusical events he'd like to be a part
Sat 9-5. 7~5181.
of.
The ensemble he uses to display
3 VI_ 0.'1ory
Hear Lenny Pkkett and tho
his own compositions is The
112 High St, Portland. An exhibn of paintBomeo Homs Saturday, June
Borneo Horns.
ings and drawings by Michael Waterman,
showing through June 21 . Gallery hours:
20, at Portland Perfonnlng
Periodically Pickett tries to
Thurs 5-8, Fri-SatI2-5, Sun 12-4. 772Arts
Center,
25A
Forast
Ave.
describe
the sound of the nine-year1961.
Tickets
are
$1
J;
get
'om
at
old
quartet.
'1t's three saxes and a
W. .tbrooll College Gallery
Portland's Amadeus Music or
f
716 Stevens Ave, Portland. A retrospecb
III
774-0465
set 0 drums, and it's contrapuntal,
live exhibit of the paintings and prin1s of
y ca ng
•
and it's all the influences I've ever
John Muench, showing through July 5.
had. It's a sax band with an oddball compositional standpoint." Or
Hou",: Tues-Sat 1!>-5, Sun 12-5. 797another time he'll say, "I consider it all acoustic funk music. You can
7261 .
think about it as well as listen to it and dance to it 'cause it's got turns
and twists that take you somewhere else."
The music of Lenny Pickett and The Borneo Horns sounds like it
meets somewhere near the juncture of a standard string quartet, Sly
118m o.llory
and the Family Stone and the World Saxophone Quartet on a good
Shore Road & Bourne's Lane, Ogunqun.
night. Rhythmic inventions may be the key element as Pickett's
Gallery Hours: Mon-Sat 1!>-5, Soo 2-5.
compositions
place the rhythmic demands equally on the four
64&-5370.
members of the group.
......... Butt.r and Fine Art
Counterpoint plays a much stronger role in his pieces than in the
A group invnational with works by Larty
Hayden, Dahlov lpear, Jeff Kellar, Paul
vast majority of jazz and pop music. It's much funkier than the Kronos
Maddrall, Alan Magee, Marjorie Moore,
Quartet playing Jimi Hendrix, it's much tighter than the World Sax
Jock Reyoolds, Abby Shahn, Richard
playing "Dock of the Bay," and it easily rivals most of what
Quartet
Wilson and Toni Wolf. On view through
June 30.
has passed for funk since long before the Godfather of Soul took that
·M.... Women and Children
fateful ride. Where did he get those chops?
The figuralive bronzes of Sumner
At 17 Pickett was playing in an R&B band all over the Bay Area. At
Winebaum, showing through Sept 27.
18
he was called up to join the major leagues with one of the two or
IIowdoIn College Muaoum of Art
three most highly regarded R&B hom sections in the country with
Walker Art Building, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. The museum is open to tha
Tower of Power. In 1981, some nine years and eight Tower of Power
public free of charge. Hours: Tues-Sat
records later (not including the dozens of recordings the ToP hom
1!>-5, Sun 2-5. 725-3275.
section
were asked to embellish throughout his tenure), Pickett moved
.,.he Poetry of Color: Woodblock PrIll ..
to New York to start again. In 1983 he was asked to join David Bowie's
br Ma....,... J. PattoI'BOll
Flower and landscape cofor woodcuts in
"Let's Dance" tour, where he played with the two other saxophonists
the style of \he Provincetown Print"",
who became known as the Borneo Horns. After the tour they added a
who introduced Japanese methods and
drummer and the band was complete.
worked with vivid French Inks. Showing
Unfortunately, theirs isn't a particularly commercial type of music.
through June 14.
-vIaIona of W _
('1f an album of mine were to sell in the hundreds of thousands, I'd be
An exhibition of peintings, pastel9, prints hospitalized with astonishment," Pickett has been heard to remark.) So
and photographs from \he pannanent
he maintains an unusually high profile composing, recording and
collections celebrating women as artists
touring with a variety of different artists. Though mega-stars such as
and patrons. On view thr:ough June 21 .
'8ulldlnt LandllC8p08
Paul Simon, the Talking Heads, Hall and Oates and Paul McCartney
The paintings of Mery Alee Treworgy. On
have all utilized Pickett's talents at one time or another, he also
view through June in MouHon Union,
composes for prominent choreographers such as Stephen Petronio,
lanc;ester Lounge. Hou",: 8:30-10.
Bebe Miller and Marta Renzi, and works the peculiarly New York
-vIowa of llrlclgea
downtown promo circuit with Peter Gordon. Scott Johnson and Ned
Selected works on paperfromthepem.nent collection. On view from June ISSublette.
July 19.
Soon there will be a third party candidate whom we'd actually like
.......... Aequlaltlon.
to vote for, soon the president will be mortified by his lack of vision at
Selections of recent edditio.. to the par_
the environmental summit and resign, and soon bands like Lenny
"**11 colection at \he Tw.rtleth Century Gallery - painting., photographs,
Pickett and the Borneo Horns will be hosting their own late night variety
works on paper and sculpture.
shows and we1l be shown real variety - because there is a God in
heaven. Right?
Jim Pinfold
OmtUtlU" Oft page 20

America's peace, prosperity, and even her
standing in the international community
depend on healing the wounds of racism and
building a society in which people of diverse
backgYounds live as members of one family.

music

THE

N E U

NAKED
THIRSTDAYS
AT

THE MOON

OUT OF TOWN

25¢draft beers

$1.25
NO COVER
ALL dr inks

EVERY THURSDAY 8 TO 11
THE MOON OANCE CLUB· 427 FORE ST. • 772-1983

IOY2
STARS
***
****
***

Food

Great
Italian
Food

~ Service

Atmosphere

and

THE ROMA
casual dress, comfortable price, quality dining
769 Congress Street. Intown Portland 773-9873
Est. 1924 (in the historic Rines Mansion)
M-F 1 1:30 am-9 pm . Saturday 5-9:30

pm

r-o;e-;;;;;; - m~I

......_CoodenopanryDnwtng Exhibit"

Entertainment

~1B~

I Super Special!

.' .;~m\

!~
I·:
;

Offer expires JWle 30, 1992.

Coupon must be presented wtth order.
;

I

Omlinwd from ptI~ 19

Gifts
for the

Home

{11

Garden

854-0160

No minimum. no limit.
,.::.;;::.;::~

&!mlICr ClB~ lining up
Can to Register

-S 1/2- xlI- atngJe sided, whJte 20. bond,
auto-feed ortgln.als

"'--"'I.COI"I._T

1IlpblllrapIGr

"..,.....
I 151
Middle St., Portland.

Danforth Gallert Is ac;cepting submissions lor ill drawing exhibit, judged by
Sigroond Abeles of UNH. For more info
eend .1 0 SASE to: "MalnaContemporary
Drawing Exlibit.- Danforth Galery. 34
Danforth St. PonIand. ME 04101.

Of'hftAN

207·n2~704

18.m.·Sp.m. Moo.·Fri /108.m. . Sp.m. Sal

ART

SCENE

Coming
Soon
To
Saeo
YEAR - ROUND ARTIST CO-OPERATIVE GALLERY
STAY TUNED • SACO FRAME CENTER

282-0318

ART

The Chocolate Church Gallery
804 Washington St. Bath. "MedHations
on Loss," a series of prints. paintings and
wood constructions by Rich Entel. On
viewthroughJune 27. Galeryhours: T uesFri 9-4. Sat 12-4. 442-8627.

Juri«! exhibition reflecting aspects of
Franco-American heritage. which will
travel throughout New England and Qu&.
bee. /U media accepted. Submit slides
by August 20. For more Info. contact The
DanIorthGaIery. 34 Danforth Street. Portland. ME 04101. or cal 775-6245.
outdoor " ' - for "Crttta.."
Cry of the Loon Art Gallery wants your
.pieces lor a show opening June 19. CaU
Nancy at 655-5060.

Fln.Arts .........1
The Old On:hard Beach Art /Iossoc sp0n-

Mercedes-Benz
Service

~

"M1g,.nt WIthin - F,.nco-American
ArtI... of New England"

¢l

ICopie~;;

STRETCH

WELL

MOTORS

NESS

25 years
factory-trained.

"Moose" by Nantz Comyns

Friday, June 19 and Saturday, June 20 4:00-8:00 PM
and Sunday, June 21 2:00-5:00 PM

Third Annual "Critters" Show
Featuring 45 Maine Artists
'{ OF
7days-S-M

9am-6pm, june
9am-8pm. july and
LOO~

ART GALLERY • FINE GIFTS

655-5060
Rte 302South Casco

$30/hour

sors Rs arts festival July 25. from 9-4. on
the Iront lawn of Old On:hard Beach Jr.
High School atthecomerof SacoAvenue Adult H. .lth Ie...... lnll
for diabetes. anemia. colorectal cancer.
and Tum Road. The festival is open to aM
high blood pressure and cholestarollevel.
artists. Send in applications no lat... than
Two or more tests per person. time perJuly 10. For more info. wrile to Old Ormitting. Fealorservices. l.lpconing: June
chard Beach Art Assoc. PO Box 393. Old
16. 12:30-2 pm at Gray Congregational
On:hard Beach. ME 040640rcall Sylvia at
Church; June 17. 9:30-11 :30 am at
934-7712 (days) or Paul al 283-4192
Windham Community Building . For fur(nights).
therinfo. call 775-7231.
35th Annual au......r Exhibition

Cry of the Loon Art Gallery
Route 302. S. C89CO. "Three Maine ArtIsts": Evelyn Winter's paintings. Milton
Christianson's watercolors and Gary
Ambrose's sculptures. On view through
June 14. Also showing "Critters. " an exhibition of Maine's pals. wild~fe and fann
The Maine Art Gallery invttes Maine art- Adult Ie,..nlng Clinic
animals as depicted by 45artisls. On view
on the lasl Wed of eWIfY month. for blood
ists to submit paintings. drawings. hendfrom June 19 through July 12. Gallery
pressure and testing for sugar. anemia
pressed prints. photographs and sculphours: Tues-Sun 9:30-5:30. 855-5060.
and cholesterol. from 11:30 am-I pm at
turelor
its
juried
show.
For
more
info
cal
The Gallery at WIdgeon Cov. Btudloa
the Peoples United Methodist Church.
882-7511
orwrile:
MaineArtGaIIery.P.O.
Route 123. Harpswell. Georgeann &
310 Broadway. S. Portland. Cal 767Box 315. WlSC8sset. ME 04578.
Condon Kuhl's new paintings. sculpture
3326 for appointment and further info.
and jewelry. Through June 14. Gallery Wheel Throwing & Raku Firing
AIkido
.
Workshop
with
potter
Andrew
Berends
hours: Fri & Sat 11-5.Sun 1-4. 833-6081.
is a martial art used to increase llexibility.
June 15-17. from 5-1 0 pm daily. presentGallery Mou. .
stamina and a sense of well-being. Adult
ing the fundamentals of wheel throwing
Holly H~I. Route 1. Nobleboro. "7 Women
classes: Mon and Wed. 5:30-6:15pm and
and raku firing. The Love of Flaku wor\(ArtIsts: Worldng and Living in Maine,"
6:30-7:30 pm: Fri. 6:30-7:30 pm; Sat.
shop
features
a
slide
presentation
of
includes the sculpture of Lise Becu.
2:30-3:30 pm and 3:45-4:45 pm.
And~'s
WOII<.
a
demo
of
his
wheel
techCynthia ThompsOn's fabric sculpture and
Children's classes: Sat. 1:15-2:15 pm.
niques and the actual process of raku
thepeintlngsofHeidiDaub.ConnieHayes.
Classes held at Portland Ailido. 25A Forfiring. Bring a bisqued pot or just come
Meg Brown Payson. Alice Spencer and
est Ave. Portland. For further Info cal
and walch this quick-firing. breathtaking
Noriko Sakanishi. On view through June
772-1524.
process
that
originated
in
16th-century
17. Gallery hours: daily 10-5. 622-0851.
Japanthrough IheJapanese tea ceremony. BegIn ..... Yoga CIa_
GoIcIISmIth Gallery
Kripeluyogadassesoff...genllestretches.
Coat is $20 per p8f$OI1 par night. Work7 McKown St. Boothbay Harbor. "Nudes
relaxation and an introduction to p0sshop
space
is
limited;
make
your
r8S8l'lain Water," the photography of Karin
tures. A seven-week session starts July 6
tiona aheed of time by callng 772-4334.
Rosenthal. On view through July 29. Galat 35 Minott St. S. PonIand. Call 799lery hours: daily 10-5. 833-6252.
3058 for further information.
Qorgaa G... nt Hotel
lluddhiat-Oriented Meditation
Route 1. Ogunquit. "Food Show." an exGroup meats every Sundsy trom 10-11 am
hibition of the wor1<s of 10 artist depicting
at 1040 Broadway. S. Portland. Small ~
food and the issues that surround it
nation. Formore inlormationcal839-4897.
Through July 12. Gallery hours: 7-11.
Childbirth
C'-846-7003.
DIscovery Education offers six-week preMal... c..t Art ....
pared childbirth classes including
Russell Avenue. Rockport "The Juried 1.!I1!i!~=ii.!i!I!~~
anatomy & physiology of labor. relaxation
Show: By Invitalion," an exhibition of II
& breathing techniques. pain manage.
works by 21 artists selected lrom juri«!
ment options during labor. role of coach
shows since 1967; and "Ughl Year," feaor support person. physical & emotional
turing the work 01 Nancy Glassman. Both
chenges after birth. and much more.
shows on view through June 28. Gallery
Classes are held Mon or Tues eves from
hours: daily 10-5. 23&-2875.
7-9 lor sbc weeks. Cost: $60. Including
Mal... Marttl .... Muaaum
handbook. gift packs and articles. To
Maritime History Bldg. 243 Washington
register call 797-4096.
St, Bath. Gallery hours: daily 9:30-5.443Communltl. . Support Group
1318.
A support group lor alternative families is
*'The Marttl.... Folk Nt Of It.. De Clerck
forming 10 discuss finding a family. coThis exhibit of the Belgian piertlead artist
parenting and sharing space. If you are
is a documentary record of the variety of
looking fora community. attend the open
working v88881s that enlerOO the ports of
~ting June 18 from 7-9 pm in room
Antwerp and Liv.pool. On view through Art Workahopa
318. Portland Public Library. 5 Monument
The Portland School of Art offers a variety
the year.
Square. orwrile to the Family Alternatives
of one-dey WOII<shops. including the fo~
·New Wortda: North Atlantic "afarinll
Network. P.O. Box 77f!X>. Portland.
lowing:
Interior
Decorating
Demy9tifoed.
In the E,. of DIacovery
Denclnll from the Inaid. out
June 13; Books. Containers and ComFlare world maps and nautical charts.
A fun exploration of the body'. wisdom.
early navigation instruments. illustrations
panions. J.... 20; Thomas Moser: Pr0creativity and frgedom. For schedule and
ducing Crafts for lhe Marketplace. June
of fine art and archaeological material
location. call 772-7549.
bringtogethertheOldandtheNewWorlds
27; Wrile Now. June 27; The Hand-Co~
Explorinll the R. . lm of tha Mll1Iculoua
ored
Photo.
July
II
;
Taoism
and
Zen
at
in the Age of Discovery and beyond. On
Discoverthe essential human needs that
TKlebrook. July 18. Call 775-3052 for
view through the year.
lie beyond our cu~ural order. June 28 al
space availability.
"When Bath Won the America'. Cup
lOam in the Proprioceptive Wriling CenDevelopment ..... Inar
This exhibit describes the cons1ruction
t
.... 39 D~ng St. Portland. Fee:
Leam to manage multiple priorities in
and racing history of the famous J-boat
$50
session.
teday's wori<pIace at this Dun & Bradstreet
Rang ... built by Bath Iron Works for a
Seminar. scheduled lor July 7 al the Frienda 01 the W. .tem Buddhlat Order
successful defense ofthe 1937 Cup races.
Invite all interested parties to a period of
Sheraton Tara Hotel. 363MaineMaI Road.
Half-hul models of the Flanger and its
med~ation and chanting each Mon from
S. Portland. Cost: $155. Call 212-312competnor. Endeawur. historical photos
7: 15-9:15 pm. at 222 Saint John St. Port8880 to regist....
and other artifacts tel the story. On view
land. For details cal 642-2128.
through July 29.
"f'1ctIon"
Gym ActIvItI..
Alfred
DePew.
winner
of
the
Flannery
Muaeum Of Arts
USM Lifeline is offering Gym Activities
O'Connor Award. teaches an 8-week wrilOlin Arts Cen1.... BatesCoIege. Lewiston.
Program (GAP) memberships to lhe gening worI<shop. ClasseS begin J .... 18 and
"Philip Barter Retroapec1ive," an exhibieral public. GAP offers a weight training
IM8t Thursday _ings from 6:~:3O.
tion of Maine landscape paintings. prints
facility; squash. racquetball and basketCoat: $80 (members). $100 (non-mernand sculpture. Showing 1hrough August
ball courts. sauna and lock... room in the
bars). Preregistration required. Send pay7 . Gallery hours: Tues-Sal10-5. Sun 1-5.
USM Portland gym. 96 Falmouth st. For
ment to MWPA. 12 Pleasant St.
786-6158.
more info ca I 780-4170.
Brunswick. To _
a space call 729Thornaa MemorI.1 LIbrary
Hatha
Yoga Clinic
6333.
6ScottDy... Rd.CapeE~zabeth. "Burls in
Hathe Yoga for PWA. will continue
Natural Edge," an exhibition of M.I... Hlatoricel .....Iety
through June 23 from 12:40-2 pm &Very
presents "The Oaclaration of IndepenwoodIumlngs by Richard McFaul. ShowWednesday and Frldsy at 22 Monument
dence: VISion for a Democratic Society,"
ing through August 1. Gallery hours :
Square(takeelevatorto fifth 1Ioorj. Cost is
featuring the OecIaration of Independence
Men.Wed. Fri &-5; T~ Thurs 9-9.
$1 for those who can efford n. Cal Portand materials from the Maine Historical
The Turtle Gallery
land Yoga Studio at 797-5684 .
SocieIy's extensiYeoolection.Exhibit runs
Deer Isle Vilage. Summer exhibits feature
from June &-26. Tues-Sal. 10-4. ·at the H. . llng aupport Group
artists WOII<ing almost exc~vely in the
A safe environment for those experiencMaine Historical SocieIy. 485 Congress
Penobscot Bay region and engaged in a
Ing personal traumas. addiction. grief.
St. Portland. Formore info. cal 774-1822.
variety of media from watercolors to metloss of good heaIIh. and who seek supalwori< to furniture. The Fif1h Annual Print M.I... Wrtt. . . .nd Publl.h.... Allianc.
port within a context of rootual sharing.
offers the following WOII<shops: "ABCs of
Show: Books & llustrations is on view
Tuesdays
from 5:30-7:30 pm at Mercy
Logo
Design,"
June
13
from
11-4.
and
through June 13. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat
Hospital. Spring Street entrance. Port"The Children's Book Marl<et: All Your
9:30-5. Sun 2-5. 34&-9977.
a.-tions Ans-ed." June 20 from 11- land. Call 781 -7608 for furth... deta~s .
3:30 at 12 Pleasant St. Brunswick. Cost: .... llnll Worbhop
Wori<shop on heeling with Melissa Clare.
$30 (members). $35 (non-members). Prea r&pf98&nta1ive and retreat guide in the
registration required. Send payment to
Sufi Order in the West. June 13 from 9
MWPA. 12 Pleasant St. Brunswick. ME
am-5 pm. at Expr-m Therapy Center.
04011.
To
f8SM/88
Sp8CecaIl729-6333.
c,.tta fair
150 St. John St. Portland. Cost: $30. For
Fair held by Society of Southam Maine Wrttlng Sh«t etorlee
morelnlo. caM 846-6039.
Maine Writing FelloW Denis Ledoux
Craftllmllfl in cor1Unction with the An-

SENSE
ea.....

Nancy K. Davidson, curator
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OTHER

tiqueAuloShow to benefit Thornton Acedfmf. June 28 from &-4 at Thornton Acedfmf. Cumberland Center. Free periling
and !Tee edmission. For further Inlo can.
829-3073.

teachea a!l8riea ofworkshops 8'o'8ryother
Tuesday from 7-9 pm. from June 9 to
August 18. at SoIeiI ~. Lisbon Falls.
Call ~5454 for apeclfic directio...
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865-4897
I HAVE NO CONTROL
PRODUCTIONS

liM Becu', "Winged H..... " black g ....nlt. sculpture. stand, sentln.1 over Its sculpted garden party companions.

As galleries close, other traditional venues for Maine art open up

Artists and private patrons pick up the torch
Art galleries. commercial dealers in the fine arts, have been
closing at an alarming rate in Maine during the last year_
There are those who have seen this as a sign of doom - the
"end of culture," it's even been proclaimed. To advance this
argument is to play devil's advocate; moreover, it's true only
in part.
If culture means the artist's
ability to get her work sold in
the state of Maine, then
perhaps we do have something to worry about. The
• See Jay York's photohealth of the "art world,"
graphs through June 15 at
after all, depends upon the
The Hardware Cafe and
relationship between the
Gallery, 115 Island Ave.,
artist and the serious collecPeaks Island.
tor - whether that collector
• Michael Watennan's
paintings and drawings are is an individual or an instituon view through June 21 at tion. And the liaison between
3 Views Gallery, 112 High
these two is the commerdal
St., Portland.
art gallery.
• Take a sculpture tour at
But even with the loss of
Meeting Hili Farm. Route
galleries, the vital output on
88, Yannouth, through
the part of this state's artists
June 30.
is as strong and healthy as
ever. And the other element in the art world that still has a
strong pulse is that segment of the population hungry for art
and eager to see it. So what we have right now is something
not new to the art world: It's called a retrenchment.
It's said that water seeks its own leveL And you can't keep
a good, healthy water level down. Last week I said one art
venue in Maine that might experience revitalization in the
'90s would be the time-honored participation of the private
patron. I want to add to that the equally time-honored
endeavors of the artists themselves.
Remember the
'60s and 70s. when
openings occurred
in the studios
themselves? You
sat on the artist's
bed and drank a
good Gallo. There
was a lot of excitement in the air in
those days. I
couldn't tell you
what sales were
like, or exactly
where the collector
fit in. (Was he
sitting on the bed
pulling from the
Gallo bottle too?)
Since I was a little
Ilentlft Eng_'s "Kate, .. broaz. sculpture.
too green for that

sort of understanding then, I just don't know. What I do know is
that many of those then-starving-artists have since gained good,
healthy reputations. They may ultimately have gained them by
moving to The City, but they did the studio-opening thing here
first.
With all due respect to those galleries still in operation and
reporting healthy sales - those galleries I unjustly ignored when
I ended an article with the doomsday quote, "There's no one left"
- these two new/old venues do seem to be coming to life again.
Two weeks ago a group of private patrons combined forces
with Westbrook College to mount a SO-year retrospective of the
works of John Muench. Westbrook's gallery was packed with art
lovers and dignitaries. A couple of weeks prior to that, cabinetmaker Thomas Moser offered his space for a one-person show of
the works of Brita Holmquist. Both events were feasts of the
highest celebratory order.
In the domain of artists now taking things into their own
hands, 3 Views Gallery on High Street is having a one-man
exhibition of the oil paintings of Michael Waterman. Waterman,
the chronicler and mythologizer of all that COI.1gress Street
represents - the unlovely lives of the unprivileged - does large,
brushy canvases in subdued, street-people colors.
And last week Portland artist Claudia Whitman, with partners
Kathleen Beecher and Brad Burkholder, opened the Hardware
Cafe and Gallery on Peak's Island. A former elementary school,
this cozy building opened with a one-man show of Portland
photographer Jay York. York has a sure eye for capturing reassuring moments of quiet intimacy and beauty in the lives of his
friends and family.
And courtesy of Peter Haffenreffer and Mallory Marshall, who
have opened their spacious Yarmouth grounds to the viewing of
superb art, a spectacular exhibition of outdoor sculpture is now
on view. Organized by art consultant June La Combe, this
exhibition includes the work of over 20 sculptors set in, and
dramatized by,
wondrous natural
settings. There is
ample opportunity for
the collector here. And
once again, the
number of art lovers
present at the opening
constituted a major
crowd.
''There seems to be
plenty of culture
around," mused Judy
Halpert, looking
around at the fine
sculpture and people
everywhere. "In fact,"
she said, "it seems to
be growing out of the
ground. like poppies."

tim ferrell
ioanne chessie
kevin shone
every thursday nite
at 8pm $3
at the cave 31 forest ave
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The NEW Classic Pakistani Restaurant

KABOB'NCURRY

Entertainment

"We imJUe you to _ a/itt!.: of001" cvlturc. "
Tangy - and hoI or mOld to .....1yOIJr_.

EVERYDAY LUNCH SPECIAL $3.95

Traditional Pakistani Dinners
featu .
Authentic Tandocr;~"" nkkas

(

WELL
NESS

BEST BAGELS IN THE OLD PORT!

~,
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pm.

H_1th .......... of South Porlland
holds an edult scr-.ing clinic-services

w~

~

I

T~Our

Navajo blue corn bagels

@

with Mexicali cream cheese
salsa, red & green peppers,
onions & spices

.~;

I
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15 Temple St Portland 879-2425

Now Open 11:30am to 9:30pm 7 days a week!
Call about our Early Bird Specials

,
1

Enjoy a Panoramic
View of Casco Bay
Specializing in Seafood and Homemade Desserts
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I
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Ment8l1II_
Joyce Burland, PhD, wil speak at the
annual meeting of the Alliance for the
Mentaly In June 17 at 5 at St. Mery lhe
VlrlIin Church Parish House, Route 88
Falroouth, beyond thejunction of routes 1
and 88. It's free. For more info call 7612217.

Planned Pllrenthaad

...

LOG CABIN RESTAURANT
BAILEY ISLAND, ME.

833-5546
Open 11:30 - 9:30, Seven Days A Week
Rt. 24, j~st 13 miles from Cooks Corner, Brunswick

of Northam New England helps teenagers at its Walk-In Clinic Fri, 1-4:30 pm and
Sat, 9 am-noon, at 500 Forest Ave, Portland. Confidential services Include birth
control, Pf9IIIlIIIlCY tests, pap smears,
SID SCIMning and lreatment. fees based
on ability to pay. For further info call 874-

1095.
Pop Ego'a Balloon
Enjoy your true self with Sahajll yoga
meditation Mondays, from 7-8: 15 pm, in
the Faculty lounge, SludentCenter, USMI
Portland. Call 767-4819 for more info.
ReI~

DINING OUT
MADE EASY!
Get the lowdown on over 70 restaurants in
Casco Bay Weekly's Southern
Maine Dining Guide.
It's FREE and it's yours to
hang on to for those
hungry moments!
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On The
Stands!

July 2

Yag«arlanlam: What Is It?
Part II of seminar on vegarianism, "Whet
the heck is a legume, arryway?" Presentation by chefC.T.l.awrenceButler, vegan
chef and author. June 16, 7:30-9:30 pm,
at the MAC office, 196 Route I, Falmouth.
Open to the public, donations appreciated. CaN 781-7170 for more inlo.
Wei Child Clinic
on June 11 from 9 am-noon at E. A.
Center Memorial Clinic, Route 113, Steep
Falls; June 15, 9 am-noon and 1-5 pm,
161-167 Mein St, Sanford. To make an
appointment, call 775-7231 (ext 522).

W _ ' . MedItation Wortwhop
Kripalu Yoga Cla_
leam to Isten to your inner voice. For
FreeciassonbalanceJune 17, from 5:30more information cal 78t-0944.
7 pm, on the second fIoorof 4 Milk St. Kim
WIahcraftIT_
....
Chandler, certified KripakJ yoga teacher
Support team of rootivated people who
and yoga therapist, will address comwant to make things happen. Through
monly asked questions yoga?
giving support, Ideas, accurate steps and
How is it different from other exercise?
the faith In one another's ability to sucWhet is KripakJ yoga specifically? Whet
ceed, we woo't lei you quit. For more info
about meditation? - as well as give a
cal Brian at 773-6226.
demonstretion and guided instructional
experience in Kripalu yoga on June 20,
from &-10:30 am at Inl18llight, 10 ExchangeSt, Suite 202. Ten-week summer
session begins June 23. For more information, cal 874-2341 .

Free handouts, consuitations and minisessions June 14 from 12-40nSewall St,
Thompson's Point, Portland. For more
Info call 499-7515.

I

j ,

include blood pressure, sugar and cholesterol screaning - on the last Wed of
FNery month, from t t :3O am- t pm at the
Peoples United Methodist Church, 310
Broadway, S. Portland. Call 767-3326 for
further !letah.
I ......ham Yolunt....
offen! a hoUine for teens where they can
cal to talk about birth confrol, sexual
abuse, loneliness, drugs, depression and
other concerns. For more info call 874-

POIa~,~.ndR~~

1

Tal Chi Chan
is an ancient Chi_ martial art basad on
mental and phyaicaI balance. It's good for
spiritual growth, physical hea~h and for
reducing the affect of stress and tension.
Beg inners through advenced classes
ongoing. For mont Info caN 772-9039.
r.1 Chi Ch'u.n Form & " n Shou
A new workshop for the experienced
player. A threa-hour session with time for
stendlng meditation, warm-up exercises,
solo round practice and San Shou study.
June 13 from 9:30 am-12:3O at 10 Exchange St, SuIte 202, Portland. Cost:
$30, $20 current students. For more Info,
cal 985-6821.
The TeenIYoung Adult Clinic
is a place to go if you heve a health
concern or medical problem, need a
sportstschool physical done, orhava birth
control issues to deal with. Open to anyone 13-21, FNery Monday from 4-8 pm, at
Meine Medical Center, 22 Bramhall St,
Portland. Walk-ins seen if they arrive by 7

Wortwhop

leam how to reatore vital energy, maintain positive wellness and prevent disorders, June 12-14. For rooreinfo call 773-

1644.
B l I ' - Implanta Clearing ........
If you are in need of info on ~nts and
potential hazards, call (606) 331-0058.
Splrltu~

SHk_ Group

Meet to discuss theological and spiritual
issues In raIa1ion to everyday life. to share
questions and experiences and to support one another as we journey along our
own paths.Alternate Mons or Weds at the
Swedenbo!vian Church,302 Stevens Ave,
Portland. For roore info, call 772-8277.

ear- .naoement
F_ workshop covers stress tests, copIng and relaxation skHIs, stress management and decisIon-making tips. Meetings
Weds at 7 pm at Call /'I, Better Way
Chiropractic, 2063 Congress St, Portland. Call 87&-5433 to RSVP.
8tretIching the SpIrit
A yoga class of gentle breathing and
stretching ending In deep relaxation. All
are weIcoma to this creaUve approach to
body, rrind and spiritual well-being. Bring
a mat Weds from 5:30-6:30 pm, Sats
from &-10 am at the Swedenborgian
Church, 302 StFNens Ave, Portland. D0nation: $3. For roore info cal 772-8277 .

Sufi Medltatlofl
Join the PorUand Sufi Order for meditation sessions baaed on the works ofHa2ra\
lnayst Khan and Pir Vilayst lnayat Khen.
ElCp8rieIoced teachers wig offer _ions
womngwithcreativevisuaization,breath,
sound, light and divine qualities. Meditation sessions and he81ng classes ongoing and open to al; no experience necessary. Bring a meditation plioworbanch if
desied. No fee, but donations are gratefully accepted. Sessions held at 232 St
John St (Union station), Room 132. For
more info, call Hayet Rickl Schechter at
657-2606 or Rosanne at 84&-6039. For
.-sletter with activities list, can Eli at
774-1203.

L_mto ...
Hands-on instruction ailsurnmer long includes everything from tying knots to
rigging sails to navigation. Enrollment limhed to six peopIeIcourse. Cost $275120hour class. To register call 767-9528.
Main. Outdoor Adv.ntu... Club
brings togather people who enjoy the
outdoors. MOAC offars trips and events
to people of all skil levels, beginner to
expert. Ongoing: rock cimbing at the
quarry every Tues FNening at 5 pm;
Mackworth Island wal<, Thurs at 6:30 pm.
For updated trip info, cal the Outdoor
Hotline at 774-1116. For club & membership info cal Carey at 772-9831 .
OutdoOl' Trip Lin. For the latest bicycling,
Iking and other outside activities info,
sponsored by Casco BayBicycleCllt>andMaineOutdoorsAdventureCkJb,cal7741118.
llmall Boat Handling
A one-day workshop providing training in
docking, anchoring, man overboard and
plcklngupmoorings. June13,14,20&21
(choose one), from 9 am-noon and 1-5
pm, at Deck Ship, SMTC Ca"lKJS, Fort
Road, S. Portland. Cost: $95(55 registration). For more info, caM 767-9523.
Wolfe'. Naek Natu.....rI_
Thesenatureprogramstakeplacethrough
June on Sundays, meeting at 2 pm by the
benches inthesecond perking lot. They're
free and reservations aren' necessary,
Upcorr«>g: "Stories In Stone," June 14;
"Osprey Watch," June 21 . For roore info
cal 289-3821.
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Acting Worbhop
for kids ages &-13 begloolng the weak of
June 29. Students will rMM Weds from&-

=nF~~A~:,er~~;.:~~~~~

cal 774-2776.
c.mp Opportunity
Is a one-week residential camp designed

tIonallnfo, call1 - 800-499-lUNG.

The Chlld...n'. M ...... m of M.ln.

Invites kiddos to enjoy its Preschool Work-

shops: Papermaklng & Computer lab,
June 16, 10:30 am-noon; Real Puzzles ,
a.ck Country Blk. Ellcu""""a
June 18, 11 am. F_ with museum adThese mini-weekends which run June 13
mission. Foraddnional info, call797-5483.
through Oct l-wiltakeyouthroughthe
foothills of the White Mountains. They French Sum...,. Camp
start at noon on Sat and and about 2 pm
Help to create in your child a posnive
on Sun. Each weekand includes overattitude towards a loraign language and
night tent accommodation, one pancake
culture via the use of games ..-nt to
breakfast, one sweat sauna and more.
proroote self-growth, creativity and joy .
Cost: $35 single, $60 double. To enrol or
Offered through the South Portland Recfor more info, call 625-8189.
reation Center, camp starts in June; days
and times to be announced. Cost: $4
Back Cov. family Day
class. Call 761-8330, for further info.
offers family entertainment, heyrides, trolley rides, cardboard canoe race, games, The Fresh Air Fund
rrusic and food on June 14, from 11 amIs an non-profit organization that sends
4 pm, at Payson Park. Baxter Blvd, Portthousands of undelprivileged children on
land. Forroore info, cal 874-8793.
free summer vacations to suburban and
country host families. It is now seeking
BIcycle Care.nd M.lnt_.....
host families for kids IH 2 years of age. A
MI. Desert Island bike weekand June 26variety of programs and possibilnies ex28 costs $165. To registercaH78G-4t70.
ist. For more info write to The Fresh "'r
~.. Club of C. .co Bay
Fund, 1040 Avenue olthe Americas, New
Join the ckJb for a one- to two-hour ride
York, NY 10018. Orca" (212) 221-0900.
FNery Thurs at 6 pm along the ocean and
mars'- of Scarborough and Cape Eliza- HoatIng Teena from Abroad
American Institute for Foreign Study
beth. Pizza and lIOCiaIizlng afterwards,
Scholarship Foundation is anon-profit
swimming optional on warm evenings,
organization which arranges lG-roonth
Meet at Pat's Pizza, Route 1, near Oak
high schooIIhome experiences for teens
Hil, Scarborough. Cyc",", of all abilities
from Europe, Asia andlatinAmericll. You
welcome. For further info, cal 799-1085.
select the person that most closely
Bay Rowing Center
matches your intarests. Host families are
seeks to provide the place, equipment
awarded up to $600 in scholarship funds
and people necessary for a safe and enfor family members to use on AlFS study
joyable rowing experience. Services ofabroed . If you would like to bacome a
fered include storage, a sheltered tidal
host family, call 871 -0682.
river, a gathering spacaandmore. Classes
and clinics, suitable for all levels, are "Ktahkom!v. M.lne 1482"
This Children's Museum of Maine exhibit
ongoing. For more info caN 84&-5t 89.
focuses on kids and their interaction with
F.... IIoet lnapectlona
the environment and explores how chilThe U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliaryoffers free
dren lived 500 years ago in an exhibit that
vessel safety examinations June 7-13,
runs from June 2G-Oct 12, from 10 am-5
National Safe Boating Week. They won't
pm at the Smi~ng Hil Farm, 781 County
report your vessel to law enforcement
Rd, Westbrook. For more info call 797officials if it does not pess. Certified ex5483.
aminers wil be stationed at allocal marlnasevery weekend beginning June 7. For Kumon Math c.nt...
provides an after-school math program
mora Info cal Bill Keefer at 773-4753.
for children and high-schoolers. F_ diGet Your PackI.. W..
agnostictesledministered, withadvanoeBring your kayak, paddleand CrlI2ine8s to
ment up to ability and int_t. For further
Portland's East End beach wvery Thursinfo call 879-0182.
day at 6 pm for some water fun. For more
Mak. Your Move ...
Info call 772- 5357.
Is a creative roovement group for children
.Iourn.)' with M.lne Audubon Soc
7-t2 years old. Classes feature song,
Pacific North_ tour June 1&-30 offers
dance, drawing and writing. Six-week
highly skilled 1ea<IeB, first-rate accomsummersession on Tuesdayafrom 1G-l1
modations and a comfor1able pace for
am and 11 :30-noon, at Wilistoo-West
members & non- members alike. For a
Chl.t'ch, 32Thomas St, Portland. For more
detailed Itinerary and more info, can 781Info, cal 775-2825.
2330.

ea-

Women'. Rugby
Mualcal TheatN
The Portland women's rugby team weIThe Young PaopIe's Center for the Percomes new players of all abilities and
forming Arts Is offering a summer profitness levels. They practicaMons & Weds
gram in dance, song, costume and set
from 7:30-9 pm at Baxter Boulevard field,
design from July 14-29 at McAuley High
PorUand. CaN 828-1213 for mora.
Perfonning Arts Center, 631 StevensAve,
Portland. Registration Is now. For further
' .'
.,
info call 768-2857.
PoI1I.nd YMCA TockIler.nd .......hool
Prog ......
haVBopenings.FormoreinfocaliMaryjane
Johnson at 874-1111 .
Riverton Library
offers Toddler Time for 1- to 2-yearolds,
including games, stories and songs, Wed
at 10:30 am & Fri at 9:30 am; Preschool
Story hour forages 3 to 5, Fri at 10:30 am.
The ibrary's located at 1600 Forest Ave,
Portland. For roore info call 797 -2915.
ACT UPlMalne (AIDS Coalition To UnBilly "'urd.,.
leash.......,
The Portland YMCA presents a series of
is a diverse group of activists committed
summer workshoPs for preschooI-aged
to the use of nonviolent, dlract action to
kids at 70 Forest Ave, Portland. For more
and the AIDS crisis. Our goals inckJda the
info call 874-1111.
establishment of a Maine AIDS Resource
Sum..... R.... lng .. PPL
Center and lhe self-empowerment of
Summer reading sign-up runs June 15People living with AIDS Community.
July 3 for early-K and older at PorUand
Meetings are open to the public and held
Pubic library, 5 Monument Square. For
FNery Monday from 7-9 pm at 72 Pine St,
more info cal 871-1700.
Portland (Andrews Square Building). New
Tannla L.aona
members are always wek:ome. WheeIPortland Recreation is offering a 5-day
cheir accessible. For more infOITTlIItion,
tennis camp June 15-19 at Deering High
write to ACT UPIMaIne, P .O. Box 5267,
Tennis Courts, 370 Stevens Ave, PortPortland 04101, tel. 774-5082 or 671land. Cost: S40 for ages 8-10, $50 for
0959.
ages 11 -16, Forroore info call 874-8793. ACT UPJPortIand
Youth Indoor 8occ:er P .......m
Are you angry that people ara dying beat the Portlend YMCA for children 8- t t
cause certain individuals in the federal
years of age. Regislration is ongoing. For
and local goYMlmant are ignoring the
more info cal 874-1111.
fact that we are in a hea~h crisis - and
that because of their ignorance, prejudice
and fear nothing seems to be getting
done? Join us. We are a progressive,
grassroots organization of volunteers
dedicated through non-violent direct action to ending theAlDS crisis by dispelling
ignorance through education. By enlightening people_can initiate change. Open
rMetings are Sundays at 7 pm at the
YWCA, 87 Spring Street, Portland. Wheelchair accessible. For more info call 828-

Enrich'" 00Id_ Age Center
invitas elder men & women to daily kJncheons. Donation is $2.50 and reservations are appreciated. Fathers' Day CeIebratlon, wilh music by Beau & David,
June 17. Transport ava~able. Fa<' additional info, call 774-6974.
Good Junk for . .I.

Proud Recipients of the '
Gourmet Diner's Club of
America's Silver Spoon
Award two years running
Dinner seroed

enS~
~':: :,~.!v:'':''~3iaa~ ~~~~!::
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SPORT

......~I fOf' M-. 30+Portland's Senior Baseball league is now
forming for the 1992 season. Cal 7730767 for more info.
Baakatb.H Camp
for boys entering grades 3-9 at Deering
High School, 370 Slevens Ave, Portland.
Sessions are J une 29-July 3 for grades 35, July 8-10 forgredes 5-7, and July 1317 for grades 7-9. TuKion: $801week. For
more Info cal 774-1315.
Blk. Rally
Participate in roed riding, off-road riding
and tima trials by entering the Fourth
Annual Maine Bike Rally on July lG-12 in
Newport,ME. Space is imited. Send SASE
to Fourth Annual Maine Bike Rally C0mmittee, 54 Irving St, Portland, ME 044103.
For more info call 774-8620.
Cardboard Ca_ Race
Race along a 150-foot course in a peper
boat June 14 at Payson Park, Back Cove,
Portland. To preregister call 874-8793.
Golf Fit
A new 3-roonth program by USM lifeline
combining weight training and cardiovascular exercises specifically aimed at
strengthening "golfing" muscles. For more
info call 78G-4170.
M.lne Cricket Club
is seeking experienced players and cur>ous beginnersforns 1992 season ,Games
already scheduled. Call761-9678 formore
info.
PoI1I.ncI Rae'. Adult ..........
Pick-up galT»$ wvery Friday ranging in
skll level from Intermediate to advanced
every Friday from 8-8 pm at Reiche Community Center, 188 Brackett St, Portland.
Cost: $2 residents, $3 non-residents. Call
874-8873 lor more info.
PoI1I.nd Rae'. Men'. a-ball
offers pick-up games every Man & Wed,
from5:15-7 pm; and Satfrom2-4. Fee: $2
residents, $3 non-residents. Raiche Comrronity Center, 188 Brackaff St, Portland.
PootIand Rugby Club
Is hosting the 23rd Annual Maine Invitational Rugby Toumament June 13and 14
at the Currber1and Fairgrounds. The club
is on summer break but is rMeting informally to keep in shape for the upcoming
fall season, For more info call639-388t.
Roiling & . . .kayak Reecue Cllnlce
sponsored by Saco River Outfitters, run
Saturday nights at a cost of S40. Call
Saco RiverOutfitters at 773-0910 forroore
info.
......... Fit.... for Men & W _ 55+
USM lifeline offers classes Mondays,
Wednesdays & Fridays from 10:30-11 :15
am at the USM Portland ca"lKJS gym on
Falmouth Street. Program consists of pr0gressive exercises. Regislration is ongoing. Call 78G-4 t 70 for more info.
T_nIaL_
Portland Recreation offers adult tennis
lessons in two lG-lesson sessions, June
15-July 17 and July 2O-August 21 at the
Deering Oaks Park Tennis Courts, Portland. Cost: S55 residents, $65 nonresidents. For roore info call 874-8793.
\ISM LJfeIlne
offen! merrbership to the general public
in its gym activities program. Squash,
weight training facilities, racquetball and
basketballcourls, etc., are available. SFNeral membership options. USM Campus
Gym, 96 Falmouth St. For more info cal
780-4170.

0588.
Acting CIauea
The Centar for Performance Studies begins Its summ8l'session of acting classes
for adults the week of June 29 at the
Center for Performing Arts, 25A Forest
Ave, Portland. For more info call 7742776.
Amerlc8n youth Hoetala
will hold a rMMlng to discuss activities
and hostel development June 16 from 79 pm in Room 316 of the Portland Public
library, ~ Monument Square. Newcomers welcome. For further Info, call 737-

6533.

Amnaaty Int.....lonsl
holds its roonthly meeting and poUuck
dinner June 11 at 6:30 at 54 Montrose,
Portland. For roore info call 772-1733.
IWeIf....
The Maine Animal Sanctuary holds meetings June 9 and 23 at 7 -:JlJ in Clark Memorial Church, 15 Pleasant Ave, Portland.
For further Info call 772-1465.
Auto Auction
The OWls Head Transportation Museum
is now accepting consignments for their
annual auction of antique, classic and
special interest automobiles, rootorcycles,
trucks and relatedvahicles. Forrooreinfo
cal 594-4418.
".n.upper
June 13 from 4-7 pm at St. Andre's Parish
Hall, 38 High St, Biddeford, Cost: $4, $2
children, children under 5 free. For further
info call 282-3333.
Caaco Bay G.-n.
hold general business rMetings on the
fourth Sun of the month, regular education rMMings on the second Wed of the
month,and newmerrberorientation rMMlogs on the third Wed of the roonth - at
72 Pine St, PorUand. For more info cal

""1....

865-4351.
CookIe ....
to benefit the Foster Grandparent Pr0gram, June t 8 from 11-2 at Monument
Square end TonTnY's Pari<, Portland. For
further info cal 773-0202.
Cryatal SprIng. F.rm & Center
serves as a learning center and provides
a variety of herbal and educational workshops: June 14 from 2-5 pm, "Herbs for
Women & Sexuality.- $35; June 2t from
2-4 pm, "The Path of Herbs," $20. Held at
70 Holis and Buda Road, Dayton. To
register call 499-7040.

M-Sat, 5 - lOpm
Located I mile north of Route !l02 on Rt 85 in Raymond.
Reservations Accepted 655-7841 ' Visa & Me Accepted

Portland. For more info call 772-8277.
Graetar Portland Landmarlca

~~:~~raf=~~
=~ hours. For more info, cal 774-

ltall.n .upper
June 12 from 8-9 at the Elks Club, 1945
Congress St, Portland. Proceeds to benefit the McAuley Residence, transitional
housing for homeless women and chidren. Cost: 55 adu~s, $2 children. For
more info cal 773-5269.
J.u-a-thon
Three hours of jazz and st_t funk to
benefit the Muscular Dystrophy Association from 1-4 at Casco Bay Movers, 151
St. John 51, Portland. Cost: $15 minimum
participation fee, which may be raised
through pledges. Forfurtherinfo call 6783749,
JuneJ..........
A flee market, coffee bar, and plant and
baked foods sale to benefit the ministry of
the Clark Memorial United Methodist
Church on June 13 from &-1 at the comer
of Forest and Pleasant avenues. For furtherinfo cal 797-8349.
M.lne Audubon Society
seeks volunteer guides for the
Scarborough Marsh NatureCenter. Training sessionsatthe Nature Center June 16
from 6:30-8:30 pm (new guides), June t 8
and 20 from 9:30-noon, and July 1, 9:30noon and 6:30-6:3Opm. For mora info call
781-2330.
M.lne Maritime MUMUm
offers an "Eagle Osprey Count," a narrated cruise on the Kennebec. Cost: $18.
CaN 443-1316 for more info.
ThaN_hFalr
Foundation for Blood Raseerch is sponsoring • fair with a whhe elephant table,
raffle, carwash, dunk tank and games for
children to benefit an educational lecture
haM. June 13, from 9:30-3:30, attheFoundation for Blood Research , 89 Route I,
Scarborough. For more infOITTlIItion, call
883-4131.
Paparma~ng

.....--- PORTLAND RECREATION PRESENTS - - - . ,

SUNDAY, JUNE 14 Ham to 4pm
at Payson Park, Baxter Blvd_ & Back Cove

THE 6TH ANNUAL

IB3ACCl[ CCeQ)VIE
IFAlYiIllIL1r IFlUW ]])&1r2
Baxter Blvd. will be closed
to vehicular traffic so the
public can walk, bicycle,
run, ro{{erskate and
skateboard along the
entire length of the
Boulevard.

ACI'IVITIES:
Hayrides· Kite-flying· Trolleyrides
• Bauer & In-Une Skate Demo's
• Pening Zoo & Windsurfing
GAMES:
Children'S Area - Lady Bug
Lady, Corky the Cloy.'n,
Shoestring Thealre,
Jugglers & Jokesters
" Carnival Games
o Fireman's Foam
o Face Painting

Back Cove
Family Day!
A day for
the entire
family!

SPECIAL EVENTS:

Cardboard Canoe Race
(Register al Saco River
Outfiners: 773-0910)
'Fresh Air Walk
(Beginning at 9:30am
at Preble & Baxler)
, Sailboard Regatta
, Uve Remote by WMGX

For
more
info call
Portland
Recreation:
874-8793

MUSIC:

Chronicle-II :25· Siaid Cleaves-I :00 0 Perennial Effects-I :45
o Jim Gallant-2:25 0 Port City Allslars-2:45
FOOD VENDORS:

Hot Dog Elc. 0 Mary-Lin Corp. 'Rumo's • One Potalo Two" Ben & Jerry's Ice
Cream .'Edith & Mike's Concession' Riverton Playground Comm.

1""'""""'1
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Wortwhop

ArtistGeorgeam Kuhlteaches pulppreperation, sheet formation, laminations and
collage June 13 & 20 at Widgeon Cove
Studios, Route 123, Harpswell. For mor,!
info call 633-6061 .
PMPIe Against Crime
provides classes in personal detensestratagles at 565 Congress St, Suite 207,
Portland. Cost: $10 or $15 for private
instruction. For further info call 799-0607.
Porlland Folk Club Mu.lc 8wap.
continue on the frst & third Tues of every
month, at 7:30 pm, In an infOlTTlllI setting
where a song, tuneorstory may bashared.
SWedenborgian Church, 302 StevensAve,
Portland. For roore details call 773-9549.
.......mpacot River W..c .....
Is holding a rMeting to kick off its third
summer of water quality roonitoring June
18 from 7-9 pm in room 403 olthe science
building, USM Portland Campus. VokJnteermonnors are needed. No experience
necessary. For more info call 773-1896.
Queer N..lon
Is a militant group dedicated to the subversion of heterosexism through non-viC>lent actions thet celebrate and flaunt
sexual diversity. Meetings are held the
first and last Wed 01 awry month at 7 pm
at
PineSt, Portland. For more info call
828-4024 .
Reu. . .nd Racy"'"
The Yarmouth Waste Reduction and Recycling Committee will rMet June 17 at
7:30 pm at the Town Meeting House,
Route I, Yarmouth, to discuss the Clam
Festival and related projects. For more
info call 84&-0588.
Retlrad "nlor YoIunt.... Prog ..m
is looking for a teacher's aide to help with
speech-impaired children, watersamplers
and lab workers to help test Greater Portland area river.; and Portland Observatory
guides. Training wi" be provided . Forroore
info, cal 775-6503.
SpIrit W.rrlo.. Aw.kenlng C.mp
Explore the shaman's journey to knowtedge and power, tap your own inner wi$domand practica heaNng techniques June
26-28. Ragister early. For mora info call
767-2349.
YoIun..... c.nt..
needs a clerical worker/office manager,
roothers for a support group, gift shop
clerks, foreign student placement volunteers and an administrative assistant. Call
874-1000 for further info.

n

What Ie T.rot?
Find out June 12 from 7 -9 pm at
Thompson's Point, Portland. Cost: 55.
Y.rd ....
Books, toys, housewares, clothing, fumiture and appliances for sale June 20 from
&-1 at United Methodist Church, Tuttle
Road, CUrrberland. For further info call
829-5238.•
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Knmino Wool
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DATE RAPE>
ASSAULT
THEY NEVER END._ ... _
BREAK INS
Don't become a victim; learn self defense strategies ~.;.;
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100 gr (230 yd) skeins
Coupon (lood
till June 20, 1992.
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6 weeks Reg. $60, Now

50% OFF

w/coupon, exp. 6118192.
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Call for appointment - Director Carl H. Hoffses
':::"'""1.::.:::::-';'
799-0607 Leave name and number (We'll return call)
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HAIRCUT
Tan for:

Trim Bangs

or nape $5

$4/each visit.
$~~~,
$60/thlrty visits,
$o4O/one month unlimited

_____________________
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a.sco BIlY Wu/c1y

CALL 775-6601 TO PLACE A

.------------.

body" soul

MAlE ROOMMATE WANTED,"'S for2
BR townhouse. S245/mo. + utils. Call
Don at 883-96&4.

FOOD ADDICI10N
CONSULTANTS

rus TO SHARE beauti1u1 Eastarn Prom

ADll.TACTlNG AND SINGING a.ASS!!
"Singing is only dignified SCrNn1ng"
and ,hrough acting and playing we
participate more fully in Ine and the
moment at hand." Fun-filled class be. gins Mon. June 29 from 7-9p.m for 5
weeks. Instructor Ed~h Doughty will
help participants balance individual
expression with ensemble awareness.
Artistic risks will be encouraged! li~
ited enrollment. Cail Edie 443-9603 to
register.

• Individual & Group
Counseling

!SAc,

INN E H L I (; H T

Kripalu Yoga
FREE Cia••. SAT . June 20
9-10:30 AM at INNERLIGHT
10 Exchange ST . 2nd floor

FREE Cia••. WED . June 17
5:30-7 PM

I

!1
'T

ON BALANCE

4 Milk ST . 2nd floor
Summer Se.. lonl .tart JWle 23

Kim Chandler 874-2341

ON-GOING LESBIAN THERAPY
GROUPS now accepting new members. Groups meet Mondays, 7-9pm or
Tuesdays, 5:30-7:30pm. $701mo. Confidentiality respected. Call n5-7'¥J.7.

. ;

at

10 Exchange ST

Portland

AlEE! P¥.NI WE MOED ONE responsible,
pleasant, WS female roommate to share
ary, thrtHIorey Spruce St apt. large
rooms. wood floors. WID, storage- ~'s
great! $187.5(l/mo. +Utils. CalI773-2181.

RELEASE PENT-UP ANGER and pain,
and open up to joy this summer! Individual and group therapy available. Call
Jane <>air, LCSW, 774-8633.

CAPE EliZABETH- Sunny, beautiful
house next to beach, MIF, rus,large BR,
manyX-TRAS, no pets. S3331mo. Prime
location, must see. Ava I 711. 799-6117.

SHIATSU OR SWEDISH MASSAGE.
Shiatsu is Japanese-styfe massage.
Special introductory offer of 20'''' off
regular fee. Keith HinllMST 828-2023.
Portland license.

COUNTRY lIVING- SEBAGO LAKE
AREA- rus roommates wanted 111 share
large, spacious home. Beautiful 1ocation. WID. $2SOImo. plus utilHIes. 642S075 or call collect 203-749-9617.

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE AND BODYWORK: Revitalize and strengthen your
body, n1nd, and spirit. Celebrate the
new season! Sliding fee ae. Andrea
E. Price,l.M.T., 871-0121.

EASTERN PROM- rus MIF roommate
needed for summer months to share 2
BR apt. Furnished, full ocean view in
historic building. $3OOImo. includes
utils. 761-0552.

DEAL!

ROOMMATE? IT'S OF THE UTMOST
importance that you do not call us unless you display extremist absurdist
behavior and be of exceptional character. Sl551mo. 772-8529.

INTOWN, NEAR USM, COZY efticiency
wlkitchenette in grand old brick Victorian. Storage, laundry, heated, S2B5I
mo. Call 828-1426.
MUNJOY HILL- 2 BR, third loor, remodeled, clean, good views, gas heat.
porch, al1llle closet space. $4SOImo.
plus utils.Available mid.July. Call Oliver,
772-4739.
NEW EFFICIENCY, excellent neighborhood, very private and small. Available
now. Parlting, uWiUes included. $801
wk. 871-0065 or n2-2427.

SUNNY 2 BR, 2 bath apt, exceptional
closet storage, excellent West St 1ocation. $4lKl1mo. includes heal & HW. Call

828-0059.
TWO BEDROOM PlUS DEN on third
floor of owner-occupied buildi ng in safe
Western Prom area near Waynnete
School. SS6OImo. Rlllerences required.
772-1402.
WANTTO GET OUT OF CITY? Nead to be
close? Look at this 2 BR house with
fireplace, lake access, 10 n10. from
Portland. 5575/mo. 892-8206.WEST END- Sunny, clean, large 2 BR,
living room, eat-in kitchen. WIW, storagespace,largeyard.Adults, ,.,S. Sorry,
no pets. $SIlOImo.+ n4-420S.
WEST END. Exceptionally clean and
sunny two bedroom with hardwood
floors, deck, gas heat and off-street
parlting. Offered at $S7Ymo. + utilities.
A must see. Security deposit and references required. No dogs. Avail. 1V1.
8~7120.

ONE MONTIl'S FREE RENT!

Portland on the Peninsula
1, 2 & 3 Bedrooms
Heated
$315 to $600
CHECK US OUT!
772-1232

houses/rent
com
DR HOUSEfir~
sandy beach.
Year-round
leasewaterfront.
preferred
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STUDIOS: ARTISTS ONLY building. All
inclusive, ~nceilings, artists sinks, high
energy environment. Darkrooms to
su~es w~ views. $75 to S2OOImo.
799-4759.

seasonallrent
LONG ISlAND. Very comfortable 3-bedroom cottage with all conveniences.
Close to beautiful beaches. SSOOIweek.
Call Brenda 83~40.
PEAKS ISLAND- Enchanting 2 BR+ cottage right on the water, 2 fireplaces,
jacuzzi tub, TV, microwave, boat & bicycles included. July 25-8ept. 3. $S9S/
week. 760-2227 Dr. Robinson.

real estate

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

TRY THE SURE SELL I
.
775-660_1_
.
II

n.

$92

(15 word limit, no changes,
no phone calls)

BY PHONE: 775-6601

your ad:

rates
o S-.-.ga/yllrd .....
08lt8&cmt.

MIDDLE ST. STUDIOS- A CCHlp of
,graphiC artists. Share FAX, copier, full
kitchen. ,.,S preferred. Open studio
space shared by 4 other artists. $1401
mo. +uUls. 774-4977.

apts/rent

CLASSIFIED AD ORDER FORM

0 _ etuf'/ for ....

ARTISTS STlIlIO WORKSHOP- High
ceilings. wRMews. S25CImo. ~2884.

orWll8ldy and monthly for summer. North $94,900- 2 story home in Portland's
Windham. Call n3-5!1S7.
Capisic Pond area. Completely renovated. All new systems. 2-3Iarg. bedWANTED:
INEXPENSIVElono-term2
DR
ustMlACK COItt: ARf.A- GM/F roommate
houselcarrcJ, OKisafe for cats & dog rooms, 2 baths, deck, private yard. Posto share great 2 DR apt. w/considerate,
(well-behaved). Quiet; garden space. sibly furnished. 772-96&4.
financiaUy responsible GM. S3OOImo.
PORTlAND, ME. MEO AREA- Large 1 Highly raponsible, mature, excellent reftutils. AvailableJuly 1. Call n3-9676.
COTTAGE YEAR-ROUND, Pine Poin~
BRs, S3SO&S400.Large2BRs,$4SO& erences. 761-0228.
Scarborough, ME. 2 BR, fireplace, co~
WESTERN PROM- Seeking friendly, re- $500. 3 BR, $625. All include heat &
pletely furnished, ocean view. 598,500.
sponsible ,.,S MIF to share spacious HW, parking. Call 87,.,S03.
Some owner financing available. Exsunny 2 BR apt with off-street parXing
change for other type real estate posRT. 302WINDHMWIESTBROOK lINE& garden. $3OOImo.+ Utili. Available 7/
sible. (207)873-4171.
1 BR apt, ideal for single or couple.
1.772-0935.
$4501mo. includes electricity. All new 33 DEERING ST.- 3 room suite, 1st COUNTRY PARADISE in the city- Peaks
floor, fireplaces, in lovely brick Victorian
WOODFORDS AREA HOUSE- MIF, ,.,S. recently. Freshly redecorated and
building. Panong, all utilities included. Island. Solar 3 BR+, on 1.5 acres. 760cleaned.
929-6295.
Two decks, dishwasher and more. $2801
$S2Ymo. 2 available. Johnson Realty, 2604.
mo + utils. Call 87!Hl725. Keep trying.
SOUTH PORTlAND- 2 BR 1 n1le from 774-9303.
GORHAM, EXCElLENT CONDITIONbeach. Newdeck, yard, adu~sonly. Gas
Large 10 room split 2 acres, attached
OFFICE
SPACE
FOR
RENTBusiness,
utilities. $4901mo.+ sec. dep. Cat OK.
RI. 1 in Scarborough has separate, pri- oversized double garage, well-land767-5606.
vate office to sublet 12x15, access to scaped, 16x32 inground pool. Owner is
1 BR, COZY, RENNOVATED in quiet ST. LAWRENCE ST.- Sunny 2 BR with photocopier, FAX. convenientfreeparlt- seller. 839-4621.
owner-occupied building. Full bath, nice views on second ftoor with living ing. 5125/mo., B.O. includes all utiHies.
GREAT DEAl! 2 BR MOBILE HOME w/
kitchen, living room, storage, good room, dining room, sunporch and stor- 883-5511.
pitched roof and 2 room addition in
neighbors, heat & hot water included,
lased
d
k'
$3SOImo. Call 828-1426.
~~~:~n:';~ ev~~r , par Ing. PORTlAND- 311 CUMBERLAND AVE., O.O.B. only $8.700. Great starter or recorner of Elm St. Heavy traffic. Excellent tirement 1-800-439-8474.
visibility. 1,600 sq. II. store/office, heat
included, parking available. m~527.
Recycle Me, Please!

•,.'v.,.Ittic.tIII_ .....

o bocIy & eouI

ARTISTS OF AlL KIM>S- Do yourself a
favorand rentastudioal317 Currbertand
Ave. Small to large studos Milable with
lights and heatfumished. Call m-i>S27.
ParXing available .

PARK AItt:.- SMAlL COZY SlUJlO for
rent Freshly painted, attached sundeck,
large backyard, off-street parXino, $36(Y
mo. includesall. rus. 7Sl-464V767-2844.

EXTENDED BY POPULAR DEMAND - SEll ANYTHING FOR S92 FREE
CIlIa
1IIntnIII1III1II'....hllk••loeIl., wal , . _ and 1111 YDn", "W1IIId I ralller 1I... 1lli1, IP lIav. $82 II my paellat?"
cilia.
15 Wll'lllIIIcrlldllllr l1li 111m II easca Ba, WIlIdy, (11111111 CD". 1I1In), l1li $12 IlII'
... caw wi .... ,.111 lIP 4 wlllll AIIIOlUTRY FREEl

categories

Sbldlos/rent

offices/rent

GM SEEKS ClEAN, responsible roommate, (MIF, G/S)toshare2 BR East End

~1f~~·.SOincludeshealPieasecall

A CONVI:NIENT ADDRESS to ~hing
downiJwn inthePolt. Hstoric IndiaStraet,
4 rooms heated, wM.W., partcing. 1NfI(looks 10Y8Iy landmartls. S4661mo. Call
Marigold 761-1764 for showing.

IN-TOWN CONDOMINIUM recently
renovated, Victorian garden-style, 1 DR,
pumpkin pine floors, bay window, WID,
roofdeck, ideal for single professional.
Available immediately. $4OOImo +utils.
(603)862-1368. Call collect.

lWO GFs need another F to share large
Back Coveapt for SUrrrn&r. Washer, parlting, back porch. Ogs OK. Any age OK.
S2OO'mo.plus-AvailableP¥.NI. n3-3764.

FEMAlE GRADUATE STUDENT seeks
room in Portland area. 1 nigh1 weekly.
June thru August. Compensaion available. 397-2745, Viktoria (message).

TRY OUR
WHEELS

able immediately. Nicely decorated, all
utils.lncluded.$475to 55251mo.Lease,
deposit CaJI76HI557 or 772-79n.

ROOMNEARUSM, DOWNTOWN-clean,
furnished, back entrance, WID, parlting,
kitchen to share with rus father & son.
Good privacy, esp. weekends. References & 1 week ($65) security. n47029. Ask for Tony or leave message.

TWO CREATIVE WOMEN seeking third
to share huge, peaceful "higher-powered" apartment near Back Cove. Two
cats i nresidence. Request che~free'"
S. Available 7115. S325/mo. includes
utils. n2-o552.

roommates

PSYCHIC- ASTROLOGICAL READINGS!! PredicUons, ESP, "CrystalClear" views into your zodiac sign- and
newsofeconon1csltuation,jobchangemove, fan1ly, marriage, your future!
883-3223.

54 STATE ST.-large 1 and 2 BRs avail-

RESPONSiBlE. MATURE, rus FEMAlE
roommate wanted to share COrt house DEERINGOAI<SPARK. BestValuein Town,
in Deering area, Portland. Quiet, safe Heatsd 1and2 bedroomapartments. Hamneighborhood. Large private yard and wood floors. Sunny and c'-ful. Clean
parking. Mustvalueprivacyand beco~ andSIICurebtilding.~renov:i8d.From
n1tted to keeping house clean + co~ S39Ymo. n3-7002.
fortable. Spacious, sunny living room
with fireplace, brightwonong kitchenw/ FREEPORT-COZY 1 BR apt available
dishwasher. Avail. July 1st $3OO'mo. + July 1st. Country setting, yet close to 1utils. Call 775-0205, Ieaw message. !IS. Furnished! unfu rn ished. AI1lIIe pa rIting. Pets OK. Call 865-6800 after 6pm.
Security deposit and refs.

Body Work

774-4564 775-2701

CHANNELING FOR PERSONAL
GROWTH. Call Tyler 774-1183.

~ ~

NCACII, NCADC

Louise Sims
AOBTA

DEEP PttJSClE MASSAGE-IWanAusI8n,
MA, LM.T., licensed Massage Therapist. AJl8Yiate chronic backaches, headaches, neck and shoulder stiffness, sciatica, stress, i/TllrOYeJ'exibil~, rruscle
tone, circulation, alhletic performaru.
By appointment 86S-W2.

I

DruMyers,

• Shiatsu

CHANNELING can be fascinating, e~
powering and healing. Especiallyelfective for finishing that unfinished business with departed loved ones. Call
Joan at846-1318.

i.,, :

apt Private bedroom su~. with 3 closets and balh, WID, dishwasher, sunny
porch, considerate roommates and
more. n4-8212.

LONG ISlAHO BY OWNER- Cozy 2 BR
year-round home. Well insulated, artesian well, spacious new balh with water
filter system. mon~or heat, short walk
to farry, store, school, tennis court, library and beaches. Needs some work.
Asking $60,000. 760-5598.

caw CLASSIFIED AD

Oglll'dene

Now place your classified ad In
Casco Bay Weekly and The
Penny$aver for Just $2 morel

ocompuW'a
omuelc:
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othNter ....
DIMming

opubllcdone
o ...ltMItI
o Ioet & found (free)

o iegIII notIcM
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deadlines
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Call n5-6601 for display rates_
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Number of words:

Name:

Number of weeks:
25 _ . or Ina $7 per_

Ad<tess:

+ aelet words 0 20e 88.: •

Ovlaa Orne.

IPENNY$AVER $2 per week

Apr 9.5%.

$14,495 "1993" 70' 3BR Fleetwood. New 16'
wide Norris, $29,995. 4BR 60'x28' $37,995.
Skylights, fireplace, whirlpool, dishwasher, paddle
fan. To

see it is to love it!

'fH~~S ~~~~~5

Attn: Accounting Director
No pItoru emls, pl ...... E.O.E.

CARP£NTRY, PAINTING, ODD JOBS-

COASTAl PAINTING- Exterior painting,
experienced staff, excellent references.
Very LOW prices. FREE estimates. Call
Mark or Craig at 772-6051.
EARN $500 OR MOREWEEKLYstuffing
envelopes at home. Send long SASE to:
Country Living Shoppers, Dept. Y3, P.O.
Box1779,DenhamSprings,LA 70727-

SUMMER CARE FOR YOUR BOY, age 67-13, by South Portland teacher/mom of
boy age 7. Will prOYide lunch, trans. to
S.P. rec., fun activi~es. Near S.P. High
School. ~9004.
WESTBROOJ(, REGISTERED DAYCAREAges 3 and over. High School area.
playground, supervised swimming,
fenced-in yard. Lunches, snacks, references given. S75iW11. 856-6092.

help wanted
$40,OOOIYR.! READ BOOKS and TV
scripts. Fill out sil1llle 'likiWdon1like"
form. EASY! Fun, relaxing at home,
beach, vacations. Guaranteed paycheck.
FREE 24 hour recording 801-379-2925
copyright IMEl14EB
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND ASSISTANCE regarding the investigation of
finanCing, business opportunities and
work at home opportuni~es, Casco Bay
Weekly urges it's readers to contactthe
Better Business Bureau, Inc., Maine Division, 812 Stevens Ave., Portland, ME
04103-2648.

LOOKING FOR BUILDING/MOVING
WORK- Jackino for foundations, sill
work, leveling and post work. Some
carpentry. Year round. Call Mr.Ahlquist.

NEED

NATiONAl MARKET RESEN1CH COMPNjY needs part-time telephone interviewers in I'Ilrtland calling area. WorX
from home eves. & weekends for consumersurveytwo_kseach quarter. No
selling, hourly pay. call603-3S2-7138.

PIANO SERVICE by professional, registered technician. Reasonable rates for
tuning, repair, action regulation and rebuilding. JOSEPH'S PIANO SERVICE,
883-0010. Member Piano Technicians
GUild.

EXTRAORDINARY PORTRAITS
501 Cumberland Ave.
Portland 775-6301

WOMENPOWER SERVICES- Painting,
yardwork, odd jobs. Dependable. Call

883-3863.

I

Recycle this paper

•

rase
Bad Credit

Iinancial

I

•

TWOPWSTWO
P_O. Box 2256 • So_ Portland, ME 04116-2256

dating services sbdllor sale
MEET BEAUTIFUL , FAITHFUL, Marriage-n1nded ladies from Asia, Russia,
Europe, North & South America. For
FREE photo brochure and col1lllete
details call 702-451-3070 anytime and
leave mailing address.

CREDIT REPAIH \EnHlI{K
1 COllllll('I-cial St.

77l-HOlU

HELP~.
~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

rr=========~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;=~

exp, date

lot

II1II

Pastry Chef - Anna

• Restaurant Design

VIe-w

dI?

See yourself on video to improve your

Total: •

interviewing skills. Learn to respond
with confidence in a career workshop.

• Menu Planning

• Food Preparation
• Food Presentation
• International Cuisine
• Pastries
470 White's Bridge Road
Standish, ME 04084
207-892-6906

Call today for more information.

~

!:-N~A~!:::.S_T~-=Y_·'_~":',
COM P U LSI V E f C

N EAT
LEA N I N G
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stull lor sale
2 NAUTIRAID KAYAKS! Excellent condition, both folding expedition models.
A jOy to paddle! Sinole-$l,500;double,
$2,400. Also: Solofiex-$600.846-0740
anytime.
-CO-'-R-VETT-E-$400--,.-BR-O-N-CO-SSO-;-'89Mercedes $200; '87 BMW $100; '65
Mustang 550. U.S. public auction,
Druglord properties. Choosefromthousands starting S25. FREE 24 recording
reveals giveaway prices.801-3~2930.
Copyright IMEl14RC.

TORO 5 HP, 25' RIDING lawn mower,
$225. Crallsman 7 HP24' riding mower,
$125. Men's X-large & ladies 14-16
square dance clothes, 892-3'¥J.2.
TREES, HEMLOCK & ARBORVITAEHeavy sheared, delivered from plantation to you. Save$S$. Greatfor privacy,
noise.'wind screen and ornamentals.
883-3904. 1 yr. guarantee, installation
available.
VINYL REPLACEMENT WINDOWS,
Largest selection- Co/lllilre our prices!
725-4451.
WEAVING LOOM: 40- Harrisville 4 harness, 6treadlewith 10 dent reed. Excellent condi~on . S500 firm. Will deliver.
926-4182 .

DENVER, CO.- ROUND-TRIP TICKET
from Portland. Leaves August 12, re-

WEDDING DRESS WNEIL- Priscilla It
Boston, size 10, perfect condition. $250.
turns Aug. 19, ONLY Sl86!! What a lD-speed bike, Puch, upright handle bars,
deal! Must sell. Call 874.()M3.
excellent condition. $75. 883-1953.
DRAP£RY WITH VALANCE for picture
window. lined and custom-made. like WOOOSTOVE, GARRISON ONE- Comes
new. Will sell for fraction of cost. S200 with sparlt guard & heat shield. Excellent condition, 29"high x 32"wide x
or B.O. 883-4487.
21·deep. S2OO. 799-7548.

JORDAN'S BEACH T-SHIRTS, white
beefy Ts with pink & green design- M,
L, X-L. Ready June 21. 7~246.
KING-SIZE WATERBED w/pads, 4
drawer pedestal, w/3 doors, headboard
has mirror, 2 doors wllead-glass and
lights inside, matching dresserwlhutch.
S500 or B.O. Dave-Peggy, 934-9316.
HELP WANTED advertising account

and dryers and appliances. We also buy
unwanteditems.Creditavaiiablem-5737.
MONITOR Itt:NTED HEATING & HOT
WATER HEATING-SPRING SALE! 7254451.

SAlE 1 WEEK ONLY- Science Diet canine Maintenance, 401b., S28.83. Phil's
Petfoods, RI. 22 &Saco St. 839-6010.

- -

799-3344

SUNNY GLENWOOD VICTORIAN cook
stove. Excellent condition, wood or gas
use. Value 5700, moving and will sacrifice at S350. Call 883-9766.

lo-sPEEDMEN'STRAlLBIKE-N6wrused,
$92. Call 854-4818, IeMI message.
ANTIDUE DRESSER- 4 drawer chest
unique one-of-a-kind must see! 592.

8'¥J.-9667.
ANTIQUE ROCKING CHAIR- Women's
sewing or nursing rocker, brown. $92.
Leave message for Ca~, 772~.
BONSAI POTS- Box of assorted pots:
shallow, deep, cascade, unglazed,
glazed, etc. $92. Gerry, n2-7464.

,

-

PIZZA & SANDWICH RESTAURANTAlso serving dinners. Portland downtown. Buy now for summer season.
$29,000. 594-1027, leave message.

CASH LOANS AVAILABlE! Lender has
excessfunds! (Nota broker!) Bad credit, \
\
WE MAKE NEWS MATTER
SAVE MONEY! Add a second oil tank, no credit OJ(! Must prove income and
.
upgrade old heating system or install a stable residence. Cred~ consultants on .
water-saver toilet Quality worlt at rea- duty 7a~11pm 1~800~85-3696.
sonable rates. Fully insured, liscensed.
CHECKING ACCOUNT OVER DRAWN?
Free estimates. Conolly's Plumbing &
Avoid embarrassment and costly penalities. Learn how to
Heating, 883-2213.
balance your account yourself correctly. Simplified new guide
written in language the average person can understand. Pay one
SPRING WINDOW ClEANING- Quality
time charge for complete guide and worksheets and it's yours for
work at an affordable price. Call Marltor
life. Send only $4 .95 to:
Ray at 839-4593 or 879-0591.

C e rt i fie d Par a leg a I
• Wills
• Living Wills
p,
if
•
ower 0 Attorney
• Divorce
• Probate
• Bankruptcy
Reasonable Rates
Carolyn Pardi
74 Wilson St., Portland
772-6620
Executive Chef - Tony

business opps

839-4296.

0848.

LAWNMOWING,light landscapino, reasonable rates, free estimates. Call n35367.

DECKS
1-800-535-5833

wor1cerWdistributersNOW!CalI/oramaz.
ing recorded message. 919-406-9432.
r

p.•
"-"_

846-6729

Better Quaiity & Better Prices

FRANK'S QUAlITY CLEANING- "I do ~
all." Offices, windows, 55. Homes,lawn
care. Free estimates, insured. Call 8835717.

COLLEGE STUDENTs/H.S. SENIORS$7.35 _ $13.20. Vector has full-time
summer positions. Gain valuable resumeexperience. Training provided, all
majOrs may apply. For Info! Interview
call 878-2711.

STAY HOME and make up1D $100 aday or
more. (),ter 400 CO/lllilnies need home

PHOTOGRAPHER

PROFESSIONAl WAlLPAPERING, reasonable rates. Call for estimate. ~

to do odd jObs and moving, locally or
10110 distance. Experienced & dependable with references. Call for low rates.
$5OOWEEKL Y, NEW! EASY! Slay home, 774-2159 anytime.
any hours. Easy assembly... $21,000; HANDYMAN- Wi ndows washed, cellars
Easy sewing ... $36,600; Easy wood as- and attics cleaned, house painting &
sembly ...S98,755; Easycrafts ...S76.45O; carpentry work. 767-3104.
Easy jewelry... 519,500; Easy eleclronIcs... $26,200; Matchmaking ... $62,500; I CAN DESIGN yOU! R.YERS! Resumes,
Investigating ...S74,450; T.V. talent newsletters, origial computerart and more!
agent... 540,900; Romance agent... I usa PageMaker, WordPerfect 5.1 and
$62,500. No selling. Fully guaranteed. Paintbrush. Strongly creative! call for
FREE 24 hour recordlno reveals details. samples and free estimate. 657-'ST75.
801-379-2900 copyright IME114YH
lANDSCAPES FOR LESS-Let us beauASSEMBlE OUR DEVICES: Learn this tify your outdoor living space. We'll detrade, we send Instructions, parts, and sign, plant, mulch, prune, maintain your
checkforassembly. Call (404)421Hl672, yard. Professional results, reasonable
ext WB3027.
rates, free estimates. 879-1352.
BE ON T.V.- Many needed for commerCials. Now hiring all ages. For casting
info call (615m9-7111, ext. T-1265.

CHARLES B. MELCHER

ln9.

heIpwanted

LOOKING FOR LITTlE ONES to fill my
home. Place your child in a loving home
atmosphel8. Ea~y morning hours, large
backyard, central Scarborough location.
Rlllerences, fuIVpart-time. call883-S043.

Search

business services

~~~iiiii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.~iii!ii';;~;;';;~;;'iiiii~ HANDYMAN WITH TRUCK AVAIlABLE

child care

•

Congress, St_
Portland, ME 04101

rL::===================~ Reasonabierates,freeestimates.R.LU.
Enterprises, n3-5367.

+ add. words 0 20C each: •

~ .

_ l o r 12Ioc>!¥.

111"14 ~ rJ

$14,995 or $141 for 180 months with $1,499 down (1993)
3BR or 80' 4BRfor $19,995. 16' wide Norris $29,995.
Double wide 3BR 2 baths $24,995. Apr 9 .5%
Champion, Imperial, Norris and Redman.

$138 for 180 months, $1,450 down,

Call KEVIN KING

(IHU.I :£11j SS1A

Always Buy Qualityl

NEW HOMES!

National Association for the Self-Employed
Underwritten by PFL Life Insurance Co.

~==========::;======~
~=================~ MATIRESSES
& used.
BOXSPRINGS
&
•
FRAMES- New and
Also washers

WalklMalllt In: Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress St, Portland, ME 04101
Attn: Classified

fine print

r

1A, Holden, ME
207-898-7644
Daily 10-8, Sun 11-5

For the Self-Employed at Affordable Group Ratesl

Casco Bay Weekly is seeking an experienced •
bookkeeper to manage and maintain all day-to~ay
accounting functions at our fast-growing business.
, You must be proficient at billin~ collections,
credit checks, bill paying, payroll processing, cash
flow management, preparing financial reports and
budgeting.
You must also have superior interpersonal skills
and thrive in an active, deadline-oriented young
company.
Salary depends on experience. Benefits included.
Send resume and a letter of interest to:

SOUTH PORIl.AtI). Mealing HoUll8Ii1I,
PEAKS ISlAND BY OWNER- ChanTing 3 BR bungalow, $79,500. Owner. ~
2 BR year-round bungalow. Hardwood 0628.
ftoors, fireplace, sun porch, new 51'$WEST END TOWfHlUSE BY OWNER- J.
tems, garden. S94,OOO. 760-5643.
Calvin SMls uniquely designed. 7 DR, 2
QUIET WEST END STREET of Victorian baths. IdaII for IMner-occupiad business
homes has 3gorgeous, renovated 1 & 2 (R~. Some owner-finning negotiable.
bedroom condos perfect for you. High No brokars please! 77S-5022.
ceilings, giean1ng loors, parking & low
fees. $66,000 to 578,500. call CMs
Recycle this paper I
Behan, 774-2121, Century 21 Balfour.
I

At

HEALTH INSURANCE

ACCOUNTING DIRECTOR

William Arthur, a designer and manufacturer of
fine social stationery, is looking for experienced freelance talent to contribute to our line of Christm:lS
and Special Occasion Cards and Invitations.
Please send samples of your work along with a
hist
f'
.
Wiilliam Arth
ory 0 prevIOUS expenencc to
ur,
c/o Sherry Colt, Assistant• Art04
Director,
Twine Mill
4
Roa.
d w:. Kennebunk, M arne
09 . All samples will
be returned.

THE SURE SELU

Ow.m.d

SCARBOROUGH- 3BR T-Ranch, Master- cathedral, skylights & enclosed
jacuzzi room 2 full baths, hardwood
floors, DR! French doors to deck. 1-112
car garage, pool. Great neighborhood.
$137,000. Call ~009.

Freelance
Artists and Calligraphers

25 words ••• $7 per week
additional words ... 20e each

business services

help wanted

real estate

residential

commercial

CANON POWER WINDER for any "A"
camera wit~ Canon leather sport casa.
S'¥J..967-5607.

/WU! 11, 1992

yard sales

music

boats

learning

229 PlEASANT HIU RD., Sunday, June
14, 9-4. Furniture, craltsupplies, clolhillil, skis, rrisc. neme, dishes.

BEEN PROBED LATel Y?Then you must
"SmelITheProbe"-acassetteodd-issay
of life In Rumford, "The Big Stlnky,"with
boffo sillille, "Rumford Gu~s: $7trom
Tourmaline Music, Box 180, Bethel, ME
04217. 824-3246.

14'CATAMARANWITlRHobiecat, very
good condition. Instruction book, S850.
799-0068.

WANT TO IMPROVE YOUR SPANISH?
Tutoravailable(H.S. teacher), individual
orconversationai groups. Call 761-4054.

GiOOSE: PENTAX ME body or canon FD

BlOCK SAlE- 5+ families from 74 VW
1989 19' CHAPARREl CUDDY, 175
bug & '83 Subaru to childrens' toys,
Merc, full canoP'f, loadrite trailer, very
VIviIar 1Iash. S92 each. '¥5l-fI'I07.
moviepost8l$ & more. Good stuftcheap.
low hou~, seldom used, &xc. condition.
EUREKA WIND RIVER ,HERSON Sunday &114 l0am-3pm Barstow St D.J.'s, SONGWRITERS, broadcaslers, $13,500. 829-6442.
Pine
&
Sawyer)
off
Broadway
(biMwn
DOME TENT, used 5 times. Excellent
comedians: Record your demo at
In So. Portland. 767-1338.
condition:$92. n5-2760.
Portland's most affordable audio facil- 24 FT. FOUR WINNS 1989 245 Vista
ity. Digital Processillil,fX. and rrixdown. cruiser, 260 h.p., only 160 hou~, many
GIFT CERTIFICATE FOR TEN 112-hour .AM 13th A1f} 1«11, ~3, 28 Burnham Producing and arranging available. extras, $24,900. 627-4183.
guitar lessons. If no answer leave mes- Woods Orela (off Old Blue Point Ad.1- $15.hr. 775-2159.
Motorcycle, partible dishwasher, VCR,
CHANDLER'S WHARF- 46' SliP FOR
sage. m-8864.
kids tJys and clothes, S18rso, much 1llOI8. JACK HONAN'S SWINGING ClARINET RENT, security, full facilities, great harGOVERNOR'S LICENSE PlATES: 1982
needs a ryhthm section, possible job. bor view. Call Jim, 773-3384 days, or
Alabama #1 ; 1987 South Dakola #1. MOVING SALE JUNE 13 + 14, ~3 p.m. call 774-2303. Best time 10-12am.
BYes. 833-5716.
12 Tremont St:. Portland. Furniture,
Excellent condition, $92. 846-0740.
women's ch;thlng, books, and Oriental TUNES "R" US OJ&. S99 Special Offer CUDDY CABIN, 19' 1989-130 h.p.l/O.
GREAT DEAl! 4 13" tires w/rims. 4 goods.
Sunday thru Thursday. Basic package, Very little use. $8,500 firm. n2-3595.
snow tires, also 13". 4 so-so wheel
7000 song, all CD playlist 1200 watts.
covers. CalI774-W59,lIsa.S92orB.0. MOVING SAlE- Teak wall unit, teak st.
Also, lightillil, fog, bubbles. call Chris SAILBOAT WITH TRAItER: 16' fi~
reo stand , women's 10-speed Kenoyer, 775-6443.
MFGSidewinderwith roIlerfu~ing jib and
HONOA ACCORD HATCHSACK, 1981- stairstepper, old desk, bureaus, end
drop centsrboard. Shoreline beet trailer,
Needs work, no sticker, butstill kickillil. tables, radar detector, stereo speakn.
600 lb. capacity. SIilO. Call 839-6513.
Call Ryan, 828-1786.
Call 767-3769 for details.
24mrn'2.81ens,0r~tjsilkHnountild

KELVINATORElECTRIC RANGE, 40 in.
continuous clean oven. Good condition. $92. Call ~179.
KIDS' ACOUSTIC GUITARS (2), Steel
strings, U.S. made, $92. Set of four
P195175R14 $92. 773-7701 .
MATCHING COUCH & CHAIR, American Heritage collection, gold tones.
Great for apartment. 192 call 846-w45.
MOTOROLA CELLUlAR CAR PHONE
with antenna. Excellent condition. $92.
282-3256.
MOVING- 6 PIECE LIVING ROOM SET,
192. 773-5990.
MOVWG- COMPlETEDMNGSET, regulair ~ been used, S92. 773-5990.

Ii,
.l
;,

MlMNG-WINIlSlJlf9OARO, ~ used,
00g. price S3OO, ask S92. n3-599O.

I

'I
I'
f

MOVING- ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER,
good condition, $30; 19" color TV, $55;
student desk, $7. n3-599O.
MOVING-SOFA, 2 yea~ old, good condition, ask $92. 773-5990.

[

t

I

I

MUST SELl: Beige cOUCh, $50; gold
stutled rocker, $25; 2dirillil roomchairs,
$17. All good condition. 854-9774.

1 1.

PIONEER HPM-60 SPEAKERS, $92
each. Teac A-l03 cassette deck, $35.
871-7285, ask for Michael.

1 j!

PUCH 12-SPEEO MENS' bicycle, excellent condi'on. $92. 878-3189.

H
,'

, :'
i i
I.
"

TECHNICS AMlFM RECEIVER, digital
model SA-R210 with remote & equalim with spectrum analyzer. Rrst $92.
775-6443.
WATER REST
SUPER-SINGLE
WATER8ED (cor!1lklle), used 1 month.
S92. n4-2716 after 5 or leave message.
WHITE 3-DRAWER DRESSER, $40;
on&-drawer $20; entertainment center
$32. $92 takes all 3. 773-5990.
WILSON GOlF ClUBS- used irons, 2
thru 9; woods, 1 thru 4. Bag also. $92.
773-7120.
WOOll TWIN BE!}, CInoP'fstyle, whne&
gold without rrattress. 192. 865-6819.
X-COUNTRY sKlSwtlh Solomon bindings, $92. Ask for Michael 871 -7285.

wheels

PORT1.AM). 25 Granne St. June 13,14
9am-3pm. ~ng machine. clothes,
household, kerosene heater. Everything
must go. My trash night beyourtreasura

SATURDAY,JUNE 13, 9a.m. Children's
things, bikes, craft materials, glassware,
books, fabric. Raindate Sunday. 375
County Rd. (Ate. 22), Scarborough, 1
rrile East of Broadturn Rd.

$$ CASH CASH CASH $So WE HAUL
AWAY JUNK CARS AND TRUCKS, any
condition, seven daysaweelc, IH. 7736878

1989HOM)ACIVIC WAGON-Real time4-

AUTOGRAPHS- Buyillil signed pholc.graphs, lettel$, etc., of all famous personalities. Send list with copies, or call.
Pinetree, Box 8088, Ballilor, ME 044028088. (207)945-5070.
GUITARS WANTED: Gibson, Fender,
Gretsch, Marti n, National, Epiphone,
Rickenbacker. Also Fender arT1llifie~.
Collector pays to $10,000. callI-BOO484-8062, code 1212.
WANTED TO RENT: MOTOR HOME to
responsible man for 10 days, 6I3().71
09. Willillil to leave cIepoSt plus pay up
to S300 rental tee. 772-2570.
WANTED: OLD STEPHEN KING hardcover books. No Book-of-the-Month
Club, please. Price depends upon condition. Cash paid. call 883-Q301, leave
message if no answer.
WILL YOUR TRAVEL TRAILER be sittillil unused in your yard July 2~? Why
not let us borrow II & pocket some
cash? We have excell~ references, are
responsible professionals. Please call
767-2965 and ask to speak with joAnn.

animals

ASK ABOUT CASCO BAY WEEKLY'S
WHEElS DEAl! 4 WEEKS FOR ONLY
$16! 77H601 .
CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED- '89
Mercedes... $200; '86 VW... $50; '87
Mercedes. .. $100; '65 Mustang ... $50;
Choosefrom thousands starting at$25.
FREE 24 hour recordi IliI reveals details,
801-37~2929 copyright IMEII4JC

MAZDA RX-7, 19113- Body excellent
runs excellent, $2,500. 883-5242.
MOBILE HOME, 1979- 14x60 ASTRO,
applianced kitchen, IMIlil room, 2 BR,
bath. MovlHn condition, will negotiate.
774-4041 for more information.

arts I cralts

"""",.iiiii~"'iiiiiim..

Just call 1-900-370-2041 ant time, 24 hoIn a day, from 8rrf touchlone phone! Enter the fou'-digit .. runberofthe ad you wish to respond
tO, listen to the greeting, then leave a raspanse. (An advertiser may not
heve reootded a greeting by the lime you call. You may still leave a
message on thai person's line.) The dale at the end of the ad is the last
day to reply to tha1 ad. You may also choose to "browse" through all ads

Nothing doing

There's really nothing to
this puzzle. Each of the
different zeros represents a
number from one to nine. All
you have to do is write the
equations on the lines below.

FOR SAlE- 74 VW Sun Bug, partially
restored, $1500.83 Subaru GL, 4~oor,
good cond., $1000. 767-1338.
FORD THUNDERBIRD SUPER COUPE,
1989- Loaded, blackltitanium leather
interior, auto., JBl CD audio system, 2way moon roof. Excellent condition, t
owner. $10,500, Jeff, 775-1377.

GREAT FOR FATHER'S DAY! (Graduation, too). Brand-new book, "WAS BASEBAlL REAlLY INVENTED IN MAINE?"
Features Maine's colorful baseball history and all68Maine~who'veplayed In
the majors. Available at all booIcstores
or call 772-0099.

adun services

I'M' NAUGHTY BY NATURE, call me at
home. ASHLEY, 515-270-9465. MeN
phone billillil. Adults only.

TRASHY ROMANCE- No reading, just
lay back, listen and enjoy. $2.951min.
GMC You must be 18. 1-900-454-5444
LIVE PSYCHICS INTERPRET
YOUR PAST PRESENT &
FUTURE THROilGH THE POWER
OF THE TAROT

1-900-454-1444

$1 .79/m1n: '8t only
1-800-055 -55811
InfoA;.c.'S/1TIembershlp
W'U~wlRd,

IIIC.

Classifleds: n5-6601

00+00=000
eOO+00)=OO
OOx0)(!)=OOO
ODO:06+Q)Q)
06+00=000
000=00x(f)0
00xOO=00D

Solution to Real
Puzzle #124
(Down In front!)
The picture: "From Here to
Eternity."
The actors: Burt Lancaster
and Deborah Kerr.
In the scene, one of the
most famous of all time,
Lancaster is kissing Kerr on a
beach in Hawaii. The movie,
directed by Fred Zinnemann,
co-starred Montgomery Clift,
Donna Reed, Ernest Borgnine,
George Reeves and Frank
Sinatra.
Reed, Sinatra, Zlnnemann,
screenwriter Dalton Trumbo,
cameraman Barnett Guffey
and the film itself received
Oscars.
(DIm

span. Only one entry is
allowed per person per week.
All entries for this week's
puzzle must be received by
Wednesday, June 17. The
solution to this week' s puzzle
will appear In the June 25
Issue of Useo BIlY W«kly.
Send your best guess to:
Real Puzzle *126
UseD BIlY Wetk./y
CongressSt
Portland, Maine 04101

This week, Peter Gaucl and a friend will dine at Alberta's.

i
..a.a..;oLU;

Free Headline: (l5-character limit)

DDDDDDDDDDDDDDD
Free 25·word Personal Ad:

o

Yes, I agree to record my voice greeting
upon recieving my Personal Call Code.
category:
Q women

rr men
Q men rr women
Q women or women

Q

men or men

Qothers
Q companions

COnftdelUallnformatlon:

,01' personal ad:

(:Ne Calnot prim your ad without it.)

To place a FREE ad with Per.on.I c.,,~, fill out the coupon and mail
or FAX ~ (775-1615) to us. (H faxing, please photOCOll'i the coupon first
and then fll)( it. The newsprim doesn't reproduce wei.) The deadline fl)(
raceMng personal ads is Monday at noon. FREE ads are 25 words I)( less
and run for two weeks. No 1ree ads will be accepIed OYer'the phone. Ads
with more than 25 words cost 50¢ per addIionai wad. We'. send you a
four-dig~" number(lo be printed in your ad) and a six-dig~ security coda
for exdusive access to yoU' responsestlYough an BOO-line at no cost to
you.
CrNI Box Is and P.O. Box Is cost $20 per two-week ad. Ads may be
paid for with V1S8 or MastetCard, I)( local check or cash.

~e::

__________________________

name: _____________________________
~~:-------------------------C~ :

___________________________

state: _______________ zip: __________

tIOII to lSi II.' Personal tall® mallbel:

First 25 words & headline:

Glldellnes:

00_

ATIRACTM, SLIM, FIT, personable,
youllillooking 44, SWf, seel<illil attractive, charrring, smart, nice man. I like
dancillil, the beach, cook-outs, theater,
horse shows. tt5438 (6123)
CARPENTER WANTE!}'Slim, fit. attractive
DWF,29, In need of permanent part-time,
physically-fit carpenter for a barter system. Endurance a must. 'lr5473 (6130)
DWF, 44, likes country music, R & R,
oldies, movies, readillil, walking. I am
blonde with blue 1I'y'9S. Would like to
meet someone with sirrilar interests,
40+. tt5437 (6123)

IAMINClURDl,wherea19you?lwantto
havekidsand grOYI oIdwith alovi ng,liberal
Christian man. I am 37, involved in peace
and justice issues and lave music and
mountains. Please call ttsso2 (6130)
I PlAY RHYTHM GUITAR in the symphony of life. Pretty, country redhead
seeks man that can make my rainbow
flOYI. You: 35+, tall, secure, nol afraid to
dream. tt5483 (6130)
LET'S SIT UNDER ATREE, share a Bud
ligh~ and thank God for new beginnillils. I'm 5'8", 40s and need a new
branch in life! tt5490 (&30)
LIMERICK FOR SWM, 34-40: You're bri~
liant, attractive and lall; but !here's no one
foryou toenthrall. nyou're inexistence,l'd
have no resistance. (You're readillil this
ad, why not call?) 'lr5494 (6130)

SWF,27,VOlUPTUOUS, vivacious, with
a smile that won' quit and apersonality
to match. Seeks down-bHa~h 27-37
SWM, NlS, chem-free, for long-term
refationship. P.O. Box 4221 , Portland,
ME 04101 tt5447 (6123)
SWF,28,SHORTAmNTIONSPANwith
too many Interests and never enough
time. Playing "Date Roulette"- no great
expectations, but open to unsuspected
good fortune. tt5479 (6130)
SWF,40, lARGE-Wanted: DlSWM, 40+,
kind, gentle, open & honest, secure,
homebody. Must be N/S, tW, love old
movies & 101lil talks. tt5443 (6123)

men ... women
A GENTlE TOUCH, a warm embrace, a
hand to hold, a heart to share, need
someone to really care. tt5474 (6130)

Rubin's book, BRAINSTORMS, _5 recmtly published by Harper alld Row.)

~"'ifti

women .. men

Lee Bals and a friend will take In a movie at The Movies at
Exchange SITeet.

Ponoonal ada •• ..,.laIMfor aingle peopleoeeldng rUtionoh;p.. Ada --.g1D buyor08lI_x'"

FIIf

add'i words 0 .50 each: __________

Personal Call<B1: __.....!..!Fft!.!!If:!:.-___

....,.,.. will be roluMd. No fun _
, __ a d d _ or phone
willI» pobli./led. Ada
containing explicit _u.I or IIIaIo!ricaI i<lnguego will not I» pobliohad. We...",. the right to edit. CBW Box or P.O. Box (add $20): _________
retu. or _egorize rrrry ed. Advertieera mutrt I» oyer 18 __ 01 _ .

Total: __________

caw

PERSONAL

(Calls cost 1.49/min. Must be 18 or over. Touch-tone phones only. Casco Bay Weekly 207-775-6601)

SCHOlAR OF GERMAN lANGUAGE and
cutture: Thisgerman native rrisseddeadline for responding to your ad- would
like to makecontactforgermanconversation USW.

0Q)0=QOxOO
00+66=000

Can you solve the Real
Puzzle? There Is a 520 gift
certificate from Alberta's for
the first-prize winner. The
second-prize winner
receives two free passes to
The Movies at Exchange
Street. Winners will receive
their prizes in the maU.
Drawings are done at
random. Contestants are
ineligible to win more than
one prize In a four-week

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY

RJN,lIBERATED F-I dance to the beat 01
a different drummer. I'm 20, an intelligent
student,optirristic, witty, rrature,creative,
honest &non-p18tentious.Seekillil sirrilar
souHmte. 'll'S481 (6130)

BII Don Rubin

Calls cost $1..49/min. You must be 18 I)( c:Ner.
Torespondtoa caw Box', address mail to Casco &Iy WeeIdy, 551A
CongtrJss Sf., Portland, ME 04101, making sure to print the Ihree-digit
caw Box , clearfy In the lower left-hand comer of the envelope.

AfterYou receive YOll" runber and private security coda, you may
record your personal imroduction. Use your imroclJction to tell more
about yourself than yoU' ad does. GIve yoU' first name, but DON'T give
yOU'last name, phone numbarl)( address. Make SU'e you ask yoU'caIiefS
to leave their names, phone numbers and the best times to call1hern. All
imroductlons are reviewed by CBW and 90 on line wittm 24 hours.

TRANSVESTITE, TRANSEXUAL,
CROSSORESSER Information holline
and IT'II8IillilPlace. 1-212-986-17n-8
or 1-212-986-9856-7. Local! Nationwide, 24 hours! 7 days. exCiting fashion
catalog ~rom famous Michael Salem TV
Boutique.

HOT, LIVE &WILD, JUSTYOU & ME, 1702-871-4103. Over 21 only, very discreet billillil.

lnaspec:~iccategcxy(com~nIonaandotheranotavailableto ·browse").

HOW to pilei

LOCAl MEN & WOMEN-Wi1Il phone numbars! l-00Q-884-OAT£, ext 428. ($lIrrin.,
18+) Televemur&S, Fort Myers, Fl.

ext 0005.

DOMINIOUE IS WET & WAITING to fire
you into averdrive on a fantasy joyride,
so grab your clutch & call 514-2829864. All c.c. Is, 18+.

real uzzle

ENJOY THE SUMMER INA28' CAMPERSleeps 5, fully furnished and ready to
go. 1985 NOMAD, stove, fridge, fr8ll2llr.
Must be seen. Call 761-0504.

OLDS CUSTOM CRUISER, 1983- SNi,
AKC'CKC GERMAN SHEPHERD PUPS. PIW, AlC, cruise, hili:h, clean, bl ue cloth
seats, white axterlor w/pinstripe. Must
ScHh lineage. Bred for ternpermen~
obedience and protection. Written hi & sell $1,500 or I!{O. m.1645.
health guarantee. Blkltan, Blklred. AUSAAS 900, 1984- 3 door, A/C. New
BURN 34!)-W96.
tune-up & sticker. Great condition.
IT'S THE CATS PAJAMAS- Bed & Break- $2600. n2-52B4, leave message.
fast for cats, offering NO-CAGE
accomodations, large, sunny play a1l1a,
bird watchillil, sunbathillil and TlC for
yourcalwhileyou'reaway. Call 883-9611. FINE HANDCRAFTS WANTED for new
"Made In Maine" store opening soon in
Recycle Me, Please!
Kennebunk. Consignment only. Please
call Margaret at 967-4311 .

lIOII to respond to a persODal ad:

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER? Jet there anytime for only $169
with
call 212-,964-2000.

'83 VW PICK-UP, exc. condition, many
new parts. Must sell. $1995 or B.O.
Truckin PortlandThursday (6111). 8742214. Later 848-5797. Don' rriss out

WO, 5-door, 5-speed. $7000. m-3047.

wanted

bulleUn board

publications

INDULGENCE, PlEASURE, YOU! Call
MY OWN 900, Private LIVE Models Talk
number! Rrst 18 seconds FREE. Three
days Live Talk, $20, Adults, 1-900-9031118 AINHlll.

ANYONE?BUElLER?ChineseDate, Eh?
Rililerknives 'glasses. Hold In common !
Just kiddillil, kiss,laughing match, perfect nervous ocean P&A quick "R" word
squeaker talkingl UndeIWater Vic's,
Trader, water-skiing, XIX (not stupid),
Yesterday, Zevon. Leave message?
tt5500 (&30)
ATIN: BIKE JUNKIES- You can rideny
Fat Chance as long as there are no
games. I will oil your bottom bracket if
you win adjust my chain. Then, maybe
we can ride into thesunset on an Iglehart
bumfortwo! Female bike junkie, 23-32,
wanted by rrale bike junkie, 29. Let'ssee
if our trails meet! tt5477 (6130)
ATIRACTI\o£, AGREEABlE AND AVAILABlE?DWM, young 46, 5'6-112", 1551b.activeand easygoing. I seek harmony, fun,
friendship and intimacy. You are a compas1Ionate, friendly, emotionally secure,
prelly, shapely woman. We like beach,
picnics,diring, videos, backrubsand quiet
times together. 'll'S442 (&"23)
ATIRACTIVE, HEAlTHY, FIT WM with
summer to share, lookillil for a pretty,
open-rrinded, sexy. ham, trim WF,
35-45. like cookouts, the beach, movies, kids, travel? Me, too! Good sense of
humor Important 'cause I've won tickets
to Comedy Night tt5436 (6123)

CARRYDUTYOURFANTASESwithhandsome, tw, ~ younger rral\
SWM, 28, 5'10', 100#, BrMI., needs a
change of pace. Seeking happy, hUthy,
prelly, mature, inlBlligent, humorous, fun1cM1liI!ady, 30-45, tor ~ -ny, summer fun 111 home or beach. I'mwnllilfor
your call. 'II'S455 (&"23)
DO YOU DESIRE a monogamous, ,...
mantic relationship with a male who's
emotionally available and secureenoug h
within himself to respect you as an
equal? I'm a 55 y.o. DBM, WS, tW,
prof9ssional. I lilt weights regula~y so
am muscular, shy yet passionate. I love
to laugh and not afraid to cry. I like
weight liltillil, wall:hillil movies, quiet
d i nne~, walking hand In hand. Looking
for a SF, any race, 40-50, HIS, tW, in
Portland area. tt5448 (6123)

DO YOU VAlUE HONESTY, authenticity,
risk-takillil, inner COlI1lIge? Is a corrrritmen!, connection, soulmate what YOU'19
looking f01? Is self-ili5eOY8!Y & growth an
i ~rtant part of your inner I~e? A19 saosualit.', sexuality and passion some of the
ways you bridge your inner-self to your
outerl~e?Are jb6, jbes, mainsand rrillllflS
away to connect you with na!ure'swor1d?
nso, and you a19a tW, HIS, around28-35
woman, then this min wants to hear from
you. Lltterw/photoappreciated. tts.462
(6123)
DWM COLLEGE GRAD- "The original
Mr. Mom", the answer to the working
sillille mother's dreams, coastal location preferred. Love animals, too. CfNi
Box 073. tt5464 (6123)
DWM, 28, 5'8", 1601, small business
owner, seeks BiFwith brunette hair, 3545,wnh doWn-to-ilarlh pe~nallty . L8I'S
exchange l ette~, then meet for coffee.
tt5475 (6130)
DWM, 28, ATTRACTIVE, healthy and
sincere, seeks SIOWf, 25-35. NlS, casual drinker, 5'10", 160lbs. BRlBR. Interested in relationship. Many different
interests. tt5504 (&30)
DWM, 49 AND TIRED of bei ng alone. 6',
BRlgray, overweight seeking notoyerly
bright SiIlWF, 25-40, bluwreG'blonde,
trim, NlS for fun times and companionship this summer. tt5451 (6123)
DWM, LONElY, 405, professionally
e~oyed, seeking cooperative lady who
enjoysdiningout, the arts, and comfortable with quiet domestics to theerolica.
P.O. Box 942t, South Portland, ME
04116-9421.
tt5482 (6130)
,

l'MANATTRACTIVE$25IWr.bIonde, blue- VERY ATIRACTIVE, sincere MWM, 29,
eyed SM, 22, IMIlil alone and hopillil to 6'O",BVBI,athletic,down-tc.-earth,warm
meal a reIationship-rrinded SF, 18-25. I sense of humor, seeks curious, lonely
offer a heart that's full of love, honesty, oradventurousfemalefordiscreet, intitrust. monogamy- and 111 cater to the mate fun. Hope to hear from you!
warns and needs oftha! special someone tt5461 (6123).
who won'takethesefor grarrted. I balM
Inshanng,togatherness,positivecorrmu- '
nication and beillil there for each other
Co Id b e · . . .
....
during I~e's ups & downs. u we a
match? For more intorrration, lei's exchange leiters or a phone call. All,. ANOTHER CURIOUS Falso lookillil to
sponses will18Ci6Yea prompt f9P1y! CBW fulfill fantasy. I'm 24, attractive and
Box On. 1I'55Q3 (6130)
fun . I can1 respond to ads, no phone,
so call me! All sincere messages answered. tt5434 (6123)

U-IBn'" '.-IBI

person 01 the week
UMERICK FOR SWM, 34-40: You're'brilliant
attractive and tall; but there's no one for you to
enthrall. If you're in existence, I'd have no
resistance, (You're reading this ad, wtry not
call?) 1t5494 (6130)
Each week, a Casco Bay Weekly personal is chosen aa CBW, "P8t'son
of the Week" and is awarded two tree movie rentals, compliments of
Videoport. All personal ads are entered in the drawing.
LEAN FIT ADVENTURER (5'71 seeks
thin woman of substance, 305, with love BRIGHT-but no Madame Curie. Atof the out-of~oo~. Bulldozer experi- tractiv. but no Cleopatra. Interested
in meeting other lesbian(s), age34-45,
ence a plus. tt5492 (6130)
to share fun, food and feelings. Sense
LONElY AND SHY SWM, 30, seeks at- of humor a must! alW Box on.
tractive, fi~ IVS, 27-33, who loves to be
outdoo~, or listenillil to great music FREE-8PIRITED GWf,26. Celebratethe
indoors. Also, a sense of humor would earth with me. Chem-free, strong
be helpfu l. Seeks friendship, and maybe comrriltment to enjoyi IliI life. Those
more. tt5485 (&130)
wrth emobonal poltergeist need not call.
tt5476 (&l3Ot
LOVEATFIRST SIGHT! You- Chaperoring
an elderly group in Market 8asket, cape GWF, 35, NIGHT OWl- Does womyn in
Elizabeth, Friday May 29, sandwich-buy- music inspire your emotional desire,
illil, beachgoillil, 5'6", blonde. I- whne Increaseyour spiritual awareness, warm
shirt, vest. glasses, locks, beard. Please your heart? Seeking acoustic/electric
write. CBW Box 076. 'lr5493 (6130)
GF musicIans for friendship and sharOlDER WOMAN, 30+, sought by WM, Ing creative harmonics! tt5452 (6123)
ea~y2Os, for hot nights of mutual pleasMBiF DESIRES to a<pIore another. Athing. I am bold, intelligent OV8IWeight
and insatiable. Want to be pleased? call letic but curvaceous, very casual,llaugh
alillevision because rt is so lame, (Puter
me. tt5498 (6130)
Jennings excepted), lave political iSSU86,
SAILING MATE- 40ish sailor, lookillil silly parties, and women more interested
for 35ish rrate for summer fun, the in investing in their rriods than breast
romance of the sea. Environmentally, 10lliants. 'll'S445 (&"23)
spiritually & physically sound only
should respond. tr5495 (&30)

SEARDlING FOR SUMMER SWEETHEART, 35-45, pretty, physically fit sexy,
ENLIGHTENMENT- Two SWM profes- open-rrinded, sophisticated but able to
sionals, 27, believl in fun and more fun. laugh and go crazy, occasionally. I'm an
We refuse to grow up. Jotn us and our Intelligent, healthy,attractive, affectionoutdoor toys... bikes, etc ... P.S. Van ate SWM with varied interests. an adventurous spirit and have romance and
rules._ photos. tt5439 (6123)
Intimacy to share. tt5491 (6130)
FAlL IN LUST- DWM, 40, seeks female
for a non-i:omrritted, lustttj relation- SWM t+'S, PHYSICAlLY RT and mentally
ship. No beaches, no dancing, no the- stable, seeks woman whose interests includefilm, music, literature and travel.She
at«, & definitely no hikillil. We're talk- must be active, attractive, funny, intuitive,
Ing passion! tt5496 (6130)
sensitive and possess a warm heart and
mOM ADAM TO NOW- Single 23 y.O. gentle soul. Femmes fatales need not r.
Asian male. With the right lady,l'lienjoy ply. nyou fit ny description olthe perfect
travellillil, dancing, adventure. You're soulmate please respond. CBW Box 074.
11'5467 (&"23)
going to have Interests you'd like to
share also. tt54S4 (6123)
SWM, 25, looking fOIWard to meetillil a
wonderful SWf, 25-30. I would love to
FLW FRIEN!}' I'm looking for a larrale meet you for a nice dinner and dancing.
summer friend to hang out with, play tt5457 (6123)
tennis, surf and sirT1liy enjoy the S8H01\
Call me for a good time! tts435 (&"23)
SWM, 25, 11M to Maine. Attentive listener. Ocean lover. Bruce Cockburn.
GEM IN MY EYE- Almost 6', well-pre- Clasped hands. Kite flyer. Romantic
served, active, nature loyer, very young Walks. FriendshipicorT1lanionwith SWF
at heart seeks an attractive, ferrin ine 01 sirrilar age. These are a few of ny
companion to share the mysteries of favorite things. tt5446 (6123)
life. 3().4O. tt5466 (6123)
SWM, 27, AMEnC, attractive, profesHANDSOME, Intelligent energeticSWM, sionally erl1)Ioyed. LoadsOf summerv.
25, would like to meet open-minded, cation time. Must share with tw, attracpretty, sexy, trim, SWF, 21-28 for mov- tive, SVtf, 20-35,inGrealerPortianO'south.
ies, dancillil, dining out and special Call ~ i nIerested. ttssos (6130)
Urnes. P.O. Box 1985, Portland, ME
SWM,45, iookillil forNlS Wfconcerned
04104 tt5449 (6123)
with econorric dictato~hi p & sutlering,
HI, I'M A SWM, 37, professional artist a non-prochoicer, non~uncontroller
that some say is attractive, definitely who confo rms to conscience rather than
d iffe ren~ that loves Harleys, tattoos, social dictates, whofeelscleverenough
music, fun times and quiet times. Look- to help humanity, strives for aesthetic
ing for attractive, weil-builtSWF, 20-30, beauty, 8Kercises, perhaps interested in
that lik86 same, who iso' fickleo rmoody. fourth way. Letter not necessary- prefer
"that's you, let's meet and see where it phone call or number. P.O. Box lOll,
SlCo, ME 04072. tt5433 (6123)
goes. 'lt5450 (6123)

MAlE SEEKS FEMALE, couples: for fun:
fantasy, fnendshlp.. Interests Include.
hot tubs, adu~ lIlOV1es, candy panties,
Pee Weelmpr8SSl0ns. Clean , discrete.
BiWM, 45, 5'9", masculine, heaijhy, sale, All answered. tt5480 (6130)
professional, Iookillil for clean, healthy
friends to enjoy I~e with. Discretion as- MALE, THIRTIES, would like to meal
lured. tt5465(6I23)
othe~ interested in visiting local nude
beaches. tt5459 (6123)
ClOSETOPENBUTnotajurT1llr.GWM,
25,wI·th nncitiveouUookseekiMsirrilar MWM, 30, WANTS to meet with ladies
""_
...
18-3Oforfriendship, possibly more. Mel for fun and fantasy. Age, weight not as
head games. Just sex? Don' wasteny i~rtant as cleanliness & discrfJIion.
tt5486 (6130)
time. tt5440 (6123)

men ... men

GOO!}'LOOKING 26 y.O. GWM seeking
same for fun times and friendship, and
possibly more. Interests include travel,
sports and dancing. Please call soon.
tt5463 (6123)

SORRY I MISSED YOU- To: GWM, 30,
5?", masctjine. professional, shy, handIN NEED OF A FRIEN!}' 29, BiM, novice, some athlet&-friendship & iong-term.l'm
slim, shapely, seeking other BiMs, 18- 5'10',37, notshy butfitother descriptol'S.
50, for man-talk and more. I'm clean, Stililookillil? 'll'S487 (6130)
macho and discreet! Please hurry, I
SWM SEEKS COUPlE or 2!)-4O y.O.
need friendship, etc. tt5484 (&30)
women to share fun and fantasies. 21
INTELLIGENT MAN, in-shape, attrac- y.o. blonde/blue, perfect body, very attive, 38; wants athletic, honest man with tractive. tt5489 (&30)
brains: trade TaoistlTantric massage,
SWM, 2B, SEEKS SF for adventures,
casual wrestling, nude sunbathillil, en- friendship and possibly couples fun.
gagillil conve~tion , possibly much Discretion assured, all calls answered.
more. 11'5460 (6123)
tt5501 (6130)
SEEKINGMR. RlGHTforfriendship, maybe
more. I'm 33, good-looking, professional
and mascuUne. You be 25-35, good-iook1IliI, canllil, honest & fun. Let's enjoy life
together. No fats/fems. 'lr5478 (6130)

companions

others
ANYONE INTERESTED in joining a Ic.cal swingers club for friends and fun?
call, don' be shy. tt5444 (6123)
JUDY-HAD THE CHICKEN SALAD•.. it
wasn'good! When I'mwith you, I can
almost touch the sta~! Thanx for your
inspiralionand company! I'm so hapP'f
that we met! With respect- JOEL
tt5441 (6123)
lADIES- Have you read VOX? Interested in a sirrilar situation? No meeting, phone only. tt5488 (6130)

By Lynda Barry

0"" h( ~.t- ttv ~ k. I... the LJ'GHt Frxtvrt.

8vT I G.r 111M OliT. 8':1 fU ITING " CHAII/.
0'" A CHAII!. IN 1II';j SEO. I UN~(p.eWED
the l..i6~T F')(Tl/itf kiD FoIINP Tl/E FI..~

GAAV~~ARD, IT I,IAS AJI~T 17 peAPfLJE'S
to ME &VT TO J~FF IT LooKI1 D LI K c
lI~ovND 2 1'100. IF /11'1 /fIoM D'OH'T ':lel..l..
I WOVLob I\,Wt II/V!' t:i.ropp'd titt I~~t F\)(t'oI"
,I

WANTED: STEVE- I know your name
and what you likeon hotdogs. Contrary
to what your friend said, I DO want to get
to know you. call tt5471 (6130)

WM SEEKS FEMAlE forfun fantasy, or as
TAKE A CHANCE- n you're 18-22, gJeat partner for other ~ ads. Also interIookillil, YOUIlil & restless, and in search of ested in couples seekillil rraIe. Age not
summer fun, then this bold and beautiful i~rtant All answered. 'lr5456 (&"23)
BiWM, 25, wants you. 'lr5458 (&"23)

ernie ook

,IJ.
'j.-

SEARCHING- Would like to meet the
lady in the second balcony, aisle 4, box
E, seat 50, at the Melissa Etheridge
concert. tt5453 (6123)

EXTEND AHELPING CAR! Si ngle parent
father of aubstic child seeks friends!
samaritans for transportation to laundry, shopping, non-Medicaid appointments. possi bly other events. Live 302
near Westbrook/Windham line.
THANKS!! tt5388
HI MOMS!! YOUIlil Mom with 2 y.o. son
looking for same with car to spend days
with for beach, walks, etc. 'lr5499 (6130)

SEEKING FEMAlE COMPANIOtmlDER
for drive to south-central Alaska. Share
expenses, drivillil,adventure.LeaveJuly
9th. Serious inquiries only, please!
tt5497 (6130)
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